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The computer revolution reaches everyone, and we at the Academy IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT 
have also been affected. Just in the last year—since we have had our neon hs Seen 
own microcomputer—I have noticed a tremendous increase in the TOIT Cabs ete) Wvenash 
number of manuscripts we receive from our authors which are William H. Tishler (Arts), Madison 
computer printouts. They’re wonderful inventions, these microcompu- es pheran eee Masten 
ter-word processors. While they don’t make writing or editing easier, a pe ee 
they certainly facilitate producing revised copies of manuscripts. For COUNCILORS-AT-LARGE 
the last year we have done rewriting and editing on our office word Don Ee : ae i : yyce M. Erdman, Madison 
procesor, but with this issue we enter fully into the grand and glorious Daniel O. Trainer, Stevens Point 
world of electronic communications. We “input” all text into our - To eae is 
microcomputer and transmitted by telephone via a modem to our Ga Val eee 
typesetter—or as the jargon has it, “our computers interfaced.”’ These TERM EXPIRES 1985 
computers are just machines, of course; they don’t work miracles. We Fos Vices 
still work as closely with our typesetters to produce the copy—in fact, TERM EXPIRES 1984 
we have new problems to solve. Computers have communications CS aoe 

: . ®, ‘ Robert Ragotzkie, Madison 
problems, too. The software which tells our machine one thing is 
misinterpreted by their computer to mean another thing. This can only COUNCIL-APPOINTED POSITIONS 
be glossed over by a meeting of human minds (and a new set of LIBRARIAN 
instructions to the computer). A new era has begun, with a whole new Jack A. Clarke, Madison 
set of problems to solve. DIRECTOR—W.ASAL. 

The December issue will mark the thirtieth year of the quarterly DIRECTOR—JUNIOR ACADEMY 
Review. This publication was started in 1954 and edited for its first ten ee eee 
years by Walter and Trudi Scott. On June 25, 1983, Walter, aged 72, EDITORS 
died in a Madison nursing home. Known primarily as a conservation- Bh se eats 
ist and bibliophile, Walter Scott was truly an integrated personality 
with avid interest in arts and literature as well as sciences. Six Acade- 
my members who knew and worked with him through the years paid ; 

F; : mi ra Typeset by Impressions, Inc. 

tribute to the many facets of Walter E. Scott in a special section of the 
June 1981 Review. The Scotts have done much for the Academy and erceee Sites postaee bell 8) Macon Wl 
especially for the Review. With Walter Scott’s death, an era is over. Ege He ae ieee a one ies 
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Rod Clark, a Madison native Michael Hinden is an associate Academy Review a piece on endan- 
bn : ve, professor of English and chairman __ gered crane species and the Inter- 

camied) anasior degree in Eee of the Integrated Liberal Studies national Crane Foundation at 
Wat a eG ii mo or the program at UW-Madison. He Baraboo, which won First Place for 

Sit § C fle 5 ni 57 : Si ied earned a Ph.D. from Brown Uni- nonfiction that year in the Council 
he he fe SOMCE EDL 2k ee. versity. His publications are in _ for Wisconsin Writers competition. 

e has written and produced seven modern drama, in literary criti- 
stage plays at Broom Street Theater Gism, and most recently in litera- 
and a radio play on W-O-R-T radio, ture and art M . 

which have garnered a Schubert : arylu Raushenbush of Madison 
Playwriting fellowship, two , has worked in clay and silver as well 

Wisconsin Arts Board grants, and Joseph W. Elder is professor of as photography and has pursued art 

a prize in a state-wide radio play- Sociology and South Asian studies _ studies at Madison Area Technical 
writing contest. at UW-Madison. He was born in College, Arizona University in 

Iran of Presbyterian missionary Tucson, Arizona State University 

Barbara Fowler was educated at the Parents and came to the United in Tempe, and UW-Madison. In 
University of Wisconsin, Bryn States to complete his high school _past months Marylu has taken 
Mawr College, and the American and college education. He received hundreds of photographs of visual 
School of Classical Studies at his B.A. and M.A. in sociology from _artists as part of a project in which 
Athens. She is at present John Oberlin College and his Ph.D. from other artists then alter the print into 

Bascom Professor of Classics at the | Harvard University. Professor their own media. This exhibit of her 
UW-Madison and has published Elder is the executive producer of portraits and the artists’ work will 

poems in The Midwest Quarterly, 4 documentary film on consensus _be held at the Elvehjem Museum 
The Little Magazine, Harvard decision making by a cast in India. of Art in February 1984. 

Magazine, Abraxas, and other liter- He is also an active member of the 
ary journals and anthologies. Religious Society of Friends (Quak- Marylu Raushenbush 

ers) which has traditionally 
A native of West Virginia, Lenore conducted its business on the prin- 
McComas Coberly has lived in ciples of consensus decision 
Madison since 1964. She is the making. ™ 

author of One Hundred Years of k 

Caring, a history of the Wisconsin Charles W. Anderson is Glenn “ . 

Council on Human Concern, news- Hawkins professor of political g — 

paper and magazine articles, anda science at UW-Madison. A special- a” 

volume of poetry. Her poetry has _ ist in political theory and political i> 

appeared in various publications economy, he is the author of State- — 

including the Wisconsin Academy craft, Value Judgment and Income a 
Review. She is credentials chairman _ Distribution, The Political Econo- 
of the Wisconsin Fellowship of | my of Modern Spain, and Politics 
Poets. and Economic Change in Latin - 

America along with other works. He 

William Lawlor is a former is a member of the faculty of the ) 
messenger, cut boy, and cab driver _ Integrated Liberal Studies Program 
from New York City. He now lives where he teaches courses in the 
in the North Woods, where he history of Western political, / 

writes poems, translations from economic, and social thought. 4 

Spanish, and essays. He has i 
published in various little maga- | Gretchen Schoff is associate chair- j 
zines in the U.S. and Canada. man of Integrated Liberal Studies \ 

and professor in the Institute of 
Louie Crew, with a Ph.D. from the | Environmental Studies and Gener- i 

University of Alabama, teaches in al Engineering. She teaches inter- > m FZ 

the English department at UW-_ disciplinary courses such as 7 4 

Stevens Point. He has published “Humanistic Perspectives on the om ‘ i 

numerous stories, poems, and arti- Environment,” which focuses on ae 

cles in such periodicals as:Saturday nature as source of art, literature, he. 
Review, Midwest Quarterly, and __ religious and ethical values. In 1976 
College English. she published with Wisconsin i 
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Conflicts in Western Culture 
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n August 1983, present faculty 
members of the Integrated 
Liberal Studies Program at 
UW-Madison gave a series of 

oe Pulls Wena Coninet i The pleasure of learning (and therefore the key to estern Culture,” at the ILS-Meik- ‘ ae . lejohn Summer Institute held in intellectual motivation) results from our desire for 
Madison for the alumni of the two integration and from our delight in seeing the relationships 
programs. Four of these presenta- ings. 
tions are published here. Each essay pec iecncionas 
attempts to bring to bear the his- 
tory of ideas upon issues of citizen- 
ship and social policy. Each also re- 
flects the policy of the Integrated 
Liberal Studies Program, antici- 
pated by Meiklejohn a half-century 66 d di Ss © 99 
ago, when he wrote: “Our primary Un erstan Ing 1S Integration 
task is to see, and to help students By Michael Hind 
to see, subjects in their relations.” y Nvalchaeh Eunden 

C000 

0 one today needs to be told Most alarmingly, many high of our average students are over- 
N that American education is school graduates—and that means _ whelmed by bits and facts, by digits 

ina state of disrepair.Com- many college freshmen—cannot and print-outs and shards. What 
missions, panels, and blue-ribbon _ perform the basic functions of ra- _ they lack is the ability to integrate, 
committees have leveled serious tional analysis. According to the to interpret that information within 
criticism against our institutions in | Commission’s report, “nearly 40 a scheme of reference so as to un- 
a series of well-publicized reports. percent cannot draw inferences derstand it. Understanding and 
The most recent of these is the re- _ from written material; only one-fifth purpose are prior to application; 
port of the National Commission can write a persuasive essay; and _ and while it is true that neither can 
on Excellence in Education, which only one-third can solve a mathe- _ be taught by rote, their growth can 
has released its findings in the form matics problem requiring several be encouraged and directed through 
of an open letter to the American steps.” In sum, the Commission the prescribed course of study to 
people. The commission informs believes that the average graduate which a student is exposed. That is 
us that our younger citizens now ofan American school or college is the function of a curriculum, and 
are educated so inadequately that not as well educated as the average _ it is necessary that educators now 
we have become “a nation at risk.” —_ graduate of twenty-five years ago. consider in what ways our present 
In the words of the Commissioners: Among its suggested remedies, curriculum needs amendment. 
“A high level of shared education the Commission urges educators in Before proposing what I take to 
is essential to a free, democratic so- _ the colleges as well as in the high _be desirable reforms, let me prepare 
ciety and to the fostering ofacom- _ schools to reviewand strengthen the _ the way by conjuring a pair of im- 
mon culture, especially inacountry content of their existing courses of ages, seemingly unrelated. The first 
that prides itself on pluralism and study. There are other recommen- _is from the American astronomer 
individual freedom.” But all indi- dations in the report that bear con- | Edwin Hubble, the second from the 
cators show that both the quality sidering but none so important, I English poet John Keats. It was 
and effectiveness of American ed- _ expect, as this. It may seem sur- | Hubble who discovered in the 1920s 
ucation, from grade school through _ prising that our crisis in education _ that the entire observable universe 
university level, have declined over has come about after years of in- is expanding in all directions. As we 
the past two decades. Our students _ creased emphasis on specialization gaze from our own galaxy, we can 
now compare unfavorably to their and vocationalism in the schools observe that all the other galaxies 
counterparts in foreign countriesin and in the midst of an unprece- are receding from us with a speed 
many academic areas; millions of dented explosion of data and data- _ that increases proportionally with 
our high school graduates are func- _ processing mechanisms that now __ their distance. It is not that we are 
tionally illiterate; College Board characterize our national life. But at the center of the Great Disper- 
Scholastic Aptitude scores have the problemisnotsomuchthatour sion; rather, it is that wherever in 
fallen, and so have achievement test students lack information, al- the universe an observer might 
scores in such subjects as physics _ though it is true thatsome are poor __ stand to take a fix on things, the 
and English. in basic skills; rather, the majority same phenomenon would be noted: 
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Conflicts in 
everything that exists is moving at is the poet who suggests that the ties discourages the student from 

an unimaginable speed away from _ distance between past and present exploring these connections. Em- 
everything else in its vicinity. in human experience is just as vast phasis, rather, is placed on profes- 

Therefore, it is literally true that 48 anything that lies beyond ourken _ sional cain ne iM ee oe 
the more we see of the universe, the 1 Space. Parl TOE Ne . rnd “s an 
farther it has receded from us. How , Hence another profound ques- is alata 01 con t ‘ progres- 
do we connect with it? How do we 00 arises: how oe oan “ sive : ee = e ptael ae 

understand our place? For me, the  ™otion of our inner lives? a : es h ine ie aah fj aoe Bo 
key environmental question is not build bridges between our feel- a 0! i ‘ e institu i vs e mae 
whether acid rain is ruining the 185; which are vital and immedi- nowledge is too diffuse to be 

«A difa G ate, and our thoughts, which areab- _ grasped in its entirety, and we must 
aquatic life in our Great Lakes, or wand howd f k aieaee thi lin ord 
even whether industrial chemicals stracted and some: Ow | istant from now at least one thing well in or ler 

: them? It may take billions of years to understand what knowledge is. may destroy the ozone layer in the for light fi eine ee ieg a But th evo deculeahl 
atmosphere. Those are local ques- or light from far-off galaxies 2 ut oe e pasi Hi les the 
tions, The great question is whether reach our telescopes; it ee take en as oa ie too aC upon 

the ‘universe will continue to exe only billionths ofa second or nerve he process of education. Majors 
: : impulses in the brain to register a dictate requirements, which in turn 

pand forever until there is no longer 5 d : eet eae toe landineanthl 
even a bridge of light remaining to sensation and transmute Ae a eal eS P : quisites, an y Ww 7 
connect the parts—or whether the thought. Consciousness itself, we reach all the way toa a“ lent’s first 
expansion will at some point re- have learned, is a matter of an al- pees a campus. The concept 
verse itself with all those trail-blaz- | ™OSt infinite number of such elec- of the fres ae and rope 
ing galaxies finally crashing in on tro-chemical connections. But it Ba as eG not on y to 
their neighbors in a blinding flash takes a poet to describe the ee t 4 ew 01 oa lines ” — 
of togetherness. Why do I need to 2°88 of experience, combining feel- _ relations, but to the art of under- 
know this? I am curious aboutias- 128 and thought | in a melodic se- _ standing, has all but disappeared. 

tronomy because it helps complete  @uence of vivid imagery. vee a baer 

my frame of reference, because it The point of this twofold excur- sous and TeapoHlep ce but 
speaks to my outermost connection sion into poetry and astronomy has jot one that is designed to encour- 
with the scheme of things. been to suggest that the pleasure of 4 ied ees . : ge people in their ability to make 

My second image comes from __ learning (and therefore the key to onnections. or in their ability to 
Keats’s “Ode on Melancholy,” a intellectual motivation) results  ynderstand. 1 
poem not about the recession ofthe from our desire for integration and Wiho i aeeraulte hestactis that 
galaxies but about the recession of from our delight in seeing the re- We the faculty avecrehioned a 
human experience in memory. It is’ lations between things. Indeed, the university devoted increasingly to 
about our desire to make innermost __ separation of space and time in hu- specialization. Our study centers 
connections. Keats feels that our man experience and the expansion = 4) departments oun professional 
happiest experiences, those of of the cosmos itselfare useful met-  .chools and our system aren ards 
beauty and joy, are always accom- _—_aphors to remind us of our over- aged mainly On research corabin’: 
panied by the sensation of melan- riding need for wholeness as we ex- qolcteateia modelthatie dependent 
choly, because the more we become amine nature, both internal and aj mogt entirely on the separate dis- 
aware of our joys, the more likely external. Traditionally, we have ciplines. No doubt such a model is 
they are to slip from our grasp. In _ looked to the sciences to chart the Gonducive to strengthening gradu- 
other words, the more we become relation between man and his ex- aie education at aninsitautione but 
conscious of our deepest experi- ternal environment, to the human- undergraduate education, in core 
ences, the more intensely we feel ities to chart the innermost terri- parision, has suffered RWieconeinnis 
the sense of passing time that car- tory of man’s relation to himself, —6¢ alone in confronting this prob- 
ries them away. And so Keats and to the social studies to explore —_ jem: jt is an issue facing the best of 

writes: the relations between man and his Gy yniversities. which since theead 
She [melancholy] dwells with fellows in the social sphere. The of the nineteenth century have fol- 

Beauty— systematic exploration of knowl- joweq. almost without exception. 
Beauty that must die; edge is predicated on the study of the ental Of thelvesearch instiue 
And Joy, whose hand is ever at his _ relations. Gen 

lips It follows, then, that one of the é 
Bidding adieu. ... chief purposes of a liberal education To be sure, efforts have been 

The image of “Joy, whose hand __ is to connect the various ways of | mounted to counteract this trend, 
is ever at his lips/ Bidding adieu” knowing, to create a sense of the _ but not with any lasting success. The 
reminds me of those receding gal- _ relations between the disciplines most famous of these took place in 
axies on the verge of disappearing ~— themselves. Yet the typical curric- | Madison when Alexander Meikle- 
just as we get sight of them. And it —_ ulum of our colleges and universi- _ john opened his Experimental Col- 
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Western Culture 
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lege in 1927. Meiklejohn believed __ tion of the political, economic, and in Education indicates, basic re- 
that the purpose of education was cultural life ofhis own town or city, forms are needed throughout our 
to build intelligence, not to dissem- _ relating what he discovered to the institutions and on a wider scale. 
inate information or to teach scheme of reference he had ac- For purposes of radical experimen- 
professional skills. The college, he quired as a freshman by studying tation, the times are even less pro- 
argued, should be “as much and as __ the various aspects of Greek life.In —_ pitious now than they were in 
little interested in the making of particular, Meiklejohn hoped to _ Meiklejohn’s day, so I suggest only 
scholars as it is in the making of sharpen his students’ skills of social a modest proposal to address the 
bankers, legislators, grocers, or the observation. This, he deemed, was _ problem. It is simply that we make 
followers of any other specialized an important part of the experi- some effort to reinvigorate the dis- 
profession.” He asserted also that ment, because one of the goals of _ tinction between the first two years 
“a college is a group of people, all education was to prepare students _of college, which ought to be re- 
of whom are reading the same for the rigorous demands of citi- served for general education, and 
books.” In effect, Meiklejohn’s stu-  zenship in a democracy. To this the junior and senior years, when 
dents found themselves immersed end, he urged them to consider how _ specialization is appropriate. There 
in an intense two-year theme course _ wisdom, virtue, and justice faredin _are several ways to accomplish this 
in which everyone read a unified ancient Greece and in American aim without significantly retooling 
reading list focusing on the com- society, insofar as these ideals could _ the curriculum. The first would in- 
parison between classical Greek and be interpreted by individuals volve reducing the requirements for 
present day American society. The _ trained in cogent reasoning. some majors, or at least loosening 
program was offered in place of the Despite enthusiastic student re- the prerequisites for them. Corre- 
typical freshman and sophomore _ sponse, the Experimental College  spondingly, a tightening of the re- 
curriculum; in the junior year, the failed after five years, largely be- | quirements in the category of elec- 
students were expected to reenter cause it could not win the support tives might encourage more 
the regular College of Letters and of the faculty at the university upon _ students to experiment with broad- 
Science to complete their degree re- _ whose good will its future was de- based or even interdisciplinary 
quirements. pendent. However, the influence of courses at the introductory level. 

The motto of the Experimental Meiklejohn still may be felt in the Furthermore, we must make it 
College, encapsulated as a chapter _ ongoing Integrated Liberal Studies our concern to provide more broad- 
heading in Meiklejohn’s book on Program at Madison, which was based courses at the introductory 
the experiment, read as follows: begun in 1948 by a small group of _level so that students have a selec- 
“Understanding is Integration.” faculty, some of whom had been as- _ tion from which to choose. Many 
(The Experimental College. New sociated earlier with the Experi- departments now offer entry level 
York, 1971) Meiklejohn was con- mental College. Though none of the courses that are preliminary to spe- 
vinced that without an integrated present faculty dates from that era, _cialization in the major as opposed 
curriculum, students could not be —_ and although the format of the ILS to overviews of their disciplines that 
expected to acquire understanding. program differs from that of the Ex- _ might be of interest to students who 
At first it may appear that the scope _ perimental College, the programs __ will not go on to major in the field. 
of this curriculum was narrow, but are linked philosophically and share __It is time for each department to 
by focusing on the significant as- a common goal. By integrating sig- | review its introductory course of- 
pects of fifth-century Greek life, in- nificant themes and ideas of West- _ferings with the aim of providing 
structors were able to introduce un- _ ern civilization in an historical con- courses that are synthetic in scope 
der a common framework the text, ILS tries to provide a scheme __ rather than preliminary. Introduc- 
subjects of economics, literature, of reference for students who will tory courses should provide an ov- 
art, politics, law, science, religion, goon tochoosea variety of majors. erview of the discipline so that stu- 
and philosophy. Moreover, in the Special programs like ILS and the dents can grasp some of its 
second year each student was re- Experimental College have their __ essentials and consider its particu- 
quired to undertake a “Regional roles, but as the report of the Na- lar way of apprehending truth. This 
Study,” an independent investiga- tional Commission on Excellence — modest proposal, if adopted, would 
A atleast provide students with a ba- 

sis for comparison of disciplines, 
and perhaps for integration and un- 

One purpose of a liberal education is to connect the various _ derstanding, which are the hall- 
ways of knowing, to create a sense of relations between the — ™atks of a liberal education. 

disciplines. As we embark on the task of cur- 
ricular reform, we would do well to 
remember Meiklejohn’s guiding 
principle: “understanding is inte- 

SS a TE TET | PESTTTSET gration.” ™ 
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The Corporation and Democracy 

By Charles W. Anderson know that the complex organiza- power of the corporation but sel- 
hose of us who believe in lib- tion has decisively changed ourciv- dom of its authority, but power 

| eral education are persuaded, ilization, and we are still uneasy without authority is illicit and sub- 
I am sure, that the study of about the tensfommanoy While we —_ ject to condemnation and control. 

the great ideas of the past is not | Now regard the corporation as a : ‘ 
merely an attractive adornment to ‘Mature institution, we have yet to ae a understanding of the 

the curriculum but a matter of | develop a clear conception of its 

practical value as well. I will try to Place in the order of our society. The first, and natural, impluse of 
show why this is so by considering In a sense, the corporation sim- | Americans was to assimilate the 
the relationship of the Western tra- ply emerged in our midst. It was Corporation to our liberal image of 
dition of political thought to the not a conscious contrivance. We Society. Because they lacked a feu- 
governance of the most practical of seem to have perceived it first asa dal past, were unpersuaded by the 
our institutions, the modern busi- phenomenon of change, a “social | emergent organic and class-based 
ness corporation. To be sure, the fact” as Holmes called it. Like all theories of European thought, lib- 
School of Business can teach how __ peoples, we tried at first to com- _eralism was the only vocabulary of 
to manage the affairs of the firm so  prehend the unfamiliar in terms of Politics that Americans knew or 
as to yield the greatest return on __ the familiar. Thus, initially, we | understood. We believed that social 
assets, and the School of Law can _ sought to assimilate the corpora- arrangements should reflect indi- 
instruct us how to construe statues _ tion to our heritage of Lockean lib- _ Vidual purposes and interests, that 
either to the advantage of the busi- _ eral values and the conventions of _ individuals were the exclusive bear- 
ness institution or the state. But the common law. Later, somewhat _ ers of rights, and that legitimate au- 
none of this caputures the essential more creatively, we invoked met- _ thority rested exclusively on indi- 
problem of the governance of the aphors and analogies, sometimes _Vidual assent. 
institution, whether from the point from the classical, sometimes the A central tenet of liberal thought 
of view of its managers, citizens, or | medieval tradition of political is that the state should not pre- 
policy makers. That, as Adolf Berle —_ thought. Thus, at various timesand _ scribe the overall design of social 
once pointed out, is a philosophic in various ways, we have pictured order. That would emerge, spon- 
question and a matter for pure po- _ the corporation as a small propri- _ taneously and adaptively, out of the 
litical theory. The reason is thatour — etor in the marketplace, as analo- voluntary associations created by 
society has not yet created a clear gous to an estate of the realm, and _ free and equal individuals. In place 
conception of where the corpora- __ as self-governing polity, a version of the complex constitutional ar- 
tion fits in our political order. The of the Greek city-state or the me- _rangements traditional to Europe, 
role of the corporation in our pub- __ dieval guild. their regime of specific rights, priv- 
lic life raises contentious issues, and None of this, I suspect, has got- _ileges, and charters for the various 
our response to these issues is a ten us very far. The essential func- _ estates, guilds, cities, religious es- 
matter of creating political theory, tion of political theory isto provide  tablishments, and other institu- 
or applying it. test of legitimacy, standards by _ tions of collective life, all human 

The modern business corpora- which we may judge the propriety _ associations would be regarded as 
tion is a raw and recent creation, or impropriety of the acts of insti- variations on a simple and univer- 
very much the product of our cen- tutions and their agents. However, sal conception of contract. The law 
tury. It has shaped our collective the tests we have propounded, in _ of contract, once understood as per- 
life in countless ways. It has influ- _ law and political economic theory, _ taining primarily to business trans- 
enced our methods of production have often been inappropriate tothe actions, expanded to become the 
and exchange, our conceptions of nature of the corporation, in cer- _ basic metaphor for all social orga- 
work and leisure, of status and suc- tain ways too demanding of it, or _ nization. The family, the church, the 
cess, even our architecture. Amer- they have been obscure and alien _ club, and business enterprise were 
ica’s trade unions took their dis- | tothe Americanexperience,andwe all to be regarded as forms of vol- 
tinctive form in response to the rise have given them little credence in _untary contract, as was the state it- 
of the corporation. Other institu- our public debate. The result is that self which, in liberal mythology, was 
tions, the university, the hospital, the legitimacy of the corporation presumed to arise out of an initial 
the churches, have imitated the has always been suspect and un-_ deliberate bargain, a social con- 
corporate form of organization. We — certainin oureyes. We speak ofthe _ tract, among self-interested indi- 
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viduals located in a hypothetical | economy. What is less frequently can experience it has provided the 
state of nature. recognized is that the very incon- fundamental basis for the expand- 

The close corollary ofcontractin _ gruity of regarding the corporation __ing regulatory role of the state. The 
liberal thought is the idea of the as like an individual created a ten- _ prospect of monopoly suggests the 
market. If contract provides anim- sion in American thought and pro- _ need for anti-trust legislation; the 
age of the statics of liberal society, vided the ground for a pattern of unequal bargaining power of labor 
the market describes its dynamics. social criticism that has persisted | and management, the need for an 
Under specified conditions, private throughout our century. To regard official regime of industrial rela- 
interest would be transformed into the corporation as an individual, a _ tions policy. The assumption that 
public good through the free trans- contractual association, and as a _ the consumer does not have perfect 
actions of individuals. The “wealth creature of the market did not es- information results in health and 
of nations” would beenhanced and tablish the institution’s legitimacy _ safety regulations, truth in adver- 
goods and services allocated among _ but called it into question. For the _tising, and an expanded conception 
the diverse wants and needs of in- _ hierarchic, rationalized structure of of producer liability. The agenda is 
dividuals more efficiently and ap- _ the corporation, its very scale and _ always open, for the perfect market 
propriately than any deliberate power, fit oddly with the underly- _is a utopian conception. And the 
public action could contrive. By ing image ofa society of small buy- _ persistent dilemma of American 
analogy, there would be a “free ers and sellers, free and independ- _ thought is that the corporation al- 
market” in intellectual ideas, reli- ent citizens, arranging their affairs | ways seems the dominant party to 
gious practices, all forms ofhuman in the context ofthesmalltownand any transaction. Throughout the 
undertaking. the frontier community. And that century, the social critic invariably 

During the nineteenth century, image of the way in which rightful _ returns to this theme, and the pub- 
the idea of the corporation was social order is formed had a pow- _lic, affirming the force of the market 
gradually transformed in American erful grip on the American imagi- _ ideal but unwilling to destroy the 
law and thought to fit this image of _ nation. vitality of the corporation, is per- 
liberal individualism. Historically, We often assume that liberal val- _ ennially perplexed, knowing not 
the corporation was regarded as an _ues are conservative in temper, that quite how to respond. 
institution created ty public au- they tend to justify the status quo. 
thority to perform a specific public _In fact, the ideals of voluntary con- The see iar a classic 
function. Its legitimacy derived tract and the market are inherently Pee canon 
from a particular grant of sovereign radical in character. They pose By the first decades of the twen- 
authority, to found a college, build _ strenuous and demanding tests for _tieth century, it was apparent that 
a bridge, to organize trade in a par- _ the legitimacy of any institution. | America was no longer a simple 
ticular region. By the end of the They give greater force to the ar- agrarian society. The complex or- 
nineteenth century, following lines _ guments of the social critic than to ganization had come to stay. The 
slowly evolving in law and policy, those who would attempt to defend “fact of association” had become 
the corporation came to be under- __ the established regime. part of our national consciousness. 
stood as an open contractual form, To meet the test of contract,and The Progressives began to speak of 
its purposes and scope of activity ofthe market, it must be shown that “trusts” and “big business,” “com- 
to be defined by those who were all parties are equals in all signifi- _ binations in restraint of trade,” and 
parties to it. The corporation was cant respects. Any disparities of “regulation in the public interest,” 
seen as a creature of the market, power or opportunity, of informa- _ but the evolving images of law and 
free to buy and sell, to enter into _ tion or access, raise questions about policy did not provide a picture of 
transactions, on terms no different the propriety of the undertaking. the new industrial order as a whole. 
from those that applied to any other Similarly, if “externalities” are For that, political theory was re- 
economic actor. The assimilation of present, if the costs or benefits ac- quired. 
the corporation to the liberal image —_ crue to others than the contracting Within the Progressive move- 
of society was made complete when _ parties, as when one is the victim ment, a group of thinkers tried to 
the United States Supreme Court of unbargained-for industrial pol- comprehend the emerging regime 
held that the corporation was to be _lution or receives “windfall” profits of organizations on its own terms. 
regarded as a person within the simply by holding property neara And they sought to interpret mod- 
meaining of the Fourteenth Amend- site of economic expansion, the ern America, oddly enough, by re- 
ment and its property to be re- market is said to “fail.” Yet, in the flecting on the theory of medieval 
garded as like that of any other in- _ world of real human institutions, society. In the Middle Ages loyalty 
dividual. intimations of dominance are al- _and authority was vested not only 

It is commonly believed that this | ways present, and all markets fail in the state but in a complex ar- 
evolving pattern of law and policy in some respect. rangement of institutions. The 
invested the corporation with great In liberal thought market failure __ guild, the city, the estate, the church, 
privilege and power within the isalwaysa presumptive warrant for the university: each had a specific 
scheme of the American political public concern, and in the Ameri- role to play in the consititutional 
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The utopian socialists toyed with it, 
and Auguste Comte taught it. 

Is there an inherent contradiction between the aims of the Americans are most likely to as- 

corporation—private gain—and those of a democratic sociate it with the rigid bureaucra- 
‘ety—TIbHOuneerents cies of the Soviet regime. 

society—p : Democratic socialists long 

thought that the corporation could 
be rendered legitimate and made 

SSG SRLS OE, STS SE, OS NE RPT TT responsive to the public will, were 

order. The task of government was Only a small part of society was or- it treated as an agency of the state. 
to create a harmonious integration ganized in the interest-group sys- The rationally organized corpora- 
of the various associations. The tem. Democratic pluralism was in tion was a peculiarly efficient en- 
American pragmatic pluralists ap- fact not very democratic. gine of production. This Marx 
pealed to the theory of the organic Once again, political theory had understood as well as Ford or Mel- 
state. They cited not only Toque- given us not a conception of legit- lon. The difficulty with capitalism 
ville but the European pluralist imate authority within the new or- _ was that the corporation was struc- 
ideas of Otto von Gierke and the der of complex organizations, but tured to serve private gain rather 
guild socialism of G.D.H. Cole and a framework for political criticism. than public interest. There was an 
Harold Laski. John Dewey, Arthur _Interest-group pluralism did not inherent contradiction between the 

F. Bentley, Herbert Croly,and Mary give us a sense for the rightful place aims of the corporation and those 
Parker Follet all presented theories _ of the corporation in our political of democratic society, and thus we 
of society in which the group rather _ order. Rather, it taught us to think = would perennially mistrust this 
than the individual was fundamen- _ of our politics as dominated by the most distinctive institution of our 

tal. privilege and power of “special in- age. Through economic planning 
However, the pluralists never __ terests.” the corporation could be made an 

created a specific theory of the cor- In most European nations, and _ instrument of public will rather than 
poration, or any other institution, in Japan, itis assumed thataclose _ private purpose. 
and its place in the industrial order. __ relationship should exist between Curiously, while Americans were 
Rather, they subsumed the corpo- _ the state and corporations, trade willing to believe that rational or- 
ration under a general theory of in- —_ unions, and other economic insti- _ ganization within the corporation 
terest groups. The picture of polit- _ tutions, that such collaboration is led to efficiency, adaptability, and 
ical order they created was one of _ essential to the management of long-run social benefit, they sus- 
a spontaneous process of group moderneconomies. Americans tend pected that the same principle, ex- 
competition and integration. Soci- to view such arrangements as in- _ tended to government, would lead 
ety would be guided by a kind of  herently suspect. In every policy to inefficiency, rigidity, and a loss 
invisible hand toward a new pat- designed to assist a particular in- _ of personal freedom. Thus, Amer- 
tern of harmonious equilibrium. dustry or sector of the economy we _icans accepted as a first principle of 
John Kenneth Galbraith spoke of sense corrupting influence. What political order that the corporation 
“countervailing power.” The very Europeans call “industrial policy,” should be autonomous from the 
power of the corporation leads to _ we describe as “‘special interest pol- _ state. It was less, I think, that we 
the formation of trade unions, con- _ icy.” Our native hostility to any _ believed an invisible hand would 
sumer organizations, cooperatives, form of government planning, and lead the corporation to serve public 
retailing institutions that check and _ particularly to any structured co- _ benefit but that we distrusted the 
balance the preeminence of indus- _ operative relationship between the —_ apparent alternative more. 
try in the marketplace. The task of state and the major institutions of Today, of course, we have begun 
the state, political scientists as- the economy may do us credit, but _ to ask whether rational heirarchy is 
sumed, was to act as a broker of it does limit our options in coping an appropriate principle of orga- 
interests, arranging workable com- _ with the economic difficulties ofthe nization within the corporation it- 
promises among competing groups. _age. self. Our large enterprises, once re- 

Interest-group pluralism has long ; s gared as models of efficiency, now 
been accepted as a realistic por- oclety ia 2 COnroranon seem increasingly cumbersome and 
trayal of the dynamics of American One theory of the corporation’s unresponsive. Our most innova- 
politics. However, ithasneverbeen _ place in the political order has al- _ tive and successful firms, we learn, 
accepted as a vision of legitimate | waysbeenrepugnantto Americans: are those that have a fluid and in- 
political order. It was easy enough __ the image of society as itself organ- | formal internal political structure, 
to show that new groups did not ized like a corporation, hierarchi- _ that devolve authority downward, 
automatically arise to challenge es- _ cally structured, systematically in- | and give considerable autonomy to 
tablished ones, that some sectors of tegrated, functionally efficient in all | small work groups within the or- 
society were better able to organize _its parts. The idea has long been _— ganization. An American univer- 
and assert their claims than others. _ latent in Western political thought. sity president, asked why a univer- 
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sity can’t be run more like a Once gain, the critical force of | ranged? We will, no doubt, exper- 
corporation, now asks why a cor- American political values becomes _ iment with various forms of worker 
poration should not be run like a —_ apparent. Americans affirm that all participation, a greater devolution 
university, as a loosely governed _just authority arises from the con- _ of authority within the firm, and 
collegial body, which derives itsin- sent of the governed. But as a sys- various devices to secure the rep- 
itiative and creativity from the work tem of government the corporation __ resentation of diverse publics in the 
of enterprising individuals and is, quite obviously, not democratic. _ affairs of the firm in coming years, 
small, purposive departments, Decision-making authority rests not and gradually the political system 
rather than overall direction and _ with stockholders, workers, or the of the corporation will change, 
control. This suggests another way _ public but with the managers, and _ probably less as a result of public 
of looking at the corporation asa _ the managers select themselves. policy and more by adaptive re- 
subject of political theory. We look Thus, as industrial democrats sponse from within the corporation 
not to the relations between the have long assured us, the corpora- _ itself. But those who regard the cor- 
state and the corporation but to its _ tion can only be made legitimate if poration as being like a city and 
own internal political system. its political order is transformed so _ challenge its legitimacy on the 

‘ : that it is responsive to the will of | ground of democratic values will 
The corporation as city-state its citizens, in the first instance, the never quite be satisfied with the re- 

Another image of the political workers, but arguably, to the sult. To regard the corporation as 
character of the corporation ap- _ broader publics it serves as well. a form of government will not make 
pears recurrently in American Once again, classic themes of po- _ this peculiar institution legitimate 
thought. It is possible to under- litical theory are invoked. The cor- _in our eyes. Rather, we will always 
stand the corporation as like a gov- _ poration is pictured, ideally, as _ find it alien and suspicious. A cor- 
ernment in significant respects. The _ being like a guild or a city-state, a poration is not a town meeting and 
corporation is, in effect,a source of self-governing entity within the cannot become one. 
law. Within the firm, a system of larger political realm. The picture . 
rights and duties emerges, enforced that emerges in the mind is of a The conporaulon, Keynes, and by coercive sanctions: the threat of _ political order reminiscent of Flor- ™ercantilism 
loss of job, status, and prestige. ence before the rise of the Medicis, Following the teachings of John 
Most of us are far more intimately _ or the Hanseatic league, a complex Meynard Keynes, Americans since 
governed by the complex organi- system of corporations organized the 1960s have assumed that the 
zations we belong to than by the __like free cities, each with its rights, state should use its fiscal and mon- state. A change in the public budget _ liberties, and republican institu- etary powers to direct the economy or the tax rate may affect usin mar- _ tions within the larger regime of the toward the goals of full employ- 
ginal ways, but the decisions of the __ state. ment, steady growth, relative price corporation (or the university, hos- Nonetheless, the idea of indus- stability, and balance of trade equi- 
pital, or union) directly shape our trial democracy raises countless _ librium. 
lives and prospects. practical difficulties. What indeed We regard Keynesianism as an 

Futhermore, the corporation is the constituency of the corpora- economic theory. We have yet to makes policies which have general _ tion? To whom ought it to be ac- appreciate its impact on political 
public effect. It determines the dis- countable? To be sure, the corpo- thought. The basic Keynesian ob- 
tribution and use of collective re- _ ration is a creature of public law, —_jectives have become the most sig- 
sources, the location of productive _and its consitution is the preroga- _ nificant measures of the perfor- 
facilities, the character and quality _tive of legislative design. But ifwe mance of government and the 
of the goods and services we con- _ declare that stockholder demon- central preoccupation of our public 
sume, and the nature of our work- cracy, the putative basis of corpo- debate. It has become more im- 
ing lives. As the distinguished po- rate legitimacy, isa myth, what shall _ portant that a regime do well in in- 
litical scientist, Robert Dahl, once replace it? If workers, suppliers, ternational ranking of economic 
noted, it takes a fine sense for le- | consumers, and affected commu- growth than that it rest on demo- 
galistic formalism to conclude that _ nities are also to be represented, —_ cratic consent or respect the rights 
the city of New Haven isa govern- _ how shall appropriate and effective _ of its citizens. We have measured 
ment while General Motors is not. structures of participation be ar- the success or failure of presidential 

2S SSS SSS TED ETSTIE administrations in relation to mar- 
ginal changes in the employement 

d one B index, the rate of inflation, and the Our native hostility to any structured cooperative foreign trade deficit. Our political 
relationship between the state and the major institutions parties now divide less on classic 
limits our options in coping with economic difficulties. Principles, more on whether to give 

relative priority to the goal of full 
employment or the control of in- 

SL ET I ISS TEP flation. 
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It is a significant feature of are wont to draw a firm line be- our civilization. We are not in- 

Keynesianism that it imposes great tween the domains of politics and _ clined toward revolutionary solu- 

responsibilites on the state and vir- economics. tions to the dilemma. Rather, we 

tually none on the corporation, the Once again, we may find inspi- accept the ambiguity and seek re- 

trade union, or other economic in- ration, new metaphors and models, _ form at the margin. 

stitutions. The guiding assumption _in the classic legacy of political The American mind has long 

is that proper management of the thought. Many of our current con- _ been inclined to draw a clear dis- 

public household will lead the free cerns and initiatives are stikingly tinction between politics and eco- 

market to perform at maximum  mercantilist in character. We may nomics, the public and private sec- 

potential. By focusing on the eco- again want to see the corporation _tors. Our problem has always been 

nomic performance of the state, as an instrument of public purpose, _ to define the appropriate relation- 

Keynesianism diverted our atten- _an institution vested with authority ship between. these realms. In de- 

tion from the public role of other _ to perform specific public functions. scribing the order we seem to be 

economic institutions. We may come to charge the cor- evolving, medieval analogies once 

We remain committed to the gen- _ poration directly, in law and policy, | again come to mind. Political the- 

eral Keynesian objectives. How- with the responsiblity for generat- _ ory in the Middle Ages was singu- 

ever, in our present economic ma- _ ing or restoring jobs in this country; _ larly preoccupied with the question 

laise, we begin to suspect that fiscal with the development of environ- of the relation between Church and 

and monetary policies are not ade- _ mentally sound technologies based State. The medieval mind became 
quate or appropriate means to on renewable resources; with the adept at making subtle distinctions 

achieve them. We begin to talk, production of goods that are useful between the temporal and the spir- 

somewhat obliquely, of “structural and needed and not merely profit- _itual orders and an elaborate and 

problems” in the economy. By this _able; with the obligation of sustain- | complex fabric of rights and obli- 

we mean, among other things, that _ing the vitality of existing commu- _—gations evolved, wrought by law, 

obsolete factories and poor quality _ nities. We have tried incentives and _ theory, and policy, describing the 

products have become uncompeti- controls, public measures designed _ principles of governance of each of 

tive, that congenial relationships the great institutions of the age and 

between business and labor ac¢ le =the relationship between them. 

pricing our goods out of interna- What is the public function Our contemporary debate on the 

tional markets, and that industrial nate political economic order seems 

management seems more interested of the corporation? strikingly reminiscent of medieval 
in manipulating assets and mergers thought. Our regulatory law and fis- 

than in producing goods and gen- a cal policy becomes increasingly 

erating jobs. We begin to suspect to induce corporation to performin complex, reflecting fine, casuistic 

that firms can resist or distort the the public interest. We have not yet _ distinctions, in an attempt to define 
intent of public policy by moving thought to charge the corporation, _the relationship between the realms 

capital and jobs abroad, or simply _ officially and formally, asafunction while protecting their autonomy. 
by doing nothing at all. of its charter and its place in our We debate endlessly small refine- 

The current temper of our public _poltical order, with the responsibl- ments in the tax code, the law of 

debate may be leading us toa reap- __ ity for achieving such objectives. producer liability, the practices of 
praisal of the public function of the To understand the legitimacy of industrial relations, with all the in- 

corporation. As we begin to discuss _ the corporation on these terms is tensity of the canon lawyer or scho- 

industrial policy and the restruc- __ still an idea somewhat alien to the _lastic philosopher. 
turing of American industry, we | American mind. But intimations of In time, perhaps, the complex or- 
speak tentatively of a new partner- such anunderstanding ofthe public —_ der we are fashioning may be chal- 
ship between government and busi- _role of the corporation are in the _ lenged by a simpler, clearer vision: 
ness and a new social contract be- air and may be part ofanemerging as the order of the Middle Ages was 

tween labor and management. But —_ public philosophy. challenged by the Reformation, 
we are vague about what such ar- . . . Renaissance, and the Liberal En- 

rangements would entail. From the Reflections diva new mecigy oe lightenment itself. But the civili- 

Progressive era, we have a legacy of There is a persistent tension be- zation of the Middle Ages endured 

ideas and initiatives to draw on, tween the corporation and Ameri- for a long time, and its remnants 

ranging from the regulatory insti- can political values. The corpora- _and residues are with us even to- 

tutions of the early part of the cen- _ tion can never quite measure up to _ day. In our current, cautious efforts 

tury to the NRA of the New Deal. our ideals of the market and dem- to work within the complexity of 

We may try to imitate some of the _ocratic process. Its power and its the society we have created and to 

institutional arrangements of West- _ privileged position in the political define more just and workable ar- 

ern Europe or Japan. But Ameri- order is a subject of perennial de-  rangements for our political eco- 

cans have long been resistanttoany bate. On the other hand, the cor- nomic order, we may very well be 

form of economic planning, as we _ poration is a distinctive feature of building for the ages.m™ 
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Alternative Strategies For 
Conflict Repulation 

By Joseph W. Elder 

Conflict, conflict resolution, and conflict regulation 

ver since 1908 when the Ger- _ talking things out, and scores of passed the conflict-regulating tra- 
EK man sociologist Georg Sim- other daily activities are accepted _ dition that fifty percent of the votes 

mel published his famouses- patterns of conflict regulation plus one of any group render a le- 
say on conflict, students of human _ within American society. gitimate decision for that group. As 
behavior have wrestled with the As societies change, so, often,do a means of conflict regulation, ma- 
concept, causes, and consequences _ their forms of conflict regulation. _jority rule is as American as apple 
of conflict. Today conflict is gen- | During recent decades two typical _ pie. 
erally defined as existing when two forms of conflict regulation in Since the early days of our na- 
or more parties (individuals, orga- | America have come under increas- _ tion, however, decision making by 
nizations, nations, etc.) believe they _ing criticism: (1) decision making majority rule has had its critics. 
have incompatible objectives. by majority rule, and (2) collective | James Madison in The Federalist 

For a time, scholars held the view _ bargaining backed by labor’s power No. 51 wrote, “It is of great im- 
that the study of conflict should be to strike. In each instance Ameri- portance in a republic ... to guard 
accompanied by the study of con- cans are experimenting with alter- _ one part of the society against the 
flict resolution (i.e., the settling of native forms of conflict regulation. injustices of the other part.” And 
conflict so that the parties believe © This paper will look at two such the French visitor to the United 
they no longer have incompatible _ alternatives. States, Alexis de Tocqueville, com- 
objectives). However, in real life few rae mented, 
conflicts seem to conclude with such Consensus vs. majority rule If ever the free institutions of 
resolutions. A couple might stop Decision making by majority rule America are destroyed, that event 
quarreling, a strike might be set- _is at least as old as the American may be attributed to the omni- 
tled, two armies might declare a _ colonies. In 1620 at Cape Cod the potence of the majority, which 
cease-fire, while their ultimate male nonservant passengers aboard may at some future time urge the 
clashes of objectives remain. the Mayflower signed a compact in minorities to desperation and 

Conflict regulation is one term _ order to form a “civil body politic” oblige them to have recourse to 
that enables analysts to address the that would frame “just and equal physical force. 
phenomenon of on-going incom- _ laws” to which they promised “all More recent critics of majority 
patibilities. Conflict regulation re- due submission and obedience.” rule have observed that parliamen- 
fers to established procedures for The Mayflower Compact reflected tary regulations enable a few skill- 
conducting recurrent conflicts. a central tenet of liberal thought, ful persons who chair meetings, es- 
Typically, many forms of conflict _i.e., that legitimate decisions would _ tablish agendas, and _ settle 
regulation exist in any society. Fre- emerge out of contracts entered intO  _aaaannnnnEREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE 
quently these forms of conflict reg- | voluntarily by free and equal in- 
ulation are so much a part of the dividuals. Drawing on the same lib- 
fabric of how things are done that eral tradition, the New England As a means of conflict 
individuals do not even see them pee ment ership meetings oper- regulation, majority rule is 
as forms of conflict regulation. ated according to majority rule, as ° * 
Holding elections, negotiating con- did the meetings of various repre- as American as apple pie. 
tracts, taking cases to court, abiding sentative state and federal assem- 
by the majority vote in meetings, _ blies. Down through the years haS a! 
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procedural questions to wield much __ business of their Meetings accord- “‘sense of the meeting’ (i.e., per- 

more power than those persons who __ ing to the principles of unanimity, ception of consensus). If anyone 

move resolutions or vote upon mo- __in the belief that unanimity dem- states that she or he does not share 

tions. Furthermore, it is all too often | onstrates more respect for each in- _in that “sense of the meeting,” the 

apparent that majority-rule proce- dividual than does majority rule. discussion continues. When unan- 
dures (requiring formal motions, Today in a typical group that has _imity is reached defining the “sense 
nondebatable motions, motions of | agreed to abide by consensus de- _ of the meeting,” the facilitator may 
personal privilege, motions to ta- cision making, a facilitator pro- repeat (and possibly record) that 
ble, amendments, amendments to vides a channel through whom the definition. 

amendments, etc.) can actually group’s shared intentions can be What happens if consensus can- 

impede the free discussion ofissues identified. Frequently the facilita- not be reached? In such an instance 

and generate final resolutions far tor will beadifferent personateach the facilitator may simply record 
from what the majority of voters meeting, thereby reducing the that consensus could not be 
actually want. Critics can readily chance that a small power elite will reached. The group may request the 
point to instances where majority- | emerge within the group. Typically disagreeing parties to meet each 
tule decisions have not produced the meeting opens with the facili- other before the next group gath- 
“contracts entered into voluntarily  tator requesting agenda items from _ ering in order to work out their dif- 
by free and equal individuals” (as the group members. Frequently ferences. The group may even ask 
the liberal tradition would have it). | each suggested agenda item is writ- _ neutral parties to meet with the dis- 
To the contrary, majority-rule de- _ ten on a blackboard or large sheet —_ agreeing parties to help draft a mu- 
cisions have often provided a ve- _ of paper where everyone can see it. tually acceptable statement. In 
neer behind which those with power When no more agenda items are _ principle—and often in practice— 
can retain their power with little re- forthcoming, the group decides by _ such focused meetings of disagree- 
gard for others in their group. consensus how the agenda items ing parties can hammer out a mu- 

will be ordered and sometimeseven _ tually acceptable statement, a state- 
In recent years some persons how much time will be allowed for ment that wins consensus at the 

concerned about the weaknesses of | each item and when the meeting will next meeting of the group. 
majority-rule conflict regulation end. There is little chance here of What if, after several meetings of 
have been experimenting with al- a clever chairperson saving acon- the disagreeing parties, consensus 
ternative strategies. One such strat- troversial agenda item until many still fails to emerge? In such an in- 
egy has been consensus decision people have gone home and then stance, those members of the group 
making. Consensus decision mak- introducing that item to a selec- who dissent from what would oth- 
ing still draws upon the liberal prin- tively packed remnant ofthe group. — erwise be consensus may be asked 
ciple that legitimate decisions The group then proceeds through if they wish to block consensus. If 

emerge out of contracts entered into the agenda. The facilitator period- they do, the group will acknowl- 
voluntarily by free and equal in- ically reminds the group of the as- edge that consensus cannot be 
dividuals. However, it substitutes signed time constraints. There are _ reached. But the dissenters may, if 

the principle of unanimity for the 10 motions, substitute motions, or they wish, declare that they no 

principle of majority-rule, holding amendments. Any number of rel- —_ longer wish to block consensus. In 
that unanimity provides a stronger evant suggestions may come before such cases the group may proceed 
basis for individual equality than the group and be discussed simul- as though consensus had been 
does majority rule (which can rel- taneously. Members may borrow achieved, acknowledging that they 
egate an individual to a permanent from one another’s wording, ask are proceeding with the consent of 
minority—and hence permanently others how they feel about specific the dissenters. 
unequal—status). For historical wording, etc. The point is to find A variety of groups have substi- 
precedents, consensus decision some action to which everyone in _ tuted some form of consensus de- 
makers can draw upon the tradi- _ the group can subscribe. cision making for majority rule: co- 

tions of such religious groups as the From time to time during the operatives, shared housing units, 
Quakers who, since their founding discussion the facilitator (or any- Service organizations, peace and 
in the 1600s, have transacted the one else) can describe his or her _ social justice groups, and working 

ees §—«dPaties of larger organizations. In 
several of the United Nations agen- 
cies (for example, in UNESCO, the 

Critics concerned about the weakness of majority-rule United Nations Educational, Sci- 

; conflict regulation are experimenting with alternative entific, and Cultural Organization) 
tentenion decision making by majority rule 

8 gies. has in many instances been re- 
placed by decision making by con- 
sensus—if only to avoid the parlia- 

LS mentary tangles that could emerge 
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from nations with so many sharply threaten little change in its com- side is prepared to make any fur- 
differing political and economic pensation package. Labor can say __ ther concessions. Nevertheless a gap 
ideologies. “no” to management’s terms and _ remains between the highest offer 

It is possible that as procedures _ threaten to withdraw its services. If | management has made and the 
for decision making by consensus _ labor and management fail to reach _ lowest offer labor will accept. 
become more widely known, andas _a mutually satisfactory settlement, Under usual conflict-regulation 
more data are obtained about which — labor can go out onstrike.Eachside arrangements, labor’s next move 
kinds of decisions can best be made __ then inflicts financial loss on the — would be to call for a strike; man- 
by which forms of conflict regula- other, with management losing agement’s next move would be to 
tion, an increasing number of profits and labor losing wages. await the deprivation of workers’ 
groups will replace decision making © When the losses become suffi- income to bring labor back to the 
by majority rule with decision ciently intense for one or both bargaining table. 
making by consensus. sides, formerly “unsatisfactory” Under final-offer-and-binding- 
tea Pre . terms can be redefined as “‘satisfac- arbitration a different chain reac- 
ia ee vs. collective tory,” and a settlement can be tion is activated. When labor and 

reached. management feel they have gone as 
Collective bargaining backed by Over the years, large-scale social far as they can, they petition the 

labor’s power to strike has not al- changes have altered the context state for an investigator to meet 
ways been a part of the American within which management-labor with them and determine whether 
scene. In fact, until the middle of | disputes occur. A larger sector than an impasse has been reached. When 
the nineteenth century trade unions _ ever before of America’s labor force _ the investigator certifies there is in- 
were defined as illegal conspiracies is employed by “public-sector” deed an impasse, management and 
in America. Even after trade unions © management. Today when teach- _ labor exchange final offers. The me- 
were declared legal, courts often ers, doctors, control-tower opera- _diation/arbitration procedures then 
called their strikes illegal. tors, or police officers strike, they begin. A mutually acceptable me- 

Historically, the status of trade are rarely depriving management _diator/arbitrator is selected by both 
unions, like the status of corpora- _ of profits in the classical sense,even labor and management and is re- 
tions, has been anomalous. Are though they are being deprived of quired to try to settle the case 
trade unions (and corporations) their wages, and the public (e.g., through mediation. Only if media- 
“individuals” with rights protected schoolchildren, patients, travelers, __ tion fails does binding arbritration 
by the Fourteenth Amendment—or __ etc.) are being deprived of their ser- begin. The arbitrator holds hear- 
are they not “individuals”? Can vices. Incertaininstancesand ways ings in which labor and manage- 
trade unions bargain with corpo- public-sector employees are work- ment each present evidence that 
rations as equals—or are trade ing for their own representatives their “final offer” is more typical of 
unions so disadvantaged that the (i.e., elected or appointed govern- | comparable cases elsewhere in the 
state must redress imbalances ment officials) and are being paid | United States. For example, if the 
through industrial relations poli- by their own money (i.e.,tax reve- conflict is between teachers and a 
cies? Can trade unions require all nues). This complicates the old _ school board ina given county, each 
workers ina given plant orindustry | management-labor conflict-regula- side presents data demonstrating 
to join the union if they benefit from tion model. that the final offer they have made 
union negotiations—or does man- Alternative management-labor closely resembles the compensa- 
datory union membership infringe conflict regulation strategies have _ tion package that teachers in sim- 
upon civil liberties? U. S. courts begun to develop, one of which can __ ilar schools are already receiving. 
have defined what is legal and il- be called the final-offer-and-bind- | Much of the debate between labor 
legal and have established prece- _ing-arbitration strategy. Let us say, | and management now focuses on 
dents. But such definitions and for purposes of illustration, that the issue of comparability. And here 
precedents continue to be debated. public schoolteachers (labor) and __ there is much room for differences 

Asa system of conflict regulation their school board (management) of opinion. Is comparability based 
in society collective bargaining have been negotiatingacontractre- _on the size of the school? the rural 
backed by labor’s power to strike _ newal. Each side has presented of- _ or urban nature of the school pop- 
springs from the same presump- fers and counteroffers until neither _ ulation? the relative experience of 
tions of liberal thought as does de- REA EES A WT STN SET ETE ETN TESS TSE] 
cision making by majority rule, i.e., 
that legitimate decisions will emerge 

satarity by fee and equal inept The management-labor conflict regulation by strike is 
uals. Labor and management will complicated by the large public-sector labor force. 
bargain over the terms of labor’s 
employment. Management can say 

“no” to labor’s Germans 27 mmm ene ene 
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the teaching staff? the local cost of gaining backed by labor’s power to __bitration offer a panacea for regu- 
living? the wages of comparable lo- _ strike? During recent yearsthe state lating all conflicts under any 
cal employees in nonteaching — of Wisconsin has been experiment- _ circumstances. From an historical 
professions? Each side argues its ing with this alternative approach _ perspective, it is interesting to see 
strongest case. to conflict regulation. The resultsso these two strategies being adopted 

At the end of the hearings, the far are promising. In those sectors in the United States now as sub- 
arbitrator selects either manage- __ where the final-offer approach has _ stitutes for earlier strategies of con- 
ment’s or labor’s final offer. The ar- been applied, binding arbitration flict regulation. The fact that these 
bitrator cannot “split the differ- | seems to have worked at least as alternative strategies are being 
ence” or come up with any novel _ wellasstrikesto obtaincomparable adopted reflects a sense on the part 
compromises. Knowledge that one __ benefits for labor. Useful databases of some of our society’s members 
or the other “final offer” will be- have been compiled with which la- _ that the former strategies have, in 
come the teachers’ contract puts bor in one part of Wisconsin can _ certain ways, failed—that they have 
pressure on both labor and man- compare its benefits with labor in __ not, in fact, provided an effective 
agement to be as generous as pos- _ other parts of Wisconsin. And a arena for the liberal notion of con- 
sible in their final offer in the hope __ principle of fairness (i.e., compa- tracts entered into voluntarily by 
that the arbitrator will select their— rable compensation forcomparable _free and equal individuals. How 
and not their opposite number’s— _ services) has begun to emerge asa __ well these two alternative strategies 
final offer. major criterion by which labor’sand __ will succeed in providing such are- 

What have been the results so far © management’s offerscan be judged. _nas will itself, in time, become a 
of substituting final-offer-and-bind- Neither consensus decision mak- _ matter of historical record. We shall 
ing-arbitration for collective bar- ing nor final-offer-and-binding-ar- be well advised to observe closelym 

ERR a ER EE a SE ES RE 

7 . 
Waiting for the Poet They'll Never Find Me Here 

at Badger Bus Depot A desperate cowboy holed up in a mountain cave 
is John Wayne (You’re dead where you set) 

Smoking in rear only. under the table of Stephen Dedalus 
Absolutely no reading (Pull out his eyes, apologize! 
off the racks. Pull out his eyes, apologize!) 

Comics for all ages. Nobody could be so tough and scared at once. 
No personal checks accepted. 

A young girl smiles William T. Lawlor 
at another girl 

but not quite; 
a boy is in the 

orbit of her sidewise glance. 
An old man stands, 

too proud to sit, Night Bite 
leaning on his cane. 

Students going home Now dark, no lark, 
dirty clothes in backpacks; what luck is this? 

Grandmothers leaving home All this time our lakelures listless, 

clean clothes in handbags; dark and awesome, aproned isthmus— 
me I ask, > all these hours ’til now... 

here does the poet find poetry? Now see the TOU URE, 

ripple-splinter jackfish, 
Lenore NE, Cy shatter/slash the river glass, 

dive! dark! down! 

Rod Clark 
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In Love with the Earth: e 

e e 

American Writers and the 
e 

Environmental Movement 

By Gretchen H. Schoff© 1983 

ast year, in early June, I was A Sand County Almanac, in 1949, __ isa place of refuge. In its wonderful 
| stopped by a student in my the decade which followed as the _ neutrality, one can find an unac- 

class just as we were about to book came to be more widely cusing companionship, a place to 
start a session on Thoreau. “Look known, and finally in 1962 the pub- _ hide from an inhospitable world. 
at this,” the student said, pointing _ lication of Rachel Carson’s Silent | Nature is whole and organically in- 
toacherry tree near the door ofthe Spring form a watershed in Amer- _terdependent. As far back as White, 
chemistry building. I stared fora ican environmental writing. Before the web of life was recognized in 
minute before I focused on what the Leopold and Carson, nature writ- _ principle, if not always in detailed 
student pointed to, and thenI saw _ing had accumulated a fairly pre- scientific terms. Nature is rest and 
it. An enterprising bird had made _dictable set of themes expressed, for delight, provider of the balm to heal 
a nest in the green branches, a star- _ the most part, in gentle contempla- _ the diseases and discomforts of civ- 
tling white little structure built en- tive modes. After the pivotal pe- _ ilization. These are the themes to 
tirely of shredded computer paper. riod, environmental writing ex- which the virtuosi of the natural 

Had Aldo Leopold been alive, I panded the scope ofits observation _ history essay continually return. 
would have given him a call—that _and criticism, often departing rather The great nineteenth century 
nest was a metaphor he would have __ sharply from legacies and conven- American master is, of course, 
delighted in. I wondered what he tions that had been in place for at | Thoreau, and his essay “‘Walking” 
might have seen in it—an instance __ least two centuries. . a prime example of Thoreau at his 
of adaptation to the building ma- If one makes claims fora pivotal transcendental best. “How can 
terials at hand, at elegiac farewell period or for departures from tra- _ housewives and shopkeepers stand 
to bird house of stick and straw, or dition, one must first try to pin- it?” he asks. “All those days spent 
yet another proof that the machines point what has been departed from, _ indoors, and worse yet, indoors and 
are gaining ground on us? ever mindful that leavetaking is sel- standing still?” Walking is essential 

It was Leopold who had taken dom a clean break. to the health of the mind, walking 
time to count the wild plants in first ‘ ere on byroads, not highways, walking 
bloom from April to September. He PS STOIC LEM at least four hours a day. For Tho- 
was comparing the visual diet Nature as literary theme and the __reau, walking is “‘sauntering” (he 
available to professors stalking the _ natural history essay, in particular, even provides a bit of private etym- 
campus and that of “backward” were favorites of the nineteenth ology—that saunter comes from a 
farmers. On suburb-campus, he century. Much of that popularity _la sante terre); hence the walker is 
counted 120 species, and on the derived from what came to be apilgrim bound for the Holy Land. 
backward farm, 226, a visual diet | knownas the Selborne cult. Gilbert And in what direction? West, of 
twice as rich. White, eighteenth century English course. Thoreau’s most provoca- 

Any study of American environ- _ country parson, spent years trudg- _ tive metaphor is that by which he 
mental writing should include the _ ing the confines of his little parish, categorizes our interaction with na- 
work of Leopold and his growing recording its plants and animals in _ ture by the directions we choose to 
reputation both as spokesman for all their seasons and weathers. walk. The West is wild, the land of 
environmentalism and as natural White’s The Natural History of Sel- the buckskin and of individuality. 
history writer. A Sand County Al- borne remains to this day a miracle And the East? The East is tame. The 
manac is especially interesting be- _ of close observation of the natural East looks toward Europe and our 
cause it draws on a tradition of at world and a benchmark by which _ forebears. The East is civilization, 
least 200 years of natural history to measure its predominant themes. _ the fancy suit, and the board room. 
writing in English and American In White, and those who followed We are of two types, those who look 
letters. The book also marks the be- and imitated him, the themes are West and those who look East, set- 
ginning of a pivotal period after these. tling in to put down roots in the 
which environmental writing was The natural world is a lost ar- past. Thoreau’s distinction be- 
never quite the same. cadia, an echo of Eden lost. Nature tween those who head West and 
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those who look East toward ourEu- — of primogeniture onto narrower home of her own, her bond to the 
ropean past provides for us a pair patches of already scant land in land deepens even as she is hum- 
of resting places where, without too | Norway, disenfranchised by indus- __ bled by it. She is coarsened by the 
much Procrustean lopping off of trial and investment shifts in Ger- _ brute labor of working like a man 
limbs, we can place many of the many, starving under the tenant in the fields. Her neck grows thick, 
major writers for whom nature was _— system in Ireland, they came by the "her skin tough, her hands grimy. 
a persistent theme. millions to the country that offered Only the magnificent eyes remain 

Dickinson, for example, was a the Homestead Act, the prairie, cat- | unchanged. 
“settler-in.” “Born in Amherst, _ tle, wheat ... maybe even gold. The realistic human portraits of 
lived in Amherst, died in Am- “Good God—this Kingdom is these American novels are com- 
herst,” it has been said of her, going to be mine,” says Per Hansa _pelling. Per Hansa and Antonia 
thereby describing not only her in Rolvaag’s Giants in the Earth,as | command our respect for their sheer 
roots but her habit of mind. Writers he stands looking over the limitless _ will to survive and embody, in their 
like Dickinson, who settle in, learn prairie horizon. That kingdom European heritage, the Lockean 
to read nature large by looking at | came soon to be a place both of conviction that right to the land is 
it small. Parts bespeak whole, and _ hope and terror. Men are lost in _ earned by toil. Such portraits pro- 
nature, read whole, serves better | blowing winter snows; women cry _ vided, in their time, ample justifi- 
than institutional piety as an ave- for home and lapse into depression _ cation for the frank utilitarianism 
nue to the holy experience. Birds and madness. The new land is a __ that predominates in American land 
are Dickinson’s choristers in the harsh master, slow to be tamed, attitudes. We hear it reiterated in 
garden, and snakes, those “narrow quick to punish. 1949 in Leopold: 
fellows in the grass” produce in her No American writer records more . j 
a shudder and a reminder of Eden __ poignantly the bittersweet love af- oe oa signa tunele 

- Se eas : the roster of history; our land is 
sullied. Read Dickinson as fussy fair with the land than Willa Cather. i 

5 : dae Sue e merely the place our money is 
maiden lady, content to putter in Her description of prairie is as ard : p 

a ade. There is as yet no social 
her garden, and read her wrong. The —_ evocative as an Ansel Adams pho- Giemmaninthe peste cionionnca: 
force she sees in nature is grander _tograph. ““There was nothing but HE P 8 ; ; : lied farm, a wrecked forest or a 
and more terrible than we imagine, _ land, not a country at all, but the polluted stream, provided the 
and its mercies, if such they be, se- material out of which countries are sad » P 

dividends suffice to send the 
vere: made. ... As I looked about me I 

felt that th hi youngsters to college. 
Apparently with no surprise elt that the grass was the country 
Th h flower as the water is the sea. .. . And there Regard for the land as commod- 
The fog hehe ds i t at its pla was so much motion init; the whole ity to be owned, used, and ex- 

With accidental power. pray country seemed, somehow, to be _ploited—this is the familiar theme 
Pp : running.” ; 7 in historical treatments of the 

Thoreau was himself a settler-in. Part of Cather’s genius lay in her American land ethic. Among these, 
“I have travelled much in Con- ability to catch ambivalence. The Worster’s recent Nature’s Economy 
cord,” he wrote. Yet for all the small —_ land to which Antonia and her Bo- _ provides a fresh and comprehen- 
circle of his New England world, hemian family cling with so much sive treatment. Worster makes a 

Thoreau’s insistence on the holism _ pain and love has already been de- _ convincing case for the belief that 
of nature made actual travel west- —_ serted by kindlier inhabitants—the utilitarianism is a dominant strain 
ward unnecessary. Ifeyesand mind _ first Eden has already vanished. which has colored even our serious 
are westward, he seems to say, the Beyond the pond, on the slope conservation efforts such as the 
feet need not necessarily follow, ex- : Forest Service and the Soil Con- 

: that climbed to the corn field, ; : 
cept westward in Concord. A : servation Service. The modern 7 there was faintly marked in the ‘i : 
Though Concord was sufficient . ecological conscience has grown up 

grass, a great circle where the In- 5 : 
for Thoreau, he clearly saw that : : alongside a persistent, if fluctuat- sy : dians used to ride. ... When the 4 pean eae 
America’s future lay to the literal : ing, utilitarianism always becloud- 

first light spray of snow lay over 2 ve 
west, and from that move to the ae 5 ing our definitions of where use of 

: 3 it, it came out with wonderful 
west springs up a body of American mnt ikem f the land ends and abuse of the land 
literature in sharp contrast to the Werder Ae Cn begins. 

. Chinese white on canvas. The old i ; ; 
self-contained New England men- : : Perhaps our bitterest environ- : figure stirred me as it had never ; 
tality. Among the most powerful are mental lesson in the pre-1945 pe- 

done before and seemed a good ; 
the works of Rolvaag and Cather. omen for the winter. riod was the Dust Bowl catastrophe 
The immigrant populations that ij of the 1930s. A lethal combination 
poured through Ellis Island and Antonia, the immemorial im- brought it about—unprecedented, 
moved toward the west during the migrant of Cather’s novel learns repeated years of bad weather, the 
great immigration waves from 1860 slowly to wring a living from the introduction of the deep-cutting 
on were drawn by the dream of a__land. As she grows to maturity, steel plow, and the abusive soil 
boundless land. Squeezed by laws _ eventually marries, and begins a __ practices of the sod-busters. The 
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torn prairie, always a fragile eco- _ not legitimately discuss the envi- | mathematical modeling. To curb 
system, answered with a layer of | ronmental movement or its writers | environmental damage, these writ- 
dust that hung like a pall over the since 1945 without taking note of _ ers are quick to propose that in- 
nation. Ecological lessons learned the environmental catastrophe dustry, in particular, and economic 
from the Dust Bowl were translated — which concluded that war. It is not growth, in general, should be reined 
into a variety of government ini- the purpose of this discussion to in by imposed checks, taxes and 
tiatives and the institution of new take on the enormity of the Faus- __ fines, and regulatory agencies. Fur- 
methods of soil conservation. The _ tian bargain struck at Hiroshima, ther, as the scientists of ecology 
human costs and societal disloca- _ except to say that probably the most have themselves grown more sta- 
tions have been recorded in Stein- _ chilling environmental book of the tistical, they seem more willing to 
beck’s The Grapes of Wrath, still twentieth century is Schell’s The take on arguments involving num- 
one of the most vivid testimonies Fate of the Earth. Every environ- bers. Perhaps they have learned 
to the era. mental writer since 1945 has lived __ that, yes, indeed, numbers alone can 

Unfortunately, environmental in the shadow of the mushroom be made to lie. Put another way, the 
lessons cannot be counted on to cloud. Most writers treat the pros- | new writers are now more suspi- 
stick from one generation to the pect of the ultimate environmental cious of science and of economic 
next. Rather, environmental deg- disaster with glancing blows, growth than their predecessors. 
radation, whether of soil, air, or phrases like “if we aren’t all blown They often suggest that science 
water, tends to be addressed pie- _ to smithereens first” or with quiet needs some warming at the fires of 
cemeal and ad hoc: when a crisis _ resignation. Even the most persist- _ imagination and humility. 
looms, crisis action results. Of all _ ently optimistic among them, Rene The new writers are alike, too, in 
the ecological lessons to be learned — Dubos, goes straight around the is- their intellectual debt to Thoreau. 
perhaps the hardest is that nature’s _ sue by asserting that nothinghecan | Edward Abbey, one of the more im- 
time frame is so long and its inter- _ say will change the nightmare. (Du- pertinent of the new breed, refers 
dependences so complex. Ameri- bos, in his final book, says that nu- __to his fellow dissenters as “sons and 
cans have had particular trouble _ clear weapons will probably be used daughters of Thoreau”: Berry, the 
with these concepts. The history of and that medical help will prove Thoreau of Kentucky; McPhee, the 
our nation is so short and our land _ useless.) Thoreau of New Jersey, Alaska, 
area so large that we have tended The d Scotland; Matthiessen, the Tho- 
to behave accordingly, most often exdeparuulke reau of Africa, South America, the 
by moving on. If the woods burn And so, with the nuclear spectre | Himalayas, and the wide wild sea. 
down or the well runs dry, don’t as backdrop, we reach the wa- Abbey writes: “Like vacuum cleaner 
give up. There'll be more around  tershed period of Leopold and Car- _ salesmen, we scramble for exclu- 
the corner or over the horizon. son, the twenty or so years from _ sive territory on this oversold, 

This footloose quality consti- 1945-65. Ecology becomes a sci- swarming, shriveling planet.” 
tutes one of the most dramatic dif- ence in its own right and a working Thoreau-like regionalism, so 
ferences between nineteenth cen- _ word in the language. Earth Day be- _ characteristic of current nature 
tury land attitudes in Etrope and comes a national event, anda new _—rwriting, is seldom regionalism 
the U.S.: Europe with along history crop of environmental writers be- _ alone. These writers are also Amer- 
and extended view of time, a place _ gins to be heard. icans, and when they are sharply 
of little land and many people, and The new generation has environ- _ critical of American land attitudes, 
the U.S. with a short history,acon- mental writers of every stripe: _ that criticism is born out of fierce 
tracted view of time, vast land and trained scientists, amateur bota- _ love. They see the U.S. as the last 
resources, and few people. nists, back-packers, journalists, fire- place on earth with time, land, and 
ns = wardens, pocts. The list seems to riches enough to have room for a 

grow by the month. To tried and _noble experiment. Abbey, for ex- 
true favorites like E. B. White and ample, writes: “If lucky we may 
Krutch must now be added Mat- succeed in making America not the 

Frank utilitarianism —_thiessen, Berry, Dillard, Doig, master of the earth (a trivial goal) 
predominates in American McPhee, Abbey, Eiseley, Hoag- _ but rather an example to other na- 

land attitudes land, and a host of others. tions of what is possible and beau- 
. In spite of their diversity these  tiful. Was that not, after all, the 

writers share a number of qualities, | whole point and purpose of the 
most notably their tendency to be American adventure?” 
subversive. Their subversion de- The adversarial quality of envi- 

es §=§=6rives from a fundamental opposi- ronmental writing has corollaries 
America had scarcely begun to tion to the values of our time: our _in writing approaches; these may be 

recover from the economic anden- _ belief in technological progress and _ cast as people vs. trees, endangered 
vironmental disaster of the 1930s economic growth, our reliance upon _ species of wildlife vs. endangered 
when WWII was upon us. One can- scientific rationalism and upon man, or environmentalists/good 
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guys vs. industrialists/bad guys. The builder. Typical is this exchange no loftier than the desire to protect 
push and shove between defenders between Brower and Park, the min- _ the privacy of a country estate or a 

of conservation and proponents of 1ng engineer: secluded patch of family wilder- 

development are the focus for some : : ness. Further, the poor are often, 

of the liveliest writing now going Bad he of Gla: out of necessity, harder on nature 
: : : cier Peak, to mean much of any- : : 

on. Quite often writers will take a thing, ought properly to be than the rich. The most devastating 

contemporary issue, deal with it ona andahatche ont eee thy deforestation results, not from 

head on, and then widen it to a more ee pee peed lumber baron greed, but from the 
es ‘ earn it was to get to it on foot. eae 

general discussion of environmen- & ; grinding search for fuel among the 
: : ; What about people who can’t > 

tal ethics. Shall it be snail darter or 9” Hi world’s poorest. 
government dam? Shall it be oil or ae oe ae INineevenine 

a national park? Does Alaska be- oink nau a reent oe eae Garrett Hardin has argued, in his 

long to the present or the future? He Sant oe much-debated ‘‘Tragedy of the 

How much development is enough? Fate other Baetenth ementine Commons,” that there are no sci- 

What kind? When is it too much? sien 93 P entific solutions for modern envi- 
Whi . ; cludes my wife. 

ile the issues change daily, the Wi Bd ; ronmental problems. The Malthus 
: e ithout hesitating, Brower said, 5 

battle lines were nonetheless laid cer fave al chend am cdi@ arent equations hold whether we con- 

out years ago in the now well-known Hardin wholwenrs Iceupinccsn | strue the commons narrowly (as, for 

exchange between Lynn White and h ‘ 8 ‘ example, the national parks, 
ave heard him say that he would ae 

Rene Dubos. ROtwant (olbe ablenerconeitord shores, and forests owned jointly 

(White argued that the Abra- lace likelihie bercad andana by us all) or whether we construe 

hamic concept of the land as cre- Pe yeas : the commons broadly (as, for ex- 
eo it is enough for him just knowing 

ated for man’s dominion has been i é ample, the oceans and planet Earth). 
: that these mountains exist as they : 

bulwarked ever since by the Ju- aye and helhosce tat iil be The inexorable tragedy, says Har- 

daeo-Christian tradition and its in- ies ‘bis in at ree? din, arises from the pressures of in- 

stitutional frameworks. He pro- es 5 : creasing numbers of people. The 
; The future can take care of it- : : ws : 

posed as a countermeasure a passive self? Pak said. “ldonbeondone logical extension of Hardin’s thesis 

noninterference with nature and St. waste but I an cee nO is his later proposition for a Life- 

Francis as patron saint of ecology. ei resent pecples. 6 boat Ethic, founded on appeals to 

Dubos answered with a counter- P P eee self-interest rather than idealism. 

proposition: careful stewardship McPhee is a case in point of the The jury is still out on the validity 

and judicious intervention mod- newsophisticationamongenviron- of Hardin’s proposition for a value 

eled on the philosophy of St. Ben- mental writers. The development- _ system based on selfishness, loss of 

edict. The land will be altered, says — conservation issue is always com- _ individual freedom, and more reg- 
Dubos, but when has man’s pres- _ plex, frequently inchoate, and writ- _ ulation. Critics see Hardin’s ideas 

ence ever done otherwise? He re- ers tend to treat the issue in kind. as barbarous; sympathizers find him 

minds us that the destruction ofthe In the passage cited above and _ merely honest. 

Cedars of Lebanon is a very old throughout the book, McPhee by Exploding populations, prob- 

story.) no means gives Brower all the good _lems of scale, and the accelerating 

= |] 1S, tempo of environmental degrada- 
McPhee practices more than _tion—these are the realities that 

Every environmental writer even-handedness in giving the de- have turned some of the modern 
* * . velopment devils their due. First of writers shrill, stridently polemic, 

since 1945 has lived in the all, he recognizes that purely non- and, in Abbey and Hoagland, 

shadow of the mushroom utilitarian land attitudes have pow- downright sassy. Passages like this, 

cloud. erful appeals to our idealism but are from Abbey, are not uncommon: 
sure to founder on the rock of prac- “The American nation. . . is one of 

NN = tical application. Put simply, ev- the last places left on earth where 

The conservation vs. develop- _ erybody has to figure out a way to _it is still feasible to make a stand 

ment debate has grown more heated make a buck, and everybody’s got against the growth fanatic, the 

and more specific since White and _ to be somewhere. And, like most of  graph-paper mentality of the GNP 

Dubos. One of the more provoca- _ his contemporaries, McPhee is less economics, the replenish-and-for- 

tive writers on the subject is John prone than his predecessors to _ ever-multiply theology of the Lat- 

McPhee in Encounters With the  idealize “wilderness” without pro- _ ter-Day Native-American Yahoo 

Archdruid. McPhee’s book isa three — viding some disclaimers. Irony and = Church—all descendants of those 

part set of dialogues in which he paradox surround key environ- hordes of avaricious peasants (our 

pits the staunch conservationist, mental issues. Many environmen- forefathers) who swarmed across 

David Brower (Friends of the tal preachments are voices of the the Atlantic to fall, like a plague of 

Earth), against a real estate devel- | middle and leisure class whose mo- _ locusts, upon the sweet, lovely, de- 

oper, a mining engineer, andadam __ tives for the preachments are often _fenseless, virgin lands of America.” 
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Western Culture 
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These moderns keep pressing. on top of the water; it was a mon- Loren Eiseley, another loner, is 
Every victory that saves a marsh- strous and terrifying thing. preoccupied by the same questions 
land, a canyon, a stand of trees is ; a : that haunt Dillard although he dif- 
a welcome delay. Sandbagging _ This description of a frog, falling fers from her ina number of ways. 
against the tide of human need and Victim to a water-bug, is one of — Ditlard’s book was written when the 
greed is their business, and it's a hundreds equal in vividness to be author was in her twenties, Eise- 
business that will never end. found on almost every page of Pil- ley’s Invisible Pyramid near the end 

One should not be surprised to 811 at Tinker Creek. Yet they are of 4 long career as an academic as 
find a growing cult of Abbey, Hoag- 2° What the book is about. The ett as an essayist. Eiseley’s style is 
land, McPhee, and Matthiessen af- 000k is about a Pilgrim, Dillard J 4¢¢ florid, but no less poetic. His 
icionados. The Hemingway myth _ herself, in search of the Mind be- tendency toward the long view and 
of the Big Two-Hearted River and hind the swimming, swarming cre- i, metaphysical question seems to 
the idyllic youth by the trout stream ton. “A meteorological journal of Come Jess from conventional the- 
remains a powerful theme in the the mind,” she calls her book. ological musing, more from a life- 
American mind, a nostalgic intel- She makes no apologies for her time spent studying fossils and 
lectual hideaway for what is now Penchant for the long view and the ~— jones. He sees them as whitened 
predominantly an urban popula- ™€taphysical question, though her evidences of a natural world now 
tion. Many an American lives out °Xtavagant, lush style is not for sone and as premonitions of other 
the dream, shaping it to fit the 1980s  ¢Veryone. Abbey remarks of her: \oridg yet to come. 
with a second home near a lake or People who go around muttering : stream, three weeks of fishing in the about God make me nervous.” Yet In the ancient years, when hu- 
Rockies, or the suburban house with he also pays homage to her as the mankind wandered through 
green grass and a garden. For every only living writer who rightly de- briars and along windy precip- 
American who likes to get up be-  S¢rves Thoreau’s mantle: Only she ices, it was thought well, when 
fore dawn and get his feet wet, there [Dillard] has earned the right to encountering comets or fire- 
are probably a dozen who have no Wear the Master’s pants. . .” Dillard drakes, ‘to pronounce the name 
taste for predawn or marshes. But prefers the word “God” because it of God with a clear voice.’ 
in their urbanized states they still pleases her. The months she spent This act was performed once 
like to read about nature and can 48 hermit and pilgrim at Tinker more by many millions when the 
be as stirred by Leopold’s “Goose Creek were filled with days of frog wounded Apollo 13 swerved 
Music” as they might be by hearing watching but subsumed by the Big homeward, her desperate crew 
the geese first hand Question: Who thought up frogs intent, if nothing else availed, 

3 and water-bugs, and why? upon leaving their ashes on the 
Th is al winds of earth. ... Man was born 

Not all the moderns take up cre sya) Ways anvenommous and took shape among earth’s 
causes. A good many are loners, temptation in all of life to diddle leafy shadows. The most poign- 
one-worlders, and religious writers. around making itsy-bitsy friends ant thing the astronauts had re- 
Annie Dillard and Loren Eiseley, and meals and journeys for itsy- vealed in their extremity was the 
for instance, return to the tradi- bitsy years on end. It is so self- nostalgic call still faintly ringing 
tional theme of nature as a reflec- conscious, so apparently moral, on the winds from the sunflower 
tion of the Maker and of mystery. simply to step aside from the gaps forest. 
Annie Dillard, foremost a writer where the creeks and winds pour : : and only secondarily a naturalist, is down, saying I never merited this An image comes to mind. Among 
no slight amateur in her powers of grace, quite rightly, and then sulk natural history writers, Eiseley is a 
acon atan along the rest of your days on the taller man. When he looks back- 

= edge of rage. I won’t have it. The ward, he sees the age of dinosaurs; 
He was a very small frog, with world is wilder than that in all when forward, he looks toward a 
wide, dull eyes. And just as I directions, more dangerous and time when we might be free of the 
looked at him, he slowly crum- bitter, more extravagant and scar tissue of our evolutionary trav- 
pled and began to sag. The spirit bright. els. Eiseley hopes for a future in 
vanished from his eyes as {ff | which we might reenter the old first 
snuffed. His skin emptied and world where an ethic of respect and 
dropped; s ee ne 4 Exploding populations and ry for on and s its cipiies 
collapse and settle like a kicke * replaces tribalism and exploitation. 
tent. He was shrinking before my the accelerating tempo of Eiseley speaks for all writers in 
eyes like a deflating football. I environmental degradation the American literature of the en- 
watched the taut, glistening skin have turned modern writers vironment. They are a curious lot, 
on his shoulders ruck, and rum- shrill. sober, crazy, optimistic, pessimis- 
ple, and fall. Soon part of his skin, tic—word merchants all. And in 
formless as a pricked balloon, lay love with the earth. 
in floating folds like bright scum Fea eT eee 
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Conflicts in Western Culture 
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Readings McPhee, John, Encounters With the 
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among nature writers presents one 1975. Rolvaag, Ole, Giants in the Earth. 
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Works alluded to in this essay are New York: McGraw-Hill, 1981. 1927. 

listed below. Readers of nature _ ----- “Franciscan Conservation ver- Schell, Jonathan, The Fate of the 

writing are usually “hooked” for life sus Benedictine Stewardship,” in Earth. New York: Knopf and 

and will be the first to notice that A God Within. New York, Sons, 1982. 

my choices are the tip of the ice- Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1972. Steinbeck, John, The Grapes of 

berg. Eiseley, Loren, The Invisible Pyra- Wrath. New York: Viking, 1939. 
mid. New York: Charles Scrib- Thoreau, Henry David, The Writ- 
ner’s Sons, 1970. ings of Henry David Thoreau, ed. 

Leopold, Aldo, A Sand County AI- Lyndon J. Stanley. Princeton: 
Abbey, Edward, Abbey’s Road. New manac. New York: Ballantine, Princeton University Press, 1971. 

York: E.P. Dutton, 1979. 1970. White, Gilbert, The Natural His- 

Carson, Rachel, Silent Spring. Bos- | Hoagland, Edward, Red Wolves and tory of Selborne. New York: Ev- 
ton: Houghton Mifflin, 1962. Black Bears. New York: Ran- eryman, 1974. 

Cather, Willa, My Antonia. Boston: dom House, 1972. White, Lynn, “The Historical Roots 

Houghton Mifflin, 1918. Matthiessen, Peter, Far Tortuga. of Our Ecological Crisis” Science 
Dickinson, Emily, The Complete New York: Random House, 155, 10 March 1967, 1203-07. 

Poems of Emily Dickinson, ed. 1975. Worster, Donald, Nature’s Econ- 

Thomas Johnson. Boston: Little,  ----- The Snow Leopard. New York: omy. New York: Anchor Books, 
Brown, 1960. Viking Press, 1978. 1979. 
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The Ferry to Aegina Anniversary Coming to Dinner 

We had trouble finding it— On the lake this morning I am unaccountably moved 
the ferry to that place. the coots are diving, by the sight of Laura’s hands 
We took the train to the sea, absurdly. in the gap between the shade 
then walked the hot sunlit : and her kitchen window sill. 
streets in criss-cross ae oe Sleeps : 
patterns, finally asked at the other side. Pcs 

meth Race as wad aws, 1H ae ce or that I know that her dog 
At last we found the harbor, fee nauinee died in childbirth? 
the right dock, bought our tickets, foe anothers aus : at 
embarked. The turquoise sprang oe ved E Or simply that her voice is low, 
at the cutwater, and I thought on cute Etruscan and that I shall find Bach 

as we raced toward that place from where  *@7°OPHa81- spread out in worn book 
Pindar had sped his song On the lake this morning on her abandoned piano? 

in every ship and bark the coots are diving, 
; absurdly. Barbara Fowler 

that I’d been here before, seen 
the islands rise and bloom It’s twenty years 
to lavender and pink, today that you died. 
felt the keel cutting 

my heart, cutting my spine, Barbara Fowler 
cutting me back still 
to my bed of relentless dark. 

Barbara Fowler 
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Milwaukee Journal Photo 

he new music that began to 
; { appear in America in the 

postwar years was hard. to 
play and hard to conduct. It was 
also hard to listen to, and some- 

” Sp re : times it made an audience want to 
a run screaming out of the recital hall. 

E" Composers dispensed with such 
ual conventions as harmony and mel- 

io - ody in their search for a new system 
. ' of music. Creative investigation 
og ; went into full swing. 
oy gw e. ~ 9 , Lukas Foss has been an active ex- 

od 3 i plorer in the wilds of this new mu- 
agin , sic and has become known as a pi- 

asi am oneer in improvisational music. He 
" has continued to explore and ex- 

7 periment with new performance 
a a a ’ ideas, and now his name comes up 

, . on in nearly every discussion of con- 
: temporary music. But on top of his 

‘ , career as a composer he has built a 
“ * m second major career, that of or- 

‘ _ chestra conductor. Two years ago 
he accepted the job of music direc- 

. m tor of the Milwaukee Symphony 
—_- ‘ gas ‘ Orchestra. For his contribution to 

. % & " — excellence in the arts, the Wiscon- 
if | een ~ s i sin Academy of Sciences, Arts, and 

. gr i Letters last year named him a Fel- 
ag oo) low of the Academy. 

Foss became a published com- 
poser at age sixteen, and at age 

aa twenty-one he wrote a cantata called 
he The Prairie that the New York Mu- 

sic Critics Circle named “the best 
new American work of the season,” 

aA although he had been in this coun- 
e try for only six years. Inspired by 

fi i Carl Sandburg’s poem “Prairie,” it 
# He lives in two worlds, conducting suggested “vast open landscapes 

Mig yesterday’s music and composing and lots of fresh air.” For about the 
ee rycen next twenty years he wrote the kind 

of music American ears were used 
to hearing. One writer described the 

Pe style as uniting “the best of Euro- 
pean neoclassicism and a Copland- 

[| ukas Foss like Americanism.” 
By the mid 1950s neoclassicism 

appeared to Foss to be a dead end, 
an impasse that he later said seemed 

© like “the pouring of new musical 
’ wine into old formal bottles.” His 

By Diana Balio. traditionalist period ended when, 
x as a professor of composition at 
Ee] UCLA, he wanted to free his stu- 
» dents from “the tyranny of the 
al | j printed note.” The experiment that 

e i =| _—was intended to change his students 
&  ~=Ss made him into a different kind of 

-_ E composer. 
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Instead of the traditional “I write Foss was born Lukas Fuchs on pile talents. Koussevitzky made Foss 

it; you play it” relationship be- August 15, 1922, in Berlin with such _his assistant; he made Foss the of- 

tween composer and performer, great musical gifts that the impor- _ ficial pianist of the Boston Sym- 

Foss drew the performer into his _ tance of early training was obvious. phony Orchestra; he arranged a 

composer’s laboratory. While at He studied piano and theory with schedule that allowed Foss time to 

UCLA (1953-63) Foss founded the a private teacher until he was compose; and he even had the or- 

Improvisation Chamber Ensemble eleven. Then, when Hitler’s pres- _ chestra playing Foss compositions. 

(piano, clarinet, percussion, and ence began seeming ominous, the Major awards were in order by 

cello), which offered adventures in family moved to Paris and Lukas __ the time Foss was twenty-two: in 

music for composer, performer, and —_ was enrolled at the Paris Conserv- addition to winning the New York 

audience. atory to study piano with Lazare Music Critics’ Award for The Prai- 

From the familiar territory of | Levy, composition with Noel Gal- rie, he received a Guggenheim fel- 

fixed forms and tonality he went to lon, Orchestration with Felix lowship in 1945 (the youngest com- 

“that no man’s land which I never  Wolfes, and flute with Marcel poser ever to receive one) and a 

meant to set foot on” of chanceand = Moyse. When the family moved to _— Fulbright grant in 1950-52; was a 

atonality. The Foss brand of im- the United States in 1937, he en- _ Fellow of the American Academy 

provisation, however, had strict rolled at Curtis Institute in Phila- in Rome in 1950-51; and won two 

rules. Improvisation turned out to _delphia to study piano with Isabelle more Music Critics’ Awards, one 

be more structured than traditional © Vengerosa, composition with Ro- for his Piano Concerto No. 2 in 

music; for the composer it was more _ sario Scalero and Randall Thomp- 1954, the other for Time Cycle in 

a question of exploring, for the pur- son, and conducting with Fritz Re- 1961. He has an LL.D. from Los 

pose of discovery, than of having _ iner. Angeles Conservatory of Music but, 

freedom. Foss’s improvisation was Foss once said he really wasborn __ because of the timing of the fami- 

less dangerous than “‘system and at Tanglewood, the Boston Sym- _ ly’s emigration, no high school di- 

chance music.” phony Orchestra’s summer home. ploma. 

The subjects in the Foss catalog Serge Koussevitzky, the Boston 

of compositions tend to run along = Symphony’s conductor, had estab- Fs became a conductor rela- 

the lines of death and anguish and _lished the Berkshire Music Center tively late, at age forty-one, 

the end of the world. He bases many _ there in 1940, and he thought big. having waited for a conducting post 
compositions on dramatic ideas or The school he had dreamed of for with a schedule that would not re- 
pieces of literature that aren’t years would offer advanced music quire him to become an excom- 

themselves light reading. Time Cy- studies to promising young people. poser. As the new music director 

cle (1961, known as the transitional © The gods themselves would teach and conductor of the Buffalo Phil- 
piece between his early and later the classes—Copland and Hindem- _ harmonic Orchestra in 1963, he es- 

styles) combines themes from works ith for composition, for example, _ tablished a policy of programming 
by Kafka, Nietzsche, Auden, and _ himself for conducting. avant-garde music alongside the 
Housman. (Foss’s father was a phi- Foss was there the first summer classics and, for a time, polarized 

losophy professor, his mother an that the school was in operation his audience in the process. It 
artist; they had philosophy over the _(and for several summers after that) seemed as if the younger generation 
breakfast table, he explains.) Even —_ and persuaded Koussevitzky to al- | was acquiring a lasting taste for the 
in sleep, ideas keep coming. Pho- _ low him to study both composing new music while the older genera- 
rion (1966), based on a Bach par- and conducting. Hindemith turned _ tion endured it only because the old 
tita, began with a dream in which out to be a strong influence, and —_ masters would have their turn to be 
“torrents of Baroque 16th-notes Foss later continued studying with heard after the intermission. 
were washed ashore by ocean him, as a special student, at Yale. | Nevertheless, Foss not only en- 
waves, sucked in again, returning © Evenin 1940 everyone felt that the _larged and enlightened the Buffalo 
ad infinitum.” Some sources areon  BMC’s early years were exciting audience but also formed a Center 
the lighter side. Elytres (1964) hon- _ ones, and later evidence proved that for the Creative and Performing 

ors insect wings. The opera Grif; they were. Four of the five students Arts that brought in avant-garde 

felkin (1955) retells a fairy talefrom in the conducting class of 1940 went | composers and young performers. 

his childhood. Curriculum Vitae on to major careers: Leonard Bern- _ Eventually he could say, “Look how 

with Time Bomb, for accordion and stein, Lukas Foss, Richard Bales, | we’ve deprovincialized Buffalo; it’s 

percussion, has an intriguing title. | who became conductor of the Na- become a place where things are 

Foss’s sense of humor comes _ tional Gallery Orchestra in Wash- really happening.” 

through. The soprano pokes around ington, and Thor Johnson, later Unlike some legendary conduc- 

inside the piano with sticks and music director of the Cincinnati tors who scared the music out of 

sings exercises in Round a Com- Symphony. the orchestra members, Foss has a 

mon Center. Live performers escort Koussevitzky recognized Foss’s _ patient and positive approach, one 

lifeless dummies to a big party in genius and over the next several _ that shows his faith that the mu- 

Introductions and Goodbyes. years offered outlets for his multi- __sicians will play well. He has a quiet 
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wing, ae r ) : 

' - ee and confident voice. He believes eee 2 ae ae 
that the conductor-musician rela- hi, zi ee 
tionship need not be the adversary oy ; fa Bee 
kind that Joseph Krips, his prede- ¥ ee pe : - | ECS SA Arena cessor in Buffalo, warned him at eas wt Oeltieatiar st 
about: “Remember, they are never : 
your friends. They may act like your ie at 
friends, but they are not!” Musi- 
cians speak warmly and enthusi- Ai : = 
astically about Foss, and this Mil- Vt 
waukee orchestra as a whole is IX a a) Le 
thriving. Ticket sales are up; the first 7 
recording under a contract with Pro 
Arte is scheduled to be released 
soon; a European tour is in the & 
wind. i= 

Foss has no desire to stamp a ee 
sound-label on his orchestra, like Pe 
Chicago’s reputation for brass or 
Philadelphia’s for strings. To him g : 
it makes more sense for a conduc- : 
tor to strive for “the right sound for ; 
each piece, a flexibility of sound. é i 
Some think that they have a sound y : 
that is particularly their own per- : 
sonality, but it’s really a sound that 
the orchestra musicians make. "a 
Sometimes conductors forget that 8 Ss 
they are not making the sounds and ie P| 
that the musicians are responsible F | 
for that.” / 
aoe a the Nila ae “The-people who have the greatest impactW0n the future are 
Gem positions an onee concert» eae uc Me one big foot in the past and one big foot in 
written in 1948, “because the obo- MT ae 
ist insisted on it—and it made i —Lukas Foss 
sense” in programming. Foss says 
he intends to spare subscribers the 
experience of hearing a more recent are going on, defy any help from a To be simultaneously a major 
Foss composition; he is more likely piano and go straight from hishead _ figure in composing and conduct- 
to schedule one for a festival of to paper. Occasionally a composi- ing makes Lukas Foss a phenom- 
contemporary music. tion goes directly to his publisher enon in the professional music 

Foss spends about a third of the without a stop in between for per- world. One wonders how he can live 
year in Milwaukee, another third at formance; more often he hears it in two worlds, conducting yester- 
home in New York, where he has before publication. Publication day’s music and composing tomor- 
led the Brooklyn Philharmonic takes time, and usually his pieces _ row’s. He says he conducts because 
since 1971, and part of another third are commissioned so a first perfor- _ he loves “to make love to the past,” 
guest conducting or otherwise par- mance is guaranteed. Whenacom- and he is able to bring to life music 
ticipating in contemporary music position has matured to the point __ that has been played over and over 
events. If the year had four thirds, of being published, he sets it free. “by throwing a big searchlight on it 
he might also be more of a concert “After that it’s none of my busi- and falling in love with it all over 
pianist; he does still play in public ness. I think my compositions are again.” _He composes because he 
now and then. The summer, at like my children. When they grow __ needs to discover the future. Mu- 
home in the Hamptons on Long Is- up, they have to be on their own.” — seums and symphony orchestras are 
land, offers free time for compos- He does have one son and one important because ties to the past 
ing, but Milwaukee evenings, at daughter, both attending collegesin are important. “The people who 
home in the Pfister Hotel, when he _ the East and neither planning aca- _have the greatest impact on the fu- 
gets the suite with a piano can also reer in music; his wife, Cornelia, is ture are people who have one big 
be productive. Some compositions, a painter in the representational foot in the past and one big foot in 
the kind in which too many things style. the future.”™ 
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When She Saw the Cloud 

Mother always claimed the sky was too pale 
that day, too quiet in the summer heat. 
One of my uncles was in Burma, another 
yet to go to the Philippines. Uncle Johnny 
parachuted safely right over Sioux Falls. 
At supper we listened to the war news 
as usual—Whitey Larson, WNAX, Yankton. 
I can’t remember if Whitey was interrupted 
or the Six Fat Dutchmen or (but Mother 
didn’t like the shooting) the Lone Ranger 
when she saw the cloud from the west 
pantry window. Pa, she said, Pa, come 
and look at the sky. Leaving my supper 
I helped lug blankets, the sheepskin, 
the lantern down to the cave in a corner 
of the basement where we waited for some 
celestial railroad to bear upon us, 
to visit us for our sins. We feared God 
that night more than Hirohito 
or Hitler. Trees crashed 
outside, pieces of farm machinery 
flew by our shelter window, furniture 
tumbled from room to room on the floors 
above us. In a loud voice Father prayed 
that the storm might pass over us 
if it be His will. When the wind 
died, the neighbor women and children 
huddled and cried in our basement; the men 
marched through the ruins with their rifles 
and shot the cattle. I found my dog 
and six baby chicks alive under the elm tree 
with the swing. The National Guard 
came the next day to protect us 
against looters. I brought coffee 
to the armed soldiers in pup tents and— 
pretending the war had come home—reported 
enemy license plates from far away 
in Missouri and Nebraska. We didn’t know 
what the President had in mind, but God 
soon left us on our own. The boys began 
to come home, bringing souvenir pillows, 
bayonets, and new tractors. The men 
were in the fields and Mother feeding 
the chickens when I heard about V-J Day 
on the console radio in front 
of our new picture window. All over 
the country business was mushrooming. 

Herman Nibbelink 
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By Carl Krog grant a warrant to founda lodge in about means of achieving them. 
uring the years after the Civil Marinette in 1870 on the grounds Solid citizens saw nothing godly in 

D War, Marinette, Wisconsin, that the sawmill settlement was not __ the cleanliness which resulted from 
on the west shore of Green _ likely to be permanent. He changed = grown men bathing naked in the 

Bay at the mouth of the Menomi- his mind after a special emissary, _ city’s Menominee River. 
nee River, prospered with the state’s_ Dr. John J. Sherman, was sent to After working a long day at the 
lumbering industry. The commu- Oshkosh to secure a dispensation _ mill, sawmill operatives wanted to 
nity on the boundary between Wis- to organize a lodge. But the influ- escape from their humdrum tasks. 
consin and Michigan grew from _ ence of the permanent community They could attend dances which 
nearly six hundred people in 1860 grew with each successive decade of __ were held two or three times a week 
to 1,300 in 1870, to 4,000 in 1880, the nineteenth century, as they _ in Marinette or its twin city across 
11,500 in 1890 and its largest pop- started churches, schools, lodges, __ the river, Menominee, or the fre- 
ulation in the twentieth century, and literary societies. quent traveling road show. When 
16,000. How did the residents of The two societies shared a com- _ no traveling act had visited the twin 
such sawmill towns pursue their moninterest in sports suchas base- cities for over ten days in June of 
limited time for leisure activities? ball but diverged sharply in their 1874, Luther Noyes, editor of the 
Two societies in Marinette co- other recreational activities. Many __ village weekly paper, complained. 

existed in the quarter century after Yankee merchants and _ profes- On pleasant summer evenings, 
the Civil War: a transient one of _ sional people were prohibitionists _ Italian violinists and organ grind- 
lumberjacks and sawmill workers | who disapproved of saloons, bil- ers walked the streets playing songs 
who lived in boarding houses and _liard halls, and the ancillary activ- for groups that gathered around 
the permanent community of artis- ities which sometimes accom-  themand then passed the hat. These 
ans, merchants, and professional panied taverns. They preferred musicians came up from Chicago 
people. In the early 1870s it was croquet, sometimes known as _ each summer. 
unclear whether the community “Presbyterian billiards,” and lem- Isaac Stephenson, the city’s most 
would be an impermanent lumber _onade to the sawmill employee’s _ prominent lumberman, loved fast 
camp orapermanentsettlement.In billiards and beer. Even when the race horses, and on Sunday after- 
fact, the Grand Master of the Free- _ two groups shared the same values _noons, people in the twin cities 
masons of Wisconsin refused to — such as cleanliness, they disagreed often watched Stephenson race his 
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thoroughbreds against those of his —_ against the team for breaking the eae Be EN ag 

brothers across the river at his rac- law—on Sunday, July 4, 1888. Me cats Oca 
ing park in the northwestern edge § McGillis, whose heart was not in _ 7t 3 oa e.. 
of Marinette. his work, spent five innings looking Fen | eee 

Other residents did their own for a “missing” player. He served ait, Oe ae] 
racing across the narrow bridges the warrant, which ended the game |. » rast. ja orga 
over the Menominee River at night, for players and a crowd of 700 while “3% 4 oe cae me <: oe . 
in spite of the vigilance of the au- Marinette was winning over Green (ge SE Es ge 
thorities. Townspeople trying to Bay 9-0. For the remainder of the [agenesis yc Pulte eumewee, Meeker Maar? 5 

sleep were irritated by the noise of | summer, the Marinette Law and Se cuathy ihay Bio, dale Late : 
their wooden buggy wheels and the = Order League harassed the baseball oe ; os ae lie 
thud of the horses’ hooves on the league, though it could not secure : é ° 
planks of the bridge. The bridge suf- convictions against league mem- f , me RS aaa 

fered, too, from this nocturnal pas- bers. Ultimately, the Marinette PoSl) )))pifjg=iee- | eal eee 

time and had to be rebuilt only baseball club offered to give up its "Sm nobel de rlliil 
seven years after construction. Sunday afternoon games if Mari- nn Rene EN 
When men worked a twelve-hour nette lumber companies, barber- — 

day, six-day week, and large fami- shops, saloons, and the Boom 
lies and few modern conveniences Company would also close on Sun- 

gave women even longer working _— day. cusing the Marinette players of 

day, holidays were especially ap- Enthusiasm for baseball waned slugging Menominee players. Mar- 
preciated. On Independence Day, during the early 1890s, and by the inette newspaper reporters who 

1874, a Marinette resident might end of the baseball season of 1892, covered both games, while conced- 

compete for the $416 prizes offered | the Wisconsin State League had ing that some Menominee players’ 

by the Marinette Shooting Club, go — shrunk to four teams: Green Bay, faces were smeared with blood, 

on the Pioneer Presbyterian Church = Marinette, Menominee, Michigan, nonetheless argued these were 

excursion and picnic to Chambers and Oshkosh. The Depression of “trivial injuries.” Besides, it was 

Island sixteen miles away, or watch 1893 terminated an already dying claimed, Marinette had not done 
Isaac Stephenson’s horse Chippy, organization. The Marinette Eagle all of the slugging. 
the favorite, race at his driving park. | reasoned that baseball had failed On Thanksgiving Day, 1895, the 

The day ended with a gala dance at _—_ because Marinette was “a Sunday _ two high school teams of Marinette 

the First National Hotel in Mari- town” (as a result, promoters lost | and Menominee first played one 

nette. money); some star players joined another with a victory for Men- 
Although unincorporated, Mari- major leagues (mid-season the ominee 28-8. The field was roped 

nette had a population of 4,000 in manager and Marinette’s two star _ off to stop the enthusiastic crowds 
the 1880 census. The prosperity of players left for an Oakland, Cali- from following the teams on the 
the lumbering companies caused fornia, club); transportation be- _ field. The two cities had long been 
the population to triple, and in 1887 tween the cities was inadequate competitors. With football added 
Marinette incorporated. (Northwestern freight trains, to the rivalry, the Chicago Evening 

Popular Sunday pastimes in hopped by the players, were unre- _— Post in 1899 was led to observe that 
Menominee changed from croquet _ liable). few boundaries of the world had 
to baseball and tennis. Though not Football such intense border warfare. 

without opposition from those who Cone Along with intense football ri- 

believed Sunday should be a day of Sports enthusiasts soon found _ valry came basketball competition 
rest, Sunday became a day of rec- football to be a satisfying replace- between the two cities. The first 
reation. ment for baseball. On Thanksgiv- game was played in the Marinette 

Baseball ing Day, November 22, 1894, the armory on Thursday night, January 

Marinette YMCA played its first of- 18, 1894, with Marinette winning 

Baseball enthusiasts organized a__ ficial game against Menominee 8-4. The fans, cheering on the nine- 

baseball league in the late 1880s, | High School and was defeated 14- | man team with horns and bells, 

which included cities of the Fox 4atStephenson’s Riverside Park in were so noisy that the referee’s 

Valley and some Upper Peninsula Marinette. Using either a massed _ whistle could not be heard. A series 

cities in the Marquette iron ore rush or running around the sides, of rematches took place throughout 
range. Teams competed on Sunday Menominee scored all of its points the winter of 1894, sponsored by 

afternoons at Isaac Stephenson’s during the first half. The second of- the Marinette YMCA. 

Riverside Racing Track. ficial game was played the Saturday The YMCA, which opened a 
Determined to enforce.a city or-. afternoon following Thanksgiving. branch in Marinette on September 

dinance prohibiting social activi- The Marinette YMCA team was 3, 1886, brought organized recrea- 
ties on Sunday, zealous citizens had — winning 6-0 when the Menominee _ tion and cultural enrichment to the 

Officer McGillis serve a warrant High School squad withdrew, ac- area. By the early 1890s the “Y” 
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eens ., OE ag ee at ge 
st IS i ie 
EE heat a Aig? grams. The organization bought a became the Pine Beach Club of 

\ Aaa ee eS wooded tract of land on the bay- Marinette. 
“ep ' , shore south of the city. The first ses- Band concerts, a feature of the 
Ov aay a sion, held in late July, proved so annual chautauqua summer pro- 
i eal (ae = Ps Por iw i popular that in the fall over $20,000 gram, were an important part of city 
hi Ny | OS GT ee was raised to build a permanent cultural life. In addition to its chau- 
Ciel: Ps eee Oa oa ree chautauqua: an auditorium seating tauqua concerts, the Marinette mu- 

Ge ae RoE Ser ee ae 4,000 when its sides were opened, __ nicipal band gave outdoor concerts 
nae : ie ates a dining hall, two classroom build- in their bandstand on Dunlap 

oes . ok i er ings, and a small administration Square on summer evenings. As 
Slade eo say Be oe building. Since not everyone wished — sawmill after sawmill closed, sup- 

fee pet thin <4 P tee Ba . Paced to camp in the pine grove, in 1903 __ port for the band declined. The de- 
: ig ie. sephe P a twenty-four room dormitory was mise of the white pine spelled the 

ELE Se . ¢ added. end for the YMCA, the chautauqua 
ret ae de teiisteednneg ozo For eleven years after 1897 the society, and the city band. 

fut dps HF ita “poor man’s university,” provided One community institution 
ST ETTC—EETEnewenes the COMmunity an opportunity to which did not suffer was the library. 

hear notables of the period. The Opened in 1878, the library was 
Marinette chautauqua, reported to housed in a room in the Marinette 

offered a varied program in their be the largest outside the original fire engine house during its first 
building which had a small gym, —_ chautauqua in New York State, had twenty years. In 1886 the budget 
bowling alley, reading room, and such celebrated figures as William totaled $624.06. The library was 
public baths. In addition to having Jennings Bryan, Samuel Gompers, moved into a store in 1898, but 
socials and employing a physical | Jane Addams, and Robert La Fol- these quarters remained inade- 
education instructor, the society _lette on its programs. quate. In 1902 Isaac Stephenson of- 
subscribed to forty newspapers and Even with these successes the as- _ fered to build a $40,000 library on 
six magazines and sponsored foren- sembly had financial difficulties Dunlap Square. The gift to the city 
sic groups and a string orchestra. after the first season of 1897. Dur- _ included the property, construction 
Annual membership fees were five ing the summer of 1898 the orga- _ of a retaining wall along the Men- 
dollars for men, three for students, _ nization hada deficit of $88. and the ominee River, and landscaping for 
and two for women. The society’s _ following year the debt for the sea- the park area. In return the city was 
budget was $2,200 in 1893, but the son was $1,500. Fewer educational obliged to pay for the building’s 
depression that year and the de- speakers and more entertainment, maintenance and librarian’s salary. 
clining lumber industry ee its band concerts, and regattas did not ‘The library was completed in 1903. 
activities. By 1895 membership had _ increase patronage sufficiently to 
declined to 279, and the organiza- _ end the annual deficits. Season tick- mS SOr ted MUSE ents 
tion found itself $521 in debt. The ets were only $2.50, but this was Other recreational opportunities 
facility operated on a limited basis more than a day’s wages for a__ in the community were unaffected 
until 1906, when the building was —_ worker. by the stilled mills. Racing was a 
sold to pay off the debt and avoid The Assembly depended upon popular year-round pastime in the 
mortgage foreclosure proceedings. the lumbermen to help balance its | community during the early years 
Chauthuqua books. At times the lumber com- _ of the twentieth century. Stephen- 

panies would buy tickets and dis- | son Avenue (14th Avenue) was iced 
Another organization devoted to _ tribute them to their workers. In annually on vote of the Menomi- 

educational entertainment, the 1899, when William Jennings Bryan _ nee, Michigan, City Council so that 
chautauqua society, started up in spoke, Isaac Stephenson bought two __ the races could be held in winter. 
Marinette about the same time that —_ thousand tickets for his sawmill Marinette and Menominee lum- 
the Marinette YMCA was in finan- | employees. Fewer lumbermen in  bermen had over $25,000 invested 
cial difficulties. The Northern the community were willing to sub- _ in their horses. The horses were dri- 
Chautauqua Assembly was organ- __ sidize the chautauqua after 1900. ven by their owners, and the ulti- 
ized by clergy and businessmen as _— Reuben Merryman, another Mari- mate humiliation came in 1901, 
a corporation on June 3, 1897, with nette lumberman, served as presi- | when a Menominee woman lawyer 
a capital stock of $25,000. Each dent of the organization from 1897 beat a prominent Marinette lum- 
stockholder in the organization was to 1905, but declined to serve after | berman. The first auto race was at- 
limited to two shares of stock worth 1905. At the end of its program in tempted the same year, but ended 
$100 each. No dividends weretobe July 1909, the chautauqua society abruptly when one of the two autos 
paid on the stock, but the stock- had lost $350. Members of the so- broke down. Ice boat races and 
holder received two lots on the ciety decided to convert the grounds — summer regattas were also popular. 
chautauqua grounds and two sea- _intoa private corporation. On April During the 1890s bicycle racing be- 
son tickets to chautauqua pro- 5, 1913, the chautauqua property came popular though not common. 
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5 Law Enforcement fame before leaving the city. The i : : 

ie 2 The social problems created by me ue CL eee oe iBer 
] wy it] m0 Gea MM mischievous boys were minor com- _10€ force retused help 1n putting out 

4 77 : : : the fire or apprehending the arson- 

a) |, { 7 aa ), 2 ists. A modus vivendi between the Ei é 4 oy Pf ‘i 5 . i i 

ET Sy c io 4) : ‘ pee require) Me attemon pio city officials and the brothel and sa- 
rat a a a i nicipal authorities. Marinette ue ion tecners iperasted in spite Of 
Wy ei : oo 
i i Pad oN hae \h BY ga ey probably ae ae oLyorss ae occasional incidents. 

| a ee Soren eee a one ae In 1910 the Presbyterian minis- 
ae a a ee ae Most of the city’s crime in the late : y 

: ter complained to the mayor that a 
co nineteenth century was petty and Q 

Playing indoor baseball and roller ent undetected. At the end of 1898 stranger could not walk down Six 

skating at the armory, followed by the city police chief reported that blocks of a city street without being 

refreshments of oyster soup or ice f 1898 th accosted by twenty women. The 
: for the last quarter of 1 there ) \ 

cream, were popular winter recre- were twenty-two arrests for drun- sympathetic mayor replied that 

ational activities at the turn of the Sea ioE jj. Splendid progress had been made in 
kenness, one for disturbing a rel1 : : : 

century. For the more venture- : : f : reducing the city debt and provid- 4 gious meeting, one for racing across. aes 
some, there was tobogganing off the the bridge, five for vagrancy, and ing civic improvements. Probably 

thirty-foot slide which Isaac Ste- twotor being fmrnites On aouselOu because Marinette was a man’s 

phenson had erected next to his ill fame. The police chief con- town, women who were tried and 

home on the river each winter. Golf “TH; jadi h convicted received sympathy and 
‘ : : cluded, “This seems to indicate that : 

gained popularity during the last Marinette has been a remarkably lighter sentences. The standard sen- 

decade of the nineteenth century. te : othe | tence for a prostitute was hardly a 
: ; : well-behaved city during the last 

Riverside Country Club in Men- ” deterrence—a ten dollar fine and a 
; ‘ quarter. é 

onimee announced plans to build one-way ticket. ; 

its first club house for $600 in 1901. Common problems that law en- __ The sharp decline of the lumber 

Indoor bowling was introduced to _ forcement officers faced during the industry at the beginning of the 

the area after the turn of the cen- first twenty-five years of the city’s century and the resultant decrease 

tury. The neighboring towns of _ history were thievery in boarding in young single lumberjacks and 

Peshtigo and Menominee each had _ houses, fleecing of the innocent in sawmill wokers probably did more 

a bowling alley before Marinette poker dens, stealing of poultry and for the decline of brothels than any 

did. By 1910 Marinette had bowl- vegetables from gardens and fire- church based-crusade against sin. 

ing facilities, as wellas four theatres | wood from private woodpiles, van- Marinette today is a quiet place 

devoted to films and two to vau- —dalism, and vagrancy. with pleasant residential streets and 

deville. More serious and persistent factories on the Menominee River 
Since the city of Marinette did problems for law enforcement au- where sawmills once stood. The 

not have a playground or park on thorities were the suppression of permanent community, made up 

the bay until the 1930s, boys had vice and the control of saloons. largely of home-owning families, 
to find their own entertainment, Neither of these problems was suc- won over the large population of 
which sometimes took extremely cessfully surmounted during the transients of the last century. Pop- 
dangerous forms. In the summer quarter century of the city’s history. _ular leisure activities from the last 
boys dove off lumber piles and the As a lumbering town Marinette century, such as municipal baseball 
superstructure of the Menekaunee had a large floating population, dif leagues and high school football ri- 
bridge, a distance of thirty feet from ficult to control. Located on the  valries, persist. Some leisure activ- 
bridge to river. Because the bay state boundary, the city suffered ities of an earlier time are largely 
waters remained cold most of the from divided legal jurisdiction. forgotten, except by a few very old 
year, they preferred to swim in the Often a drive against vice merely people. A few band concerts are 
treacherous, polluted, log-filled | drove the saloon-brothels outside played during the summer months, 
river. They tempted fate by scamp- _ of the city, either into the county _ but attendance is only a small frac- 
ering across the floating logs. The — or to Michigan. Consequently, there _ tion of that ofan earlier age. A Uni- 
Marinette Eagle in 1887 estimated was a covert understanding be- _ versity of Wisconsin Center is lo- 
that at least one boy drowned inthe tween the city government and the cated on the shore of Green Bay 

river each summer. Their winter saloon and brothel interests, that next to a wooded area which was 
playgrounds were equally danger- except in flagrant cases, the cityau- once the chautauqua grounds. A 
ous. The river and bay were un- _ thorities would be content with community theatre, Theatre On 
lighted and had stretches of open “‘tokenism.” Patrons, however, The Bay, has replaced the vaude- 
water where ice had been cut. were known to enforce their own ville acts of the chautauqua. 
Throughout the year, catching rides | codes in demanding fair service for As is true of other aspects of life, 
on Northwestern freight trains also —_—‘ their money. In 1894, two iratemen _leisure activities in small towns are 
provided small boys with danger- | who considered themselves short- marked by both continuity and 
ous thrills. changed burned downa house of ill change.m 
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Prehistoric Art of th 

Tassili N?Ajj 
By Jeanne Tabachnick 

ave you ever dreamed of a the opportunity to live out my Djanet over 700 miles of “track- 
JH great adventure, a dream dream. less desert,” and that in the vicin- 

that perhaps began with Over the Christmas/New Year ity of Djanet there were some 
romantic novels and films but has holiday of 1980-81 eight of us, prehistoric rock paintings that 
stayed with you long after the four Tabachnicks and four of our might be worth seeing—and that 
novels and films were outdated? friends, met in Algiers. From was all I knew! To me the high 
A dream that is outside of your there we flew due south—about point of our trip was to be the 
ordinary daily activities but not 1,000 miles into the desert—to a drive over the desert, sleeping out 
absolutely out of reach if you try small town called Tamanrasset, under the stars, feeling the vast 
hard to fulfill it? where our adventure began. desert silence all around, getting 

Exploring the Sahara Desert—or Before we left Madison I had to know some part of the Sahara 
at least some small part of it—was combed the public library for any and visiting desert oases. Djanet 
my dream. And like all dreamers travel books on the Sahara and and the rock paintings were a 
I had a great many misconcep- on Algeria. From this reading I necessary goal, but I did not 
tions, fancy notions, wild ideas. knew that we could drive from expect the paintings to amount to 
But unlike many dreamers I had Tamanrasset to a village called much. Little did I know what a 
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4 So ae oy Tassili N’Ajjer scenery. It is in 
* aS en eng Bs such areas as these cathedrallike 

: =a os A 4 sandstone rocks that the paintings 
i a es are found. 

Fi i f ow Sc a ee 

A oy ‘ f : my son David and I decided to 
aM SMS Sete do a thorough library search for 
: eS Peet RTS -- one information about the prehistoric 
pie Eos. Se paintings of the Tassili N’Ajjer. 
(2 ek Mere We hoped to find answers to 

So a a gant ee ere some of our questions about the 
i <t Behe s oo ig ea people who produced that mass 

Ne Ae of art. 
- Although word about prehisto- 

ric paintings existing on the sand- 
stone walls of the Tassili had 

ee tee been sent back to France as early 
me te as 1909, it was not until the 

1950s that any systematic explo- 
ration was done. In 1950-51 a 
Swiss ethnologist, Yolande Tschu- 

: . re di, traveling alone with a Toureq 
tremendous impact those paint- hiking among the sandstone guide, discovered sites that had 
ings and their environment would canyons of the Tassili. not been reported before. In 1957 
have on us. Our first day was mostly spent the explorer Henri Lhote organ- 

The three-day drive to Djanet climbing about 2,000 feet to the ized the first archeological expedi- 
met my highest expectations. top of the plateau to reach our tion to the Tassili. His plan was 
Deserts are not boring. Giant first camp site at Tamrit. There to make watercolor copies of all 
sand dunes scooped and shaped was just enough daylight left after the known paintings. Several 
by the ever-blowing winds move setting up camp for our guide to more sites were discovered at this 
silently across the desert floor. lead us to a rock outcropping time. 
Fantastically carved rock outcrop- _ several hundred yards away The photographer Jean-Domi- 
pings are the landmarks by which where we saw our first paintings. nique Lajoux accompanied the 
our drivers know the “road.” Cattle. People. Antelope, Mouf- Lhote expedition and began 
Ancient volcanic cones poke up flon. The walls were covered, photographing the brown paint- 
into the distant horizon. Every paintings over paintings, different ings. Lajoux returned to the 
mile opened up some new scene, sizes, different styles, too much to _Tagsili for several months in 1960 
some new aspect of the desert. comprehend in the short time 

Djanet, a desert oasis where before dark. 
people live by growing dates, In fact it took us the whole Map of Sahara and Sub-Sahara 
serving tourists, and smuggling week of hiking from site to site, Africa 
goods in from Libya, is exceed- from sandstone wall to sandstone 
ingly picturesque and hospitable. wall to begin to realize the wealth f ao ‘¥ ce 
It is also the place to make and the variety of these paintings phot eS han 
arrangements to go the Tassili and the history and cultures they PAK, Sika LONEN ey a 
N’Ajjer plateau to see the prehis- portray. Who painted these Tricgowes, y tS : i 
toric paintings. Our arrangements pictures? Where did they go? Eke ne au ey 

to spend a week on the plateau, Have they left a record of their 2 f y 
which is now a national park, culture under our feet as well as eee es \ 
included being driven to the base on the sandstone walls? Those are ie Soy en ie 
of the plateau, being supplied the questions we brought back ses ea wy 
with a guide, a cook, cook’s help- with us from the Tassili. We had mau Sys oe Tok ee 

er, enough donkeys to carry our just spent a week living in a al. ROSS ccoes 
food, water, and camping equip- museum, I’d say the most excit- hak 2 ; & 2 f- os a 
ment, and men to tend the ing museum in the world, filled ese ee oN 
donkeys. An old man with two with hundreds of paintings, wall Ye) ee a a 
camels joined our party once we after wall, and not a single word = ao \ ET tee 
reached the top of the plateau. of explanation anywhere about. { ¥ i 7 fi NT 
We made quite a colorful group When we returned to Madison, ie a es 
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and 1961 to continue photograph- © Masked woman with bowl, wear- sehr tee 3 
ing and exploring for more sites. ing ankle bracelets and a loin if # cas 
In 1962 Lajoux published his cloth, was probably painted in the oi RG ae all es Be 
book The Rock Paintings of the archaic period. st eagle a a her 
Tassili, which has been my main Fe cA cm, 
source of information supple- Se ee Set Te | . o> 
mented by Lhote’s writings. ne ED wor ; SY 

One of the first questions that fs eee He “en, XE 
even the most casual visitor to taken place since the time of their fe fae BF) i 
the Tassili will ask is “Why this _ painting. wits Pe Few 
wall and not that one?” “Why are Studies of rock paintings in Ex he SS ie « a 
there layer upon layer of paint- Libya have shown the presence of "fr gi Poy: 7 
ings on one wall while a nearby casein in the pigments, so proba- “4 af J yoo ae 

wall looking just as good is bly the artists of the Tassili also ae - i ee ae 
blank?” So far there is no answer used milk to mix with the ee a ae 

to those questions, although ground-up schists to make their 4 cae SF 
Lajoux guessed that there must paints. Red, yellow, ochre, and . a ee 
have been a ritual reason for the purple clays are common on the joe 2 . se 
selection of one wall over anoth- Tassili; gray, blue, and green are - ea cay 
er, more rare; and white is the most Pe a ss Ls Es 

However, by studying the layers _ rare. One can only guess about ? ag 
Lhote and Lajoux believe they painting tools. The pictures of the f 
can divide the paintings into four second period, the naturalistic 
time periods based partly on the school, are so finely done that it 
animals that appear in the paint- would seem that the artists must re oe 
ings and partly on which styles have used brushes. Pa cate p ee: 
overlay or underlay others. The The most common subjects of “a - OB 
length of time each period covers the archaic period were strange cu Pee 
and how much one period over- human figures, giant animals, 
laps another can only be very moufflons, antelopes, ostriches, 
roughly estimated since there has giraffes, and elephants. It is 
been no carbon dating done or during this period particularly 
archeological information gath- that the artists painted layer over 
ered. Lajoux warns that these layer on the same walls, possibly ns é 
periods may be proved wrong for some sort of renewal ritual. Natarsiiste vee 
when further research is done. Lajoux places the painting of Lajoux has labeled the second 
etiaccinenied masked figures in this period. period the naturalistic period, 

Some of the masks are very elab- approximately 4000 B.C. to 2000 
The earliest paintings, accord- orate, and the bodies of the B.C. He also points out that one 

ing to Lajoux, are the mystical figures wearing the masks are art period must overlap the next 
paintings, the masked figures, the decorated with lines and dots. period. However, it is likely that 
giant figures, and animals that Did the people of this period the distinct change in subject 
could only be present in a wet make and wear masks like those matter and style of painting 
climate. He calls this the archaic in the paintings? Did they deco- means that there was a distinct 
period, about 7000 to 4000 B.C. rate their bodies, too? Presumably __ difference in the culture that 
Paintings from this period are these masked figures represent produced the art of the naturalis- 
often done in outline and then gods or symbols. But again, we tic period from the culture of the 
filled in with white paint. can only make guesses about the first period. 

The artists applied their significance of these figures. The artists of the naturalistic 
pigment as thick paste, with white What happened to these people period were excellent observers of 
the dominant color. Possibly the when they left the Tassili, if they life around them, and they paint- 
very thickness of the pigment did leave? Did they carry their ed what they saw on the sand- 
preserved these paintings over mask-making tradition to West stone walls of the Tassili. The 
such.a long time. Certainly, the Africa? Did they have any trade great herds of cattle tended by 
Tassili had a very wet climate connections with West Africa? graceful herders; the homey 
then, and although the walls on There is a similarity between the scenes of men, women, children 
which these paintings are found masks found in the Tassili paint- playing together, hunting together, 
are somewhat protected from ings and the masks of Mali, but I dancing together; the dogs, goats, | 
wind and rain by their concavity, don’t think we can conclude that sheep—all give an intimate picture | 
still a great deal of weathering has __ one influenced the other. of a comfortable everyday life. . 

a
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The paintings are beautifully Horses, cattle, and other figures 
executed with a sense of depth that show such movement may 
and design and movement that represent a transition from the 
equals the art of the twentieth naturalistic period to the camel 
century. period, 1000 B.C. to present. 

If the artists of the archaic peri- 
od painted for religious purposes, 
the artists of the naturalistic peri- 
od must have painted for the joy 
of painting. The hundreds of . a i 
naturalistic pictures all have a Figures from the naturalistic peri- 

vibrant exuberance in common! od, 4000 to 2000 B.C., showing an 
I think it is safe to say that the everyday scene. Toureq guide on 

people of this period were hunters the left indicates scale. 
and cattle herders. Did they also - 2 TS 

farm? There is at least one picture = Pcse ee oe 

showing people possibly planting. Y Iz r “32 >). a ee 

They used bows and arrows, Vm : i : ‘gs, 5 oh wee 

spears, boomerangs. Did they also \ ; = oo 

have hoes? The answers to these - = 
questions lie buried in the ground f —— 
of the Tassili. There are many a - 

graves on the plateau. Perhaps Ze : a zi 

there are also remains of villages : By 4 8 

just under the surface rubble. And  - , 7® 4A Seng 
again we have the question: What \ wn » f FE - Z 

happened to these people as the F Fe s = 

plateau became drier and drier? 2 “a Se ur ad & 

Did they move to some other » < : ¥3 

part of Africa? Did they just die : a Sdaees aagee ss 

off? From the wealth of paintings > : 

of this period one would guess - - 
that it was a long period of very 
stable conditions both environ- 
mentally and culturally. peal gs 
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seca : a Mi "= Figures with stick heads represent 
EO EE ay. ~ Bee) ©) sa transition towards more sche- 

re Nyaa Seale Mie ae ae: ee | oe - * matic drawing and belong to the 
: % oe me RE Tk ae horse period, 2000 to 1000 B.C. ge ey oe = a ae a 

e i " 7 a Oe The cattle are gone, and with 
¢ 2 a a ee Stthem the civilization they nour- ; ‘ ‘ett $e ie * Ph Goo : y m ee RS ished. Today there are only about 

‘ Liga ai Bo a dozen permanent residents who a ; ge OO AX ey raise goats and smuggle goods 
me fae am ’ Oy On eae from Libya into Algeria. 

* ts : a Ns ee asa The Tassili has become an area 
of magnificent desolation richly 

Horse period Were earlier people leaving or peopled by ghosts from the past. 
: , q were they merging with new The neolithic artists who recorded eld ase ee inhabitants? Was the total their gods, their animals, their Gries Acid the ipaingite on the number of people living on the family life have left us a record so 

sandstone walls to the Tassili also 1 @8S#/i diminishing? rich in feeling and texture that 
began to change. They became Camel period one feels as if these people were 
simpler and more schematic. : here just yesterday instead of Fiend sibecamercn chow rre The final period, the camel thousands of years ago. It is 
tapered off into graceful points period, from about 1000 B.C. to tantalizing to see so much great 
insteadlof hands Horses and the present is represented in the art and know so little about the 
chariots appeared on the scene. rock art by much cruder, stiffer people who produced it. Perhaps 
Figures were more fully clothed. pictures. It appears that the someday soon archeologists will 
Most of the paintings of this peri- people painting these, pictures are begin to study the Tassili and 
od and the final camel period are no longer artists but just passers- answer some of our questions. 
found in the vicinity of present by adding some grafhti to the But for now all we can do is look 
day trails, Lajoux calls this the sandstone walls. The Tassili has in wonder at this wealth of aE 
horse period—from about 2000 become too dry to sustain large pictures and be glad that neolithic 
B Ce toelOGOkB @ lihers iersome numbers of permanent residents. man liked to paint.@ 
doubt whether chariots were ever ae cope 
used in the Tassili even though Ske SO 
they appear in some paintings. a RSE 2 pe 
Certainly horses were common ee Lee Bosker ae ay gern fe Ane 
throughout North Africa, and ee ee Be ean 
Herodotus (fifth century B.C.) q EA aa Ae me ath 
mentions chariots being used by rN wits re eer tlk, ese ah se 
Libyans for war. Cattle still ee ee ee SS pare Sr ae 
outnumber all other animals in en eran SS eeoe 
the paintings but are not shown ="  ° e oket caged 
in huge herds as in earlier paint- ' - ‘ - gpa Ie 
ings. How did the culture change a art, me) vA a oor 
as the paintings change? Were . a id 3 in * cs ue: i ee 
new people coming to the Tassili? ey -e aR 5 RAR Ned 8 ‘ & ares 

Two kinds of cattle, perhaps from . sa » *, 4 
two different times. Pe Ran ee Pe vs ‘ ay 
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The oldest love poetry preserved in writing, 
Egyptian love poetry influenced the literature 

of ancient Israel, especially evident in the 
Song of Songs in the Hebrew scriptures. 

ncient Egypt bequeathed to posterity a rich and All poems but the last were taken from the three 
A variegated literature: stories, hymns, prayers, collections of love songs in Papyrus Harris 500, dating 

historical inscriptions of literary worth, books from the early nineteenth dynasty (about 1290 B.C.). 
of speculative and didactic wisdom, autobiographies, Now in the British Museum, the papyrus was said to 
and more. Within the extant Egyptian literature, love have been found in the middle of the last century in 
poetry excels in its delicacy and sensitivity to nuances a box hidden under the ruins of the Ramesseum in 
of emotion. It is the oldest love poetry preserved in the New Kingdom capital of Upper Egypt, Thebes. 
writing. Like so many papyri and artifacts that emerged in 

About forty-five love songs are extant, some of them Egypt in the last century, claims about its provenience 
short, others long and complex, encompassing from and discovery cannot be verified. The Harris papyrus 
three to seven stanzas. All were composed in the is damaged in many places. According to one story, it 
Ramesside period, about 1300-1150 B.C., a period of was damaged in the last century by an explosion in a 
economic prosperity for Egypt, a time of imperial power gun powder factory near Mr. Harris’s house in Alex- 
and literary flourishing. andria; but worms are the most likely culprit. The 

The Egyptian love songs are not “folk” songs. In papyrus is written in hieratic, a cursive form of writing 
spite of their apparent simplicity, they show many signs that has lost the pictorial character of hieroglyphic. 
of careful, probably professional, literary artistry. Their The papyrus contains, in addition to the love songs, 
authors may have been professional singers (male and one carpe diem song urging the enjoyment of life in 
female) of the sort often portrayed in tomb murals. the shadow of death, a story about the capture of Joppa 

The purpose of these songs was essentially enter- by Egyptian soldiers smuggled into the city in large 
tainment. They were sung, solo or in small “bands,” jars, and a tale about a prince doomed to die by one 
to instrumental accompaniment, probably at banquets of three fates: with the help of his wife he escapes two 
which well-to-do Egyptians often held, and perhaps of them and is about to be attacked by the third, a 
accompanied by dancers acting out the songs. Tomb crocodile, when, to the frustration of scholar and cas- 
murals of banquet scenes showing what activities ual reader alike, the text breaks off. 
Egyptians wished to pursue through eternity indicate The last song in this article (really a stanza of a 
the likely social context in which the love songs were longer song) is taken from Papyrus Chester Beatty I, 
sung. Love songs, as such however, do not appear in part of a great papyrological collection assembled by 
extant tomb murals. a wealthy Englishman in the nineteenth century. This 
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Y Wy 

: yeas : 1, oe i A blind harper sings at a banquet, perhaps such love 
7 toa \ \ songs as we have preserved in these papyri. From a 
Rea AN Ty \ RIN 8 " New Kingdom painting from the Tomb of Nakht in 
ee arn Ofte SMa A western Thebes. 

; fae ‘a > oe 

: ce els 7p 2 at BS ae 
fn 2\ he opty, Girl i ie. mmm} bbe ian’ | ... Am I not here with you? 
ee yy 4 Ae «6 les yp Where have you set your heart upon going? 

A Ped Oa Rw yl Should you not embrace me? 

of rene % fay + re a Has my deed come back upon me? 

i a aed \ ..,. the amusement. 
i We TD Ne ey : If you seek to caress my thighs NEw it oS \@iree ae ae eG is Wei. ag RN. Does the thought of eating make you go forth? 
Pee SG oe om >> Ee ON Or because you are a slave to your belly? 
BUNT ges | NS HN Or because you care about clothes? a SS Gt ‘an AN ; if you care abou es? 
No j ; ~ : Well, I have a bedsheet! 
a a). - Y= ee Is it for hunger that would leave? ... ; ae oo Then take my breasts 

Sey I) a : that their gift may flow forth to you. 
: fi, oe Se ~Qy Better a day in the embrace of my brother ... 

\ fl, fh reg ) ibe \. ae than a thousand myriads while .. . 
uv : weed | <a 4 A girl chides her lover for his eagerness to leave her 

; Cae; <i bed “the morning after.” 
sh gece ae ns Me le, ae 

NVA ee = Se Ne The vegetation of the marsh is bewildering ait 9 BSS ig tn iran i‘ f > — i AW - bea! 4 Oe et os (The mouth) of my sister is a lotus, 
a OY Ne ———— her breasts are mandragoras, wet rae << ye Wie 28g 7'| ae her arms are branches 

eT ore g hetsisare wae 
her head is the trap of “love-wood,” 

and I—the goose! 
The cord is my..., 

papyrus in now in Dublin. A scribal note says that the her hair is the bait 
papyrus was written in Thebes. Its script (also hieratic) in the trap to ensnare me. 
is written in the twentieth dynasty style; the papyrus The girl in this conceit is a marsh whose charms 
can be dated to the early part of the twelfth century constitute a delightful tangle of plants. The youth draws 
B.C. In addition to three collections of love songs, this closer, disoriented by their profusion, until like a bird 
papyrus contains some royal hymns, some business he snatches at the bait—her hair—and is trapped. 
notes (papyrus was expensive and used to full advan- : 
tage), and a long episodic myth of the Strivings be- Girl ! ; : 
tween Horus and Seth, two divine brothers contending My heart is not yet done with your lovemaking, 
for the kingship of Egypt. Horus wins, and forever after my little wolf cub! , 
all kings of Egypt are embodiments of Horus. _our liquor is your lovemaking. 

I have not indicated uncertainties and minor res- T will not abandon it 
torations by means of question marks and brackets, until blows drive me away 
but the reader should be aware that many uncertainties to spend my days in the marshes, 
remain in the interpretation of these songs. I have, (until blows banish me) 
however, indicated unrestorable gaps and insoluble Piety ae rods, 
obscurities in the text by means of three periods. io the highlands with ewitsiion. 

Note that “brother” and “‘sister” are used as terms to the lowlands with cudgels. 
of affection, implying simply the lovers’ feeling of being I will not listen to their advice 
close to each other. to abandon the one I desire. 
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The poet uses five words, most of them rare, for This musical party includes most unusually two full 

different types of rods, as if deliberately demonstrating face portraits. From an unknown tomb, now in the 

verbal virtuosity. The massing of synonyms here em- British Museum. 
phasizes the intensity of the girl’s determination not 
to abandon her lover. a 

Boy : 
Iam sailing north with the current, The last image views the city of Memphis not from 

to the oar-strokes of the captain, — the standpoint of its physical appearance but rather 

my bundle of reeds on my shoulder: from the perspective of its god Ptah. The city is like 

, I'm headed for Ankh-Towy. a bowl of mandragoras, the “love-fruit,” set before the 

Tl say to Ptah, the Lord of Truth: god. Thus the reader senses the affection the god feels 
Give me my sister tonight! for his city and his pleasure in it. That pleasure is for 

The river—it is wine, its part a projection of the delight the boy takes in the 

its reeds are Ptah, city where his beloved awaits him. The god’s sensual 

the leaves of its lotus-buds are Sekhmet, pleasure in his city is reminiscent of the affection for 

_ its lotus-buds are Yadit, Thebes expressed by a letter writer who says, “May 
its lotus-blossoms are Nefertem, Amon bring you back prosperous that you may fill 

+++ JOY. . your embrace with Thebes.” Love for one’s city is the 
The earth has grown light through her beauty. subject of a short essay in another papyrus. 

Memphis is a jar of mandragoras . 

set before the Gracious One. The lotus, which is especially charged with divinity 

F ‘ in the boy’s eyes, is a rich symbol in Egyption religion. 

p ae vee aod athe cul veo It represents creation and regeneration and is the womb 

tah is the chief god of Memphis, Sekhmet is the god- from which the sun is born daily. When the lotus opens 
dess of war and disease, and Nefertem is their son, the in the morning, the world is filled with light 

lotus god who gives life through his fragrance and light i . 

when he opens in the morning. Yadit (“Dew”?) is an Boy 

otherwise unknown goddess, but may be the same as I will lie down inside, 

a deity called Yadit-ta, “Dew of the Earth.” and then I will feign illness; 

This song tells of a youth’s voyage to Ankh-Towy, Then my neighbors will enter to see, 

presumably for a festival, where he will meet his be- and then my sister will come with them. 

loved. He sails downstream, and as he thinks of her She’ll put the doctors to shame 

he perceives the divinity in nature. for she will understand my illness. 
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A boy plans a stratagem to get the girl he longs for devices the girl employs to catch “cattle” turn out to to visit him: he will pretend he is ill, and she will be be parts of her body, we may suspect that her “seal,” among the visitors. Yet perhaps the illness he feigns applied after she binds the boy with her thighs, is part is more real than he realizes, for the last line speaks of her anatomy too. 
of his illness as a reality. He is suffering from love- Girl 
sickness, a motif explored elsewhere in the Egyptian wi ae 
love songs. Mr, “sickness,” may be a pun on mrwt, My brother is at the watercourse, “love.” his foot planted on the riverbank. : 
Boy He prepares a festival altar for spending the day 

with the choicest of the beers. 
The residence of my sister: He “grants me the hue” of his loins. 
Her entry is in the middle of her house, It is longer than broad. 

her double-doors are open, : rene a ; ‘ her latch bolt drawn back I surmise that the girl is Saying—in a suggestive, 
ae Soe eg “naughty” fashion—that as her boyfriend bends over 

If only ee appointed doorkeeper as na private ree 
> ' : she sees his nakedness under his loincloth. To “grant 

Then Td re ae sien she was incensed— the hue” is an idiom for showing one’s nakedness, and asaichildnlicar Seca a the last line probably alludes to the youth’s 
phallus. 

In this humorous song the youth envies the young B 
lady’s doorkeeper who left the door open and is now a 1 i ‘ eres ‘ 
the object of her anger. Better to bear her anger than ne alone 1s my sister, having no peer: to be ignored! more gracious than all other women, 

Behold her, like the star Sothis rising 
Girl at the beginning of a good year: 
The voice of the dove speaks. It says: shining, precious, white of skin, 
“Day has dawned— lovely of eyes when gazing. 

when are you going home?” 
Stop it bird! 

Petes ity You're teasing me. 
I found my brother in his bedroom, Musici dd Cab t ane | 

and my heart was exceedingly joyful. Tate eigen, Lue UaAnd MEL LaSe ang in We say to each other: which the love poetry was sung. From a painting in 
“T will never be far away. the Tomb of Nakht. 

My hand will be with your hand, 
as I stroll about, 

I with you, = 
in every pleasant place.” we. tar. Cy. 

He regards me as the best of the beautiful, eo Md aoe 
and has not wounded my heart. ere ~~ : 
The girl chides the dove for heralding the dawn that = oF = i 

disturbs the sweet night of love. She implies that she a 
had gone looking for her lover and found him in his A ’ oe Al 
bed, then quotes their declaration of mutual and ev- ] Red >? ; hy Ba. J : fe mere rare erlasting love. AS ; , ji 4 Pe fo 
Boy ii aia ae wy se. How skilled is she—my sister—at casting the lasso, \ aaa 4 , Bs : yet she’ll draw in no cattle! poe me e With her hair she lassos me, Pe fh re} ia / g with her eye she pulls me in, e wv Sy : eT with her thighs she binds, FT’ 9 : pe with her seal she sets the brand. ‘2 Gaae 

This poem is a carefully constructed conceit. It first f Was ee 4a) 
presents a riddle: how can it be that the young lady is \ eee | es A 
skilled in casting the lasso yet does not catch cattle? ae oe og 
The answer: it is not cattle, but me, that she (1) catches Bf Ad ae 
(with her hair), (2) pulls in (with her eye), (3) subju- \ vie q of a See 
gates or binds (with her thighs), and (4) brands (with eet oe be B * 
her seal), making me hers forever. Since the first three i * 3" 

c A ed “Se 
F Bago i “4 .



Sweet her lips when speaking: This is a “praise song” describing a girl part-by-part 

she has no excess words. from head to foot. This type of poem strongly resem- 

Long of neck, white of breast, bles the “praise songs” in the Song of Songs (4:1-7; 

her hair true lapis lazuli. 5:10-16; 6:4-10; 7:2-7). This and other thematic sim- 

Her arms surpass gold, ilarities between the Egyptian love songs and the Song 

her fingers are like lotuses. of Songs justify the hypothesis that they belong to the 

Full her derriére, narrow her waist, same literary tradition. Egyptian culture influenced an- 

her thighs carry on her beauties. cient Israel in many ways, both directly and indirectly. 

Lovely of walk when she strides on the ground, There are references to the presence of Egyptian songs- 

she has captured my heart in her embrace. tresses in Canaan before the Israelites; such singers 

She makes the heads of all the men may have been the means of the importation of Egyp- 

turn about when seeing her. tian love poetry to Canaan, where the genre developed 

Fortunate is whoever embraces her— in its own way and was taken over by the Israelites. 

he is like the foremost of lovers. 

Her coming forth appears eee 

like that of her yonder—the Unique Goddess. 
These princesses exchange the aphrodisiac 
mandragora fruit in preparation for a party. Painting 

from the Tomb of Menna in western Thebes. 
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Mushrooms: e 

A Glance Behind the Scene 

By Harold H. Burdsall, Jr. 

n mushroom hunting, as in might never be right in that area _ cellulose as well as some lignin but 
I many other endeavors, the again, and the vegetative plant, that _leavea greater concentration of the 

more we understand the work- submerged “mushroom tree,” may dark colored lignin, resulting in a 
ings of the object ofour interest, the die. Morel patches are famous for brown rot type of decay. There are 
greater our success and our reward. disappearing after several years, fewer than 200 known species of 
The nonprofessional hunts mush- _ while fairy ring mushrooms may be __ brown rot fungi, including mush- 
rooms for many reasons: to pho- _ produced on an ever larger fairy ring rooms, in North America, but they 
tograph, to identify species, to paint, for hundreds of years. are the most common causes of de- 
and, of course, to eat. Knowledge Most fungus species, including cay in forest products such as build- 
of the biology of the mushroom mushrooms, follow the distribu- ings, bridges, and other wooden 
being sought is valuable to anyone _ tion of their host, soaspecies found structures. Few of them would be 
with any of these interests. on hardwood, under conifers, oron encountered by the nonprofes- 

“Do mushrooms grow near where a more specific substrate will usu- _ sional mycologist, but the few that 
I live?” can always be answered af- _ ally be found on that host or sub- would be found could be encoun- 
firmatively without knowing where strate wherever it is encountered. tered frequently. Species such as 
the person resides. Mushrooms oc- Some substrate relationships are 
cur everywhere in the U.S. from quite restrictive, even to a single RY RZ ‘t 
Florida, Texas, and Arizona north species, while others are broad. of } Weld 4 ota 7 
to the Canadian border. The spe- Some fungi are found on wood con- me i Bes tu 
cies differ from place to place, but _sistently; others always on soil and AR i ; AL ‘ 3 
some species are distributed over plant debris. Such occurrences are ji Bae aa tc 
much of the United States. an indication of the biology of the ty EER Ae ie 

It is not widely appreciated that | mushroom species involved. In fact, ae LS Y iy ele iM 
mushrooms and other fungi do not __ the relationships may be even more be | + i 1 Oh ie \, 
occur where they do by accident or _ exacting than that and usually in- he ey Hh f it ty Ay *f J 
coincidence. They are a part of a__clude a specific type of interaction MUP a i + wel 1 y) 
natural system performing a spe- _ with the substrate. ty ih His: | it nae | 
cific function, just as are other bi- Wood rotting species act in only i 1 fit i] bar yi ot 4 y i 
ological organisms. This explains one portion of the deterioration Mule Att ha if i ] 
the predictable time and place of process, some being well adapted to om ah fe i ry 4 a tt | 
fruiting. An apple tree produces attacking solid wood, others more bi AN ‘ } i hf } {Y 1 i 
fruit in the late summer or fall, but decayed wood, and still others only ee Hilly ay WEN Ho) | ik any hi H 
the mayapple fruits only in the that “wood” that is decayed nearly Ai RA +) mite pi wet ia spring. to humus. Thus, just as there is a Ye | et 9 i i HAY AS i 

In fact, the “mushroom plant” is succession of plants entering a i isa Y 1M Rt ie BY ik 
much like a well-hidden apple tree. burned area, there is a succession OE nay hd Bi a ayy 
Most of the year, while the apple _ of fungi that brings the solid wood 5 | PY HA H iy ty A ge a 
tree is producing leaves, photosyn- _log to humus. ey ny bd AD E59 ‘ 
thesizing and gaining strength for Such wood deterioration, whether ry ( Ay mY Me ene RM ie 
producing apples, the fungus isme- _in the woods or in a moist place in Cee) fear 4 mi | f ty } my i 
tabolizing underground in the leaf a house or other wood structure, Ean aun aH Pe he i 
litter or in woody substrates, gain- occurs in one of two ways: (1) by OA | abe m9, b y 4 | ai Go's 
ing the impetus to fruit. Then it the fungus that destroys mainly the ea uc 4 We | "9 i Op 
fruits quickly. Picking mushrooms, _ lignin (the glue that holds the cel- PRT at H] ROPE: rt { 
then, is just like picking apples; the _ lulose fibers ofa tree together) leav- ‘ CLE TALC ESSE 
means of spore or seed dispersal is ing the light colored cellulose and 
collected but the plant itself is left a rotted wood that is pale to nearly | White pocket rot of oak. Most of 
in place to fruit when conditions white; a white rot type of decay or __ the lignin in the white areas is 
are right again. And conditions (2) by those that destroy much more _ degraded. 
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wae. pe 
x as hy a aN * 

‘eee ARES ; 
we & ee ig we . In contrast to the brown rot fungi, 2 ap EG, aN i SA 

» BT gay * white rotters are usually found de- eA OR ea ‘ Dae 

} pm po a caying dead branches and twigs on GAS. A, ge |S 
“ir 1" ent) | te the forest floor, although they may hea : A ae ce 

Pe ern He hay also be found on dead or living trees eg OE a ore St) At, Le 

Need | ‘sal ome © or even in forest products occa- ue Ste ts L itil tis rt 

Se me |e sionally. Mushrooms of the Oyster Re CONG eo Aas 
we ge oe Ae a mushroom type, Pleurotus ostrea- eps BaP a Estero ~: fe } es 

A oe cant ay ae ae tus, P. sapidus, and Pleurocybella iRasanemaeresingii. ~~’, CNIS Be 
\y ec) me Bh “a > 1 porrigens are all found on dead rag non Ae meee <> ee 

Lh HN at gyn i wood on the ground or stumps.  (eemeaetira SW ok Sti. CLA. 

} <n eee ie 7s Pleurotus ulmarius is often found eee eee bit 905 Bhs Se 
} LS i ae Niavh yd - ce REIN eae. eS Eu 

eae Ree | 10 ee | ag ‘unr fruiting from branch stubs on living RRs, ca”, Apis ee ee ake 

up| i) ie. aa Sie oH “¢-. trees, especially box alder. The main [RIMM =<". 4° ss Age Soe et 

2 in i aay de effect of most of these white rotters  [IRewBRY sm asaee sy Soa a Aw 

I a is wy iN BD A is to degrade twigs, branches, and See 2 ee 3, Sea y) y 

hj i aPaee / ... logs back to humus. The Oyster hs ann Sit apne 28 fas OO 

y oh ff moss a a Nem mushrooms are considered edible Pee ocd es ee % ok te ae 
oat ae. Aa iy ahs 4 but must be eaten young because Eee Ease ere ga 

* \ 1 ton. \ & ' they get tough rather quickly. Their LAME. Pe has Sa Rese ey Pee 

ey | | rR, rate: 4 white to tan cap, white lateral or 

7 - ™ »° off-center stem, white gills, and oc- — Windthrown oak with brown 
Brown cubical type rot. currence on wood easily identify cubical heartrot. 

them. Species of this group are also 
beginning to be produced commer- 

Gloeophyllum trabeum or G. sae- cially, and ne a now found on wrrrp : one ci 

piareum are frequently seen on rail- en pLoceny one he h ‘ - we ote Od 

road ties and retaining walls where . most ie moorn uiitels J Pd ae sn 

they cause a brown rot type of de- eee ee Oey solani Sea ete p  Be 
cay. These two are found com- litter on the forest floor are of k:omnagppinay . ae bi rs AS + 

monly in other‘wood products, es- greater importance than the wood f ~ ee re ee 

pecially in moist places in houses rotting fungi. The terrestrial mush- att mien” Ne aie ses 

Grader tailed tuigs rooms far outnumber those inhab- pe bic, Rul Rl’ 

Another common brown rot fun- W208 wood, jand tenet ae ~— : Fe om 
gus is Laetiporus sulfureus. While So Say ofthe edible species oe ial er 
G. trabeum and G. saepiareum are as well as the majority of poisonous eG Pm 7 

found most commonly on wood on iat is theie faction? S . gt” ew 

products, L. sulfureus almost al- ae wnat 1S ne aur aoe al 7 — ‘we Be 

ways occurs as a heartrot of living of these hae decompose Or eAne a" ee te 

hardwood trees, especially Quercus Matter in the ‘soil, or well-rotied fi oon Ee“. 24 
species. It decays heartwood caus- ‘hardly wood,” while others estab- bt ee » 
ing a brown rot that breaks up into lish a mycorrhizal relationship with . : OR aoe ah 

small cubical shaped pieces giving higher plants. Little is known about aa © ms , 

rise to the name brown cubical rot. te nel of he Be HYDE of ae bed = eee 

Although it lives only in the heart- e eorttl i Pouch te neways Pere ea 

wood, not known to be a living tis- Doe eS Lage 1 is th 

sue, it has the effect of a pathogen ann sulfe deca at eens 

because decaying this heartwood . a i 2 ond. rot an . livi 

predisposes the tree to windthrow, P *. avn, | ah COU NES Decay YnaaVing 

and trees with such decay are fre- @ 28 ee 

quently toppled in summer storms. aah: wT Tighe! 

The only endearing attribute of L. Pen i 
sulfureus is its edibility and ease of ae ye a a ara 

identification. Its shelflike fruit- | eet d 

bodies, orange above and sulfur , Canes: ; 

yellow below on the pore surface, e - me CPleur ‘ocybella porrigens, a white, 

are unique and when collected Pose ersegh Ont oF KS tig laterally stalked white rot 
young and cooked are excellent ae bn i, mushroom which is edible and 

tasting. : = delicious. 
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‘© E ‘ Mycorrhizal sheath has pine root 
3 em , tip protruding slightly. 

ue ra 7 cy 

b ? : Amanita muscaria, found with 
* ri i aut many species of conifer and 

i hardwood species as a 
mycorrhizal associate, is 

The association developes as the Laced 
fungus forms a sheath around the aes ss 
root tips of the smaller rootlets. The 5 . ' ak if: ei 
fungus increases the surface area of ‘a Pa ee t 8 ne een } the root tip and even penetrates into Pa = & Bu _ 
the outer cells of the root, thus al- nae a <t P 
lowing for the uptake of greater ‘ Ly WF fs ~ ue ’ 
moisture and for the increased up- AN a! Hib ‘ y a Oras Sed 
take of certain inorganic elements, VAN l Pes . aha een ni 
especially phosphorus into the e \ ‘ ave 1) oo » Sth Se é | 
higher plant from the soil. In re- [i \ er *\ e : i 
turn, it appears that the mushroom Sa pis cat oaues his 
vegetative body obtains needed en- A. “aa. pe a } | 
ergy and metabolites from the green ze Ky”. < Fi ye 4 

plant. ee ‘ i of p ee / we, As with the wood decay fungi, ‘e ‘i ee ri eaieaa ye 
mycorrhizal fungi may be rather se- Abita ‘ Pte ar se ES 
lective in their higher plant asso- Se / : ff ee ©G/; 4 
ciates, but this is not always the = a= " a ee tf AI / 
case. While Amanita muscaria : b 2 Pe Pee. Kav. “ary 
forms mycorrhizal associations with ee ~ A eet NS 7, ; 
numerous broadleaf and needle- = P| 
bearing species, Suillus americanus 
is associated exclusively with east- 
ern white pine. Their edibility is 
also at wide variance, with A. mus- 
caria possessing dangerous toxins ; ~ 
and S. americanus being consid- 4 4 
ered edible and choice by some : ‘ ‘ 
people. fs Taal 

Suillus americanus offers an ex- ae 
ample of the way that the know- E 
ledge of the biology of an organism 
can be of use to the amateur mush- pa : 
room hunter. For whatever reason Bees oH 
S. americanus is needed, the search eT ae { ey 
can be limited to areas around east- yim ti 4 F 
ern white pine. To find 4. mus- EM de 4 : ns 
caria, one need not be so selective - Md - F 
as to habitat. en d 

This only touches on the func- J ia 5 
tions of mushrooms, but observing Me 
closely the occurrence of various 
species will lead the observer to a 
better understanding of these or- Suillus americanus, an edible 
ganisms, and with the knowledge mycorrhizal fungus, is associated 
should come success.m@ only with eastern white pine. 
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Pa eg en | Pat 4 ue Be 

( ; | poy > 
: AY we [aff 

oy Pec a IBY ee 
; d ‘ Lhd of aa 

PN a) BY ey, a 

; f i (4 Sf 
us gE iis 

he “Faces of Kenya er si), 2 

reproduced here were taken la % iF yp ea 

I in the summer of 1980 ; hi eet Hf ot he) 
when Marylu Raushenbush and ; fi boo” ae 
her husband visited the game a (ies ie or iy 

parks of Tsavo West, Amboseli, ants i i , a: es re 

Aberares, Samburu, Lake Baringo, 

and the Masai Mara. 
About her lifetime interest in . . 9 

photography, she says: “My work Wisconsin Photographers’ Showcase 
centers on the human form, 
treating the camera as almost an 
extension of myself, always 
looking for the decisive moment 
in human terms but never Marylu Rauschenbush 

straying far from the design 
concept and spatial relationships. 
Choices are based on an intuitive 
relationship with the underlying 
forms and a desire to recreate the 
spirit of the place and its people. 
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Masai warriors society 

Samburu woman and child from north central Kenya 
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aN ASTI stam ee INT SC SF peo i. Njemp boy fishing from his reed x ee So oases 8/6 <0 a ve Fe ae A ° M 8 ° * a RN SS ie eae es 0 a= mG ok noe a boat in Lake Baringo, which is 
BRAK NAS . Face ie a KEES full of crocodiles. NS | ot 3 Bos aS 3 ~ gla ees wi K 
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Njemp children watching dances 
from a dormant termite hill 
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“The danger of nuclear war is a UMaine or ey 
unprecedented magnitude. It is not, however, unprecedented in Aye 
There are many other medical problems to which a coherent response is not possible and for which there are no cures. One medical (and social) strategy is still available in such a case: I OKaYaL tea 
Jack Geiger, M.D. 
Professor of community medicine at City College of New York 

Erne 
e 
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CJ Social Responsibility: 
Education for Survival 

By Ronny Letven



Cover graphics by T. Ringler © 1982 

eight to fourteen days to see In the 1970s the group took on 

he physician’s role is to each patient for ten minutes if new momentum, working to 

[ translate the mysteries of the doctor worked twenty hours _ inform the public of the facts 

science into the realities of per day. Ten minutes would, of about nuclear war and to encour- 
daily life, to convert knowledge course, be inadequate time to age support for mutual disarma- 

into practical utility. Many of us care for the injured, whose affl- ment. PSR officially encourages 
believe that in areas where physi- ictions would include massive support of efforts toward multilat- 

cians have a special knowledge of burns, shock, hemorrhage, and eral nuclear disarmament but as 

dangers to health, we also have acute radiation sickness. an organization takes no official 

the responsibility to alert those at Furthermore, virtually all position regarding national politi- 

risk. Nuclear war would incur hospital facilities and supplies cal systems, policies, or leaders; 

human death and injury on an necessary to effectively treat its primary commitment is to the 

unprecedented and unimaginable such injuries would have been dissemination of accurate infor- 
scale; it has been called the last destroyed. . . mation. 

epidemic, an untreatable, incura- 
ble illness for which the only 
viable strategy is that of preven- 
tion. 

Christine Cassel’s article, 
“Medical Responsibility and 
Thermonuclear War,” in the Physicians for Social Responsi- Helen Caldicott, a passionately 

Annals of Internal Medicine bility (PSR) is a national organi- articulate pediatrician from 

(September, 1982, pp. 926-32) zation of over 120 chapters and Australia, is the current president 

outlines some of these dangers: over 17,000 members (physicians of the organization. She began her 

... in spite of uncertainty, there | and nonphysicians) created to activist involvement in Australia, 

is some value in attempting to educate and alert the public, the leading a successful protest 

estimate the damage this coun- medical profession, and our elect- against the nearby atomic testing 

try would suffer in a nuclear ed representatives about the by the French which exposed 

attack ... The Federal Emer- medical consequences of nuclear Australians to high levels of 

gency Management Agency war. radiation between 1971 and 1976. 

model for civil defense plan- PSR originated in Boston in Convinced that democracy could 

ning is a scenario based on a 1961 when a small group of be made to work, she began her 

6559 megaton attack on the physicians met in concern over involvement in PSR here while 

U.S. that ostensibly reflects the the effects of atmospheric nuclear an associate in medicine at Chil- 

situation of the 1980s. In this tests and the fallacy of the dren’s Hospital Center and 

model, 133,000,000 fatalities adequacy of civilian defense instructor in pediatrics at 

would occur in the immediate procedures in the event of nuclear © Harvard Medical School. She is 

attack and the first few weeks attack. Its founder and first presi- the author of Nuclear Madness, 

thereafter. This estimate is dent was Bernard Lown, a profes- | What Can You Do? (1979). “If 

close to the 140,000,000 fatali- sor of cardiology at Harvard You Love This Planet,” a film of 

ties estimated by the National School of Public Health, also the a campus talk given by Caldicott 

Security Council. (Compare founder and first president of emphasizing the dangers of nucle- 

these with 1,000,000 total International Physicians for the ar war, won the 1983 Academy 

American casualties in all Prevention of Nuclear War. These Award for Best Feature Docu- 

previous wars of our country’s physicians were concerned over mentary. Ironically, the present 

history.) the implications of nuclear weap- administration is attempting to 

Physicians would be unable on testing in the atmosphere and have this film and “Eight Minutes 

to intervene effectively in the the lack of data on the medical to Midnight,” a film portrait of 

human death and injury expect- consequences of nuclear war. The Helen Caldicott and her struggle, 

ed in a large-scale nuclear war. founding members researched the labeled foreign propaganda and to 

In a calculation based on opti- effects of a thermonuclear attack enforce the registration of all indi- 

mistic predictions of the on Massachusetts. Their findings viduals and organizations viewing 

numbers of critically wounded were published in the New the film. This is clearly an 

survivors of a nuclear attack, England Journal of Medicine attempt to discredit the content of 

Sidel and Associates estimate (May 31, 1962) and significantly the film, although the views it 

approximately 1700 acutely contributed to the momentum espouses are no different than 

injured persons to each func- that led to the Partial Test Ban those presented by many famous 

tioning doctor. It would take Treaty of 1963. figures in all fields. 
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Particularly sobering to me are 
these words of people with a clear 

view of the situation: “There is no reason why some of us should not take on 
the job of keeping alive, through the apocalyptic historical 

“Tt happens that defense is a field vista that stretches before us...” 
in which I have had varied expe- —Albert Camus, Neither Victims Nor Executioners 
rience over a lifetime, and if I 
have learned anything it is that 
there is no way in which @ COUT— 
try can satisfy the craving for 
absolute security—but it can easily “It is too terrible to think about, _pot of hot water will jump out to 
bankrupt itself, morally and I try not to...” save itself from being cooked. But 
economically in attempting to if a frog is put into a pot of cold 
reach that illusory goal ... “ water which is heated gradually, 

: ; the frog will stay in the water and 
eh enone We live in a time when the boil to death. This is an example 

COOEOOOCCE entire civilized world could be of how we adapt to gradually 
destroyed within twenty-four changing stimuli and thus lose | 

“ sas : hours. We live in a decade when our ability to defend ourselves. | 
Scie eee ee it has been estimated that the A third point is that we tend to 
by learned philosophers and major powers spend one million rely on old methods of thinking 
ecclesiastics, but a hard core one dollars a minute on defense. in dealing with new problems; we 
for the decision of the masses Clearly, the shadow of nuclear resist seeing a situation as unprec- 
whose survivallisthe issue ll” war is, in Einstein’s words, “the edented in any way and try to 

issue of our times,” and yet most apply methods that have worked 
General Douglas MacArthur of us find it difficult to deal with in the past. Learning theorists and 

or look too closely at this issue. behavioral psychiatrists see this as 
COOOOOOECO Psychiatrists are exploring two an example of inappropriate 

general aspects of our nuclear generalizing from past learning, 
“Beyond 200 megatons, all you dilemma: 1) why we have difficul- _ applying ideas that no longer 
can do is rearrange the rubble. . .” ty in dealing effectively with these | work. Today’s leaders are used to 

issues, and 2) how the nuclear thinking about security in terms 
Robert McNamara shadow affects the lives of adults of comprehensive military 

and children in this society. supremacy, in terms of “more 
COOOOOOE000 Three well-known psychiatrists, guns.” Today, however, accumu- 

“ : Robert Lifton at Yale University, lating more powerful and more 
eo ae eae van Cae John Mack at Harvard Universi- sophisticated weapons decreases 
monstrous arsenals can true secu- ty, and Jerome Frank at Johns the security of all nations, includ- 
rity of any nation be found. . .” Hopkins University, have ing the Possessor. : 

_ pioneered in studying this area. A philosophy of deterrence is 
George Kennan (former U.S. I will summarize briefly some based on the fallacious trust that 

Ambassador to the Soviet Union) themes Jerome Frank discusses in human beings under pressure will 
his articles about reasons we have _ in fact act rationally in a nonsui- 

COOCOOCCCO trouble actively acknowledging cidal fashion. Each side must race 
I have collected similar quotes the reality of our present situa- against the other in a panic-strick- 

from Albert Einstein, Bertrand tion: en manner for fear that the other 
Russell, Albert Schweitzer, Carl Nuclear weapons have a side will have the first-strike 
Sagan, Pope John Paul II, John psychological unreality, being far capacity to devastate totally, 
Kenneth Galbraith, Andrei away from us, an abstraction, and __ which wipes out deterrence as a 
Sakharov, John F. Kennedy ... difficult to grasp at an emotional way of preventing aggression. 
and yet somehow it is not level in terms of the magnitude In order to maintain group soli- 
enough; for many people the facts and immediacy of the threat. darity and a feeling of protection, 
are not enough. Somehow many We tend to stop attending to particularly in times of stress, 
of us still remain paralyzed, stimuli that persist over a long humans tend to need a common 
remain “‘placidly seated in an period of time, and the threat of enemy. We tend to see our own 
express train which bears us nuclear war has been with us for group as “all good” and the 
toward the abyss at a thousand a long time. An example of this enemy as “all bad.” In combating 
miles per hour...” adaptation is that a frog put in a the other side’s cruelty and 
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treachery, each side becomes future and feel deeply affected by We also see these more subtle 

more cruel and treacherous itself. it, effects in the change in the values 

Finally, when the threat of Lifton talks about the theme of espoused by our society: the U.S. 

nuclear war is made real to us, we __ the “unmanageability of life,” the is embarking on the largest peace- 

confront our greatest fears, experi- pervasive doubts we have about time military buildup in history— 

encing anxiety which is a form of anything we might undertake, the 1.4 trillion dollars between now 

energy. When energy is activated, feeling that nothing can be trusted and 1986. To pay for this, we are 

we can defend ourselves effective- to last. We hear this sentiment seeing some 322 billion in cuts in 

ly or we can find ways to get expressed by children in doubts domestic programs. It is erro- 

away from the feelings. they have about having children neous to think that this money is 

Psychiatrists call ways to avoid themselves, marrying, or pursuing needed for deterrence—the ability 

our feelings “defense mecha- long-term goals or commitments. to defend ourselves, to be capable 

nisms.” Most of us have had Lifton also describes “psychic of inflicting massive and unac- 

experiences of forgetting to do numbing” (a concept growing out ceptable retaliation to keep the 

something we don’t really want to of his work with Hiroshima survi- enemy from attacking the U.S. 

do, or of “blanking out” on a test. _vors), a kind of partial shock state | One hundred small bombs would 

These are situations where strong we all live in as “survivors” in be enough for this; they could 

emotions and fears keep us from this nuclear age, in which we destroy one fourth to one fifth of 

functioning effectively. We become less able to respond to the Russian population and one 

become, in the words of psychol- others or to what is going on half to two thirds of their indus- 

ogist Harry Sullivan, “selectively around us, less able to feel and try. We presently have 30,000 

inattentive,” that is to deny or live fully; we retreat into a dimin- bombs; clearly, we have gone way 

“not see” the most important ished “survivor half-life.” beyond deterrence. Money is 

parts of our world. Norman Cousins stresses other being drained from education, 

Robert Lifton and John Mack horrors of the nuclear age which health, and from programs that 

address the second question: how we experience: “the wholesale would effectively increase employ- 

this shadow affects all of our premeditation of murder and the ment; our society becomes bank- 

lives. Mack polled 1000 children acceptable conditions thereof... rupt in its effort to fuel the arms 

in grammar and high school in the desensitization of the human race. 

the Boston area, and concluded response to pain ... the cheapen- Our overkill strategy decreases 

that, for the most part, children ing of the human personality and our security, and as our weapon 

are aware of the threat to their its concomitant irresponsible systems increase in complexity, 

aereeeemasmnnomesammmniccmninsiiitin ° (atillG( am the possibilities for war increase. 

Afraid of our own helplessness As Bernard Lown notes, we must 
and powerlessness, we give up learn to “stop perceiving nuclear 
our right to choose, and in doing bombs as weapons ... we are not 
so, actually become more helpless free to doom generations yet 

the moon moves and more powerless. We retreat unborn ...” Those of us who 
to my body to our own imagined partial have reached adulthood, emotion- 

when we’re together world where we hope for some ally as well as physically, those of 
and the seas pull in small measure of safety. us who have the capacity for 
hugging the shore Yet this fragmentation does not choice must educate ourselves for 
giving to you increase our safety but actually survival and accept our responsi- 
I’m more decreases it. The ancient Greeks bility to “generations yet 
and taking were aware that the measure of a unborn.” The poet Edwin Muir 
your eyes sucked in man is in and not apart from his sums up this necessity for deci- 
swallowed through mine context. Scientists in all fields sion: 

. . today are returning to a consider- ; 
feeling the silvered spaces ation of the “entire system.” The As men and women at the point 
under my skin effective approach is the one that of death 
love looms considers external forces; we Rise from their beds and clasp 
over us cannot separate ourselves from the ground in hope 
nestles in our political and economic Imploring sanctuary from grass 

context and expect to survive. As and root 
Carrie Hagen Lifton puts it, “the interrelated- That never failed them yet and 

ness of human life on this planet A Ea ce oe eA 
is the fundamental reality strug- Ee ent thinking: 
gling to be born at this state of Choose! Choose Seen oy who 

———S History.” have chosen this! 
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Since 1979, educational 
conferences bringing 
together the country’s Sar 
leading experts on nuclear IS 
war have been conducted in \ 
cities throughout the United 
States. PSR and the , 
University of Wisconsin Yq f 
Medical School will Ss 
cosponsor a symposium on 

the medical effects of 
nuclear war on Saturday, i 
October 15, 1983, in the iS 
Wisconsin Union Theatre in C 
Madison. Speakers will | 
include John Kenneth | 
Galbraith of Harvard 
University; Victor W. Sidel, 

of the Albert Einstein 
College of Medicine; Jerome 
D. Frank, of the Johns 

Hopkins School of i _ Official PSR position 
Medicine; J. Edward “As physicians, scientists, and concerned citizens, alarmed by an 
Anderson, of the University seamed nate that nore ey presents nuclear a S| a 

° . Vieot rational possibility, we are impelled to renew a warning, based on 
of Minnesota; Virgil medical and scientific analyses, that: 
F airbanks, of The Mayo 1. Nuclear war, even a ‘limited’ one, would result in death, injury, 
Clinic; and Irwin Redlener, and disease on a scale that has no precedent in the history of human 
of St. Luke’s Hospital. eee . Utica, New York pital, 2. Medical ‘disaster planning’ for nuclear war is meaningless. There 

Ca, New York. is no possible effective medical response. Most hospitals would be 
destroyed, most medical personnel dead or injured, most supplies 
unavailable. Most ‘survivors’ would die. 

O f six ch . 3. There is no effective civil defense. The blast, thermal and 
ne of six chapters in radiation effects would kill even those in shelters, and the fallout 

Wisconsin, the Madison would reach those who had been evacuated. 
branch of PSR has grown 4. oe ee war ot ea EAM enone 

* ecologic, and social fabric on which human life depends would be 
from three members in 1980 destroyed in the U.S., the U.S.S.R., and much of the rest of the to over 300 members at Rrorial 
present. 5. In sum, there can be no winners in a nuclear war. Worldwide 

fallout would contaminate much of the globe for generations, and 
* atmospheric effects would severely damage all living things. 

Information, speakers, and Therefore, in the interests of protecting human life, we appeal to 
audiovisual materials are you to: 
available to provide 1. Defuse the current tensions between our countries. 
individuals and groups with 2. Ban the use of all nuclear weapons. 
f G . 3. Recognize the threat posed by the very existence of our enormous 
information on the medical nuclear arsenals and begin dismantling them. 
consequences of nuclear We urge you to meet with us to discuss the medical consequences of 
weapons and nuclear war. nuclear war. We urge all physicians in the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. to 

join us in this appeal.” ™@ 
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By Their Foibles 
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. . situation. The best defense is offen- surprised by the maneuverings of 

oibles. It could be anexclusive —_ siveness. Be a jerk and people will one who fails to use turn signals or 

FE stationery store on Philadel- — worry more about what makes you _ by an inattentive driver who am- 

phia’s Main Line, a clothing that way and perceive less any par- _ bles along as though there were no 

store along Chicago’s North Shore, ticular inadequacies you may carry _ other cars on the road. 

ora toney fashion boutique in Bev- around with you. Similarly, we find ourselves in 

erly Hills. It could be the name of Some people consciously put line at the supermarket checkout 

a loyal and trustworthy springer their foibles on display. They cul- counter, airline ticket counter, or 

spaniel. Or maybe a favorite char- _tiyate them as a way of drawing at- _ bank teller’s window behind a per- 

acter in detective fiction—Foibles tention to themselves, knowing they | son who conducts business with the 

of Scotland Yard. . will elicit a specific reaction from assumption that theirs is the only 

It could be, but it isn’t. others. Such people are reasonably _ need to be served during that par- 
_ From a linguistic standpoint the —_egsy to deal with. Because they rely _ ticular working day. 

singular—foible—is an unvoiced la- —_ 9 other people’s feelings and re- And then there are those who, no 

bio-dental fricative followed by a actions, the skillful application of matter how much room there is in 

voiced bilabial plosive, one of those — cgunterfoibles can unhinge them at _ the aisle at the back of the bus, will 

words you can roll around the front —_ appropriate moments. simply not move to the rear. They 

of your mouth like a piece of hard The more difficult situation in- | must be coerced into doing so by a 

candy. (Other fricatives give asim- —_ yolves those who are so oblivious _ driver executing a skillful jackrab- 

ilar sensation—folium, funambul- {9 others that they are impervious _ it start, or goaded into moving by 

ist, Funafuti, filthy, fi-fi-fo-fum.) to any maneuvers designed to offset trenchant comments from those 

By definition foibles are a form their own obnoxious behavior. _ trying to board the bus and find a 

of personal weakness we all possess They are unaware they have foibles few square inches to stand without 

to one degree or another. Most of in the first place. The rest of the suffering a hip-pointer as the result 

us will confess we harbor minor — world is out of tune, not them. of being thrust into the fare box or 

idiosyncracies, behavioral traits that While some people have foibles _a stainless steel handle on the back 

identify our distinct personality. that are maddening, others may of a seat. 
However, we are reluctant to admit possess more endearing quirks. We Actually, these obstructionists are 

to major character defects which —_Jaugh at those who manifest idio- part of a larger conspiracy first 

might identify us as aberrant, or — syncracies which are neither intru- _identified by Russell Baker several 

make it difficult for us to function —_ give nor menacing. Atthesame time years ago in one of his columns. 

effectively. Major foibles are what we arm ourselves to the teeth to Mr. Baker had discovered that peo- 

other people possess. They are those —_fend off those who would make our _ ple who get in the way in everyday 

annoying things which cause others —_ own lives more difficult, by acci- situations are employees of some- 

to get in the way of our own prog- dent or design. thing called “The Agency.” Their 
ress through life. The highway or city street pro- assignment is to cause disruptions 

A foible can be a defense mech- _ vides avenues for the parade of foi- | which make it difficult for the rest 

anism. Adopted in a conscious or _ bles which can tax the limits ofan _ of us to run errands or otherwise 

unconscious way, it becomes a __ individual’s stress index. It is dif _ get from here to there without im- 

means of keeping people at a safe _ ficult to find a driver who has not _ pediment. 

distance. Be weak, eccentric, or ob- — been trapped behind a car that is On certain days it seems that the 

noxious enough, and others tend to _—_ driving too slow or who has noten- —_ employees of The Agency are ev- 

leave you alone. The alternative is | countered the antithesis—a driver  erywhere—on the highway, in the 

to assume an aggressive posture. zooming by so fast he rattles the _ elevator, in lines, waiting on tables, 

This keeps others off guard, uncer- | windows on your own car. There —_on the other end ofa telephone con- 

tain how to respond in any given _ are few drivers who have not been __ nection. 
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Households are not free from foi- = The visions we have of ourselves problem today is that standards 
ble prone behavior. Neil Simon’s seldom jibe with the perceptions have become so confused it is dif- 
play, The Odd Couple, depicts the _ others have of us. Being a teenager _ ficult to establish norms, to develop 
kind of domestic cacaphone that isa painful but not fatal experience. a behavioral baseline—a tightrope 
arises when a compulsively neat The fight against fat, ugliness, and _for the funambulist from Funafuti 
person and a slob take up house- _ boredom is constant. Temptation __ to walk. 
keeping together. Family harmony _is everywhere. 
sometimes comes untuned over an No great drama here; merely the Foibles, arguably, become the 
issue as minor as whether or not sometimes grim but usually hu- most readily identifiable traits that 
you squeeze the toothpaste tube in morous business of surviving, of set us off from others. They provide 
the middle, or roll it up from the getting through the day without us with a distinct identity. Biogra- 
bottom. falling into the abyss. phers seldom spend time concen- 

Contemporary television, with its Our fixation on foibles has be- trating on an individual’s towering 
sit-coms and soap operas, is a ver- _ come pathological in recent years. strengths, at least in the case of those 
itable fairyland of foibles. Pro- This is particularly evident in our who may possess such strengths and 
grams rise and fall on the ability of seemingly insatiable fascination for are personally interesting enough to | 
the writers, actors, and directors to _ learning of the foibles of people in merit a biography. Today’s biog- 
project an inventory of foibles that power and prominence. The media rapher is more prone to deal with 
sets one character off from another. teem with chronicles of the latest a person’s foibles and marvel how 
These qualities are distinctive  peccadilloes of politicians, enter- remarkable it is that such a person 
enough to keep us looking in from _tainers, sports stars, or the idle rich. managed to succeed despite such 
day to day or week to week to see © Communications fortures rise and _ obvious character flaws. 
what the leading characters will do _ fall on the ability of a particular The Watergate hearings in the 
next. publication or broadcast station to _ early 1970s were an exploration into 

Uppity George Jefferson with his feed our hunger to learn that prom- America’s national psyche that be- 
chronic case of Little Man’s Dis-  inent people are, deep down, basi- came alernately compelling and re- 
ease, obtuse Archie Bunker with his _cally like the rest of us. pugnant because of what they re- 
Joe Six Pack ignorance and preju- Many may presume this curios- vealed about our national 
dice, pompous Ted Baxter proving ity is a contemporary phenome- leadership. One can easily con- 
indubitably that television news is non, but anyone familar with Eliz- _ structa modern epigraph from such 
often more style than substance, are  abethan drama or Victorian fiction an experience: “Not by their words 
examples of archetypes that sustain recognizes the fixation has been shall ye know them, but by their 
situation comedies. with us for centuries. The major foibles.” ™ 

Foibles are a staple for many 
contemporary comic strips. Read- 
ing these strips day after day be- 
comes similar to the systematic ex- 
amination of quotes from the stock 
exchange. Characters regularly re- * 
veal their innermost feelings in a Suppose Sterling Urns 
litany of confessions of neuroses or S li lactated 
anxiety that constitute a Dow Jones Upposeystering urns lactate) 

and church steeples honked. of angst. People and anthropo- M heckered black and whi 
morphic animals wrestle with those o Bore i ai fe Bes an Wate 
things that remind us of the fun- se nyt Teas ined 
damental fragility that describes our Tor) women hy Ue wete: Stic : green and orange. mortality. God th : eetor 

There is seldom anything exotic Ce ane aut fer Cut 
in this world of the comics. They aay peanut te Uppeeu 
deal with simple realities—things S ane ae a e eataes. i 
and situations that are part of our qaOs Weta baaved On) one secu: 

: . Chinua Achebe dressed to read, own lives, circumstances we rec- bul the panerbou Gidatt Game 
ognize and respond to because they yu pap’ y . 
happen to us as well as the two- . 
dimensional characters on the Louie Crew 
comics page. 
Mondays are horrible. Bureau- 

cracy sucks the creative marrow out 
of our daily existence. Things never z 
turn out the way we want them to. pai De 
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BOOK MARKS/WISCONSIN 
THE SHORT STORIES OF F. Still, fifty of Fitzgerald’s 178 short readings of individual stories. Fi- 
SCOTT FITZGERALD edited by stories persist in being antholog- nally, Bryer closes with a useful 
Jackson R. Bryer. Madison: The ized, and a dozen of these are re- _ checklist of criticism of the short 
University of Wisconsin Press, markably good. They are often _ stories. 
1982. 390 pp. $30 cloth, $7.95 pa- | about a sweaty young man from the 

per. provinces and cool flirt from the John O. Lyons is professor of Eng- 
South and hover about matters of — lish and Integrated Liberal Studies 

By John O. Lyons sex, drink, wealth, and ambition. at UW-Madison. 
The young still brood on such is- 

Jackson Bryer, who received his sues, and so the college readers in 

Ph.D. at Madison in 1964, hasbeen which these stories appear often COLETTE: THE WOMAN, THE 

an indefatigable editor and bibliog- have an enthusiastic audience. WRITER edited by Erica M. Eisin- 

rapher of modern American liter- Fitzgerald, with a protective mod- ger and Mari McCarty. University 

ature for the past two decades. His _esty, often denigrated his stories, | Park, PA: Pennsylvania State Uni- 

work is always carefully conceived claiming that his work for The Sat- _ versity Press, 1981. 200 pp. $16.95. 

and executed, and any student of | urday Evening Post and Esquire was 
the subject will find it useful. He done only to pay his nagging bills. By Mary Lydon 
has paid much attention to F. Scott Yet their volume is a testament to 
Fitzgerald. This is a risky business _his discipline in the face of the dis- “To explore the source and practice 
because Fitzgerald’s reputation has _tractions of fame, alcoholism, and _ of Colette’s power” is the declared 
wavered greatly. When he died at _Zelda’s insanity. aim of this collection of seventeen 
44 in 1940, readers had other things Ten of the essays in this collec- | essays, which includes contribu- 
on their minds, but he was resusi- tion concern the stories generally. tions by Margaret Crosland and 
tated in 1945 by Edmund Wilson’s One of the more interesting is that | Michele Blin Sarde (biographers of 
The Crack-Up. His fame got an- by Richard Lehan (a Wisconsin Colette in English and French re- 
other boost in 1948 by Arthur Miz- Ph.D. of 1959), who treats the sense spectively) as well as an essay by 

ener’s biography, then againin 1958 of place in the stories and the re- _ Francoise Mallet-Joris (like Colette 
by Sheilah Graham’s Beloved Infi- lationship between the stories and _ herself, a member of The Royal 
del and the movie made therefrom. _ the novels. There are alsoessayson | Academy of Belgium and the Aca- 
The result is that Scott and Zelda fantasy, alcoholism, courtship, and | démie Goncourt). There is also a 
have become icons of the Roaring money. Two of the essays deal with thoughtful and thought-provoking 
Twenties, and Fitzgerald’s works the relationship between the stories | foreword by Elaine Marks, profes- 
(except for his one exceptional and the movies to which Fitzgerald sor of French and director of the 
novel) have fallen into the baggage _—_ was attracted in the days of Griffith | Women’s Studies Research Center 
of the literary historians. Gore Vi- and even had a few silent pieces at UW-Madison, whose own book, 
dal, one of his major detractors, says produced. In the thirties he went to Colette (1960; rpt. Greenwood 
“very little of what Fitzgerald wrote Hollywood where he accumulated _ Press, 1982) might be said to have 
has any great value as literature.” material for The Last Tycoon but inaugurated anglophone scholarly 
There is not much that pleases Vi- _ was not very successful as a script- _ interest in the French writer, an in- 
dal and that is a little harsh, but —__ writer, as his talent was for the ar- _ terest that has grown in range and 
Fitzgerald’s may be a palid star to _resting image rather than dialogue. _ intensity in recent rears, as this col- 
which to hitch a wagon. Twelve of the essays involve close _ lection shows. Using Colette as ex- 
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emplar, the contributors address the the drives to biography and ha- ten a book (Perpetuum Mobile: A 
following questions: “How does a _giography have been transcended, Study of the Novels and Aesthetics 
woman come to writing? How does _as Elaine Marks suggests they must of Michel Butor), Univ. of Alberta 
a woman inscribe her gender in be, if wearetogo beyond the myths Press, 1980) and has published on 
writing? How does the text of the that surround Colette. The eu- _ feminist criticism and psychoanal- 
woman writer relate to other texts? phoria of the alphabet which Nancy _ ysis. 
How is meaning produced in the _K. Miller evokes in her subtle dis- 
woman’s text?” Reading Colette’s cussion of Colette’s self-portrayal 
opus as “a celebration of woman, _ is, after all, I would argue, the eu- 
her strength and elasticity, of her  phoria of signs: the refuge of the FLOATING DRAGON by Peter 
gift for endurance,” the editorshave writer, purchased precisely at the | Straub. New York: G. P. Putnam’s 
structured their book according to _ cost of renouncing an unmediated Sons, 1983. 515 pp. $15.95. 
what they perceive to be “three ma- _ relation to the mother’s body, for . 
jor currents of contemporary fem- — whose loss language is the substi: | By Richard Boudreau 
inist and formalist scholarship: bi- tute. Translated into biography, this 
ographical, contextual, and means that Colette leaves her Apparently second only to his close 
textual.” The essays are grouped mother for the monstrous Willy, her friend Stephen King in the “hor- 
under three corresponding head- husband, and lacking Sido, writes ror” field, former Milwaukeean Pe- 
ings: ‘“Genesis: The Coming to _ letters to her which give a fictional _ ter Straub now has five novels of 
Writing,” ‘Gender and Genre: account of her life with him, com- __ the occult to his name. Two, Julia 
Texts and Contexts,” and “Gen- ing to writing in the process, andin | and Ghost Story, were made into 
eration: The Production and Tex- advance of the Claudine novels motion pictures: the first, titled Full 
ture of Writing.” : written in response to Willy’s no- _ Circle and filmed in England, never 

“Genesis” focuses on the Colette | torious demand. Had the “‘bio- made it to this country; the second, 
who described herself as “born not graphical, contextual, and textual” starring Fred Astaire, was a mid- 
to write” and seeks to unravel the critical approaches adopted in Co/- _ dling success in theaters a few sea- 
circumstances that led to the writ- _ ette: The Woman, The Writer been sons ago. Ghost Story and now 
er’s vocation. “Gender and Genre” —_ leavened with psychoanalytic crit- Floating Dragon were Book-of-the- views Colette’s texts as “a genera- _icism, the tension between repres- | Month Club selections and (per- 
tion of self... an auto-fiction,” on sion and desire, renunciation and _ haps because of that) best sellers. 
the premise of feminist critic Hé- sensuality, writing and reticence Julia, 1975, presented a few ter- 
Iéne Cixous’ prescription that that characterizes Colette’s work  ror-ridden days in the life of its her- 
woman must “write herself.” — like “two horses in double harness” — oine who seems to have suffered a 
“Generation” sets out to explore the might have been more exhaustively nervous breakdown over the tragic 
relation between woman and lan- _ explored. death of her nine-year-old daugh- 
guage, a relation which it takes to That said, this book is itself a _ ter. To provide a change of scenery, 
be tenuous on account of the pri- moving testimony to the strength she moves to an old Georgian-style 
viliged male hold on naming—what _and elasticity of women and to their house in a London suburb, but 
Mallet-Joris calls “the ordre ada- endurance, which is not so much a_ =‘ More comes with the house than 
mique, the male-dominated order gift as an achievement. The bio- _ she had bargained for. If You Could 
of things—but which it argues Col- graphical “blurb” on the editors See Me Now, 1977, dealt with a 
ette reestablished on a different, clearly reveals their determination _ baleful occult force let loose in Ar- 
more solid footing, by cleaving to _ not only to come to writing but to den, a small town in the Coulee 
the mother (biographically, the leg- _ persevere. It is not just Colette’s bi- | Country of western Wisconsin 
endary Sido), hence discovering, say ography that is inscribed in this (Straub spent summers on the fam- 
the editors, that the woman writer book, but the biographies ofanum- ily farm near Arcadia), when its 
has “access to a basic unmediated ber of women, who fate, or what _hero, Miles Teagarden, returned to 
language, filtered through know- _ Erica Eisinger calls “vagabondage” keep a twenty year tryst with his 
ledge of the primary female body, brought together in Madison, Wis- dead cousin, Allison. 
the mother.” consin, at a particular moment in With Ghost Story, 1979, Straub 

The Utopian desire expressed by their lives. The book that resulted shifted to a larger community in 
this statement, and which is gen- _isas muchacelebration of theirown upstate New York, where a satanic 
erally characteristic of Colette: The _ strength and elasticity, of their friv- force of ferocious appetite mani- 
Woman, The Writer, prompts cer- _ olous courage” in the face of the _fested itself by ripping out the 
tain reservations on my part.I find  Adamic order ofacademe(the ordre throats of its victims—bloodlessly. 
it difficult to reconcile the notion of _a/cajdaféJmique) as it is of Col- The malevolence and violence have 
an “unmediated language” (what- _ette’s. increased dramatically, and the 
ever that might be) withaconsum- _-————s—CSs‘—~SCSCSS—___ macabre has become integral to the 
mate stylist such as Colette, and Mary Lydon, assistant professor of _ telling. In Shadowland, 1980, set 
when such a claim is made, I ask if French at UW-Madison, has writ- partly in Arizona, partly in Ver- 
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mont, the source of evil was clear, and in three of his novels, at least, to penetrate that isolation, if pos- 

a master magician; his intent and he has revealed a deep understand- _ sible. 

methods, however, were veiled in _ing of small-town America, ranging McGarry begins by putting him- 

mystery. The usual accouterments from the rural Arden to the exur- self in Mike’s vicinity, nothing 

of the occult, death and destruc- ban Hempstead. So Straub’s inten- more; the reader, through the first 

tion, were rampant, but in this there _ tions are never merely to frighten— _ person narration, shares the thera- 

was the added horror of a living and that’s the growing difficulty. _pist’s blind moves and fumbling at- 

death for those special few. Beginning with Ghost Story, the tempts as he searches for an open- 

Now we have Floating Dragon in books lengthen dramatically; the ing into Mike’s private world. Their 

which forces, both occult and man- horror must be sustained for a_ initial shared experience comes 

made, are loosed in Hempstead, a longer and longer time, requiring through the simple act of hiking the 

Connecticut bedroom community —_—more invention to effect continued hill, called Dogface by Mike (we 

within commuting distance of New _ anticipation and dramatic surprise, later learn), in back of the chil- 

York City. The “dragon” of the ti- the whole finally becoming so at- dren’s unit. On that tentative frag- 

tle represents a power of infernal tenuated that reader involvement ment McGarry must build a rela- 

potency, a psychic and malefic sur- fails and what used to inspire hor- _ tionship of helping one another, of 

vivor of the Puritan past—one Gid- ror now produces ho-hum. eventually touching one another, 

eon Winter—who had been mur- Poe, as Straub must know, and finally of trusting one another. 

dered by early settlers he had pointed out that in order to attain How can he draw that solitary dan- 

defrauded and who had in turn amaximumeffect—and horror was cer of compulsive ritualistic steps 

wreaked his vengeance from the his favorite—the writing should be _ into a pas de deux and finally and 

gave on each of them—and on their _ of such a length that it could be read fully into the involving ballet of life? 

descendants to the present genera- _at one sitting. Especially since the From the beginning Mike is en- 

tion. Reemergence of the “dragon” | Wisconsin book Straub seems to couraged to express himself: in 

coincides with and is augmented by _ have lost sight of that dictum. After _ speech, struggling not only with the 

the accidental venting of a deadly a million words on the occult, no individual words but also with the 

experimental gas, code-named matter the redeeming qualities (or _ simple desire to speak; in pictures, 

DGN, into the atmosphere above __ rather because of them, for he’s a _ painstakingly drawing stick people 

the area. novelist of the highest order), it with no faces and buildings that 

Allill and bad, but there isalarger might be time for Straub to return _ seem prisons; in responses, crying, 

continuity to Straub’s work: begin- to the more mundane but poten- laughing, kidding, loving. Mc- 

ning with the Wisconsin novel, he tially more demanding genre of  Garry’s work is to free Mike from 

has been exploring all forms of lit- —_ general fiction, a genre he began in the prison of his psyche; Robert 

erature that in any way may be _ exactly ten years ago with the pub- —_ Lane’s job is to make it moving and 

turned to occult purposes. In /fYou lication of his fine first novel, Mar- intelligible to the reader. Perhaps 

Could See Me Now he creates a ma- riages. the author’s training accounts for 

levolent Arden Forest, enhancing, the, at times, too terse style and the, 

because of such ambiguities, the at times, too generalized descrip- 

horror of the story. The names of | A SOLITARY DANCE by Robert tions, but there is just the right 

the two main characters in Ghost | Lane. Winnebago, WI: Serrell & Si- amount of jargon and theory in 

Story, Messrs. Hawthorne and mons, 1982. 224 pp. $11.95. dealing with psychotherapy to let 

James, is the tip-off that Straub is the reader discern when something 

exhuming for his own ghoulishends _—_ By Richard Boudreau significant in Mike’s development 

a whole corpus of ghost stories, occurs, and the book never strays 

from Poe on. Besides the main ele- _A severely schizophrenic eight-year- from its fascinating and painful 

ments of magic and illusion, Shad- old named Mike and a young, en- _ subject. 
owland plays around primarily with — thusiastic psychotherapist named It reads like a case study. Indeed 

Grimm’s fairy tales (the brothers Patrick McGarry are the actors in _ that has been its problem despite a 

are even in the story) but also with a moving story. Dr. Scott, director _ disclaimer at the beginning and a 

other such tales and fables. Finally of the children’s unit at Merrick note about the author’s life at the 

Floating Dragon draws not only on _ State Psychiatric Hospital insouth- end. Readers seem to think that 

the rich tradition of Puritan times ern California, brings the two to- | Mike’s story is fact, not fiction, and 

(witchery and all that) but even gether, or as close to together as _ that, therefore, the book is less wor- 

more heavily on medieval lore and _thirty feet, the limit allowed by this _ thy of attention. But where is the 

legend. “feral child” when he is in control _ line between the real and the imag- 

In addition to employing these —_ of his space. Mike has been at the ined? A Solitary Dance reads like 

literary resonances, Straub has __ institution for three years. During fact and purports to be fiction. We 

demonstrated in these books an that time he has remained uncom- _ need go no farther than William El- 

amazing ability to handle a pano- = municative, isolated, essentially  lery Leonard’s Locomotive God to 

rama of deftly drawn characters, untouched, and it is McGarry’s job find a book that reads like fiction 
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yet claims to be fact. The criticism murders. Before it’s over, his for- _ ting are obvious manipulations. 
is spurious; whether fact or fiction, | mer wife and their two children But given the problems with both 
this is a good story, well told, and have died in California, perhaps books (the second suffers from them 
deeply involving. victims of the same “crazy” who more than the first), both are intri- 

Chapter One begins with the caused the other deaths and who guing and entertaining and, taken 
words, “Destinies have a way ofin- now looms as a potential threat to _all in all, engrossing. No admirer of 
tertwining, sometimes taking ex- Klubertanz himself. But good cop the occult novel or the detective 
traordinary turns when least ex- that he is, Klubertanz ignores the novel should miss the first. No self- 
pected.” That’s the key to this story; | danger and pursues the case re- respecting muskie marauder or avid 
it is choreographic, laid out with its _lentlessly to a cataclysmic denou- mystery fan should miss the last. 
“turns” and culminating in its “in- ment on blizzard-enshrouded Door And no follower of regional litera- 
tertwinings.” And by the middle of | County. Some confusion arises ture should miss either. 
the book, it is the reader who has from the writer’s awkward han- 
been turned and intertwined, dling of shifts of focus and short Richard Boudreau teaches Ameri- 
though vicariously, in the lives of — flashbacks—and the epilogue not can literature at UW-La Crosse. 
these characters. only undercuts the climax but re- 

minds the reader of other dangling 
threads—but the essential elements, 

LAST COME THE CHILDREN _ guspense and a sense of doom, are MADISON: A HISTORY OF by David Hagberg. New York: A marvelously maintained through- THE FORMATIVE YEARS by 
Tom Doherty Associates Book, out. David Mollenhoff. Dubuque, IA: 
1982. 347 pp. $2.95 paper. The Muskie Murders begins with Kendall/Hunt, 1982. 504 pp. 
THE MUSKIE MURDERS by the death of Terry Owens, junior $29.95. 
Ted Vogel. Aurora, IL: Caroline senator from Wisconsin, in the Ca- 
House Publishers, 1982. 171 pp.  nadian waters of The Lake of the By Hayward Allen 
$5.95 paper. Woods, his body entwined in his 

own fishing line, apparent victim of | Madisonisan impressive work that By Richard Boudreau the third largest muskie ever taken, played a significant role in the au- 
still firmly hooked to the Mepps  thor’s life for more than a decade 

In this duo of paperbacks by Wis- Giant Killer. Even given its feroc- _ and that will be part of our citizens’ 
consin writers, the first appears to _ ious and cunning reputation, could —_ education for some time to come. 
be a Gothic tale, the second, a de- _a 66 inch, 65 pound muskie entan- He begins at the beginning: the 
tective story. Both dealin suspense, _ gle and drown a 76 inch, 230 pound geology of the place, then prehis- 
continually presenting a clear and human, a former Olympic swim- toric anthropology. It is a haunting 
present danger to their main char- ming medalist at that? His daughter —_ reassurance to learn that the City 
acters, and both, no matter their | Mary won’t believe it, and she wins of Four Lakes has been home and 
apparent differences in genre, are _her fiance, Mike Vanderhuis, over _ hearth for people these past 10,000 
mystery novels. to her side. Together they are able _years. 

Last Come the Children begins to move federal authorities on both A Blackhawk War veteran wrote 
with a night of bizarre happenings: _ sides of the international border to _ that our lakes could “be considered 
a couple in a car accident, the man _ action. among the wonders of the world.” 
clinically dead, then revived; an- Is this just a big fish story—a sort One hundred and ten years later, 
other couple’s baby found suffo- of freshwater version of “Jaws’? Life magazine would echo those 
cated in her crib; a third couple’s __ Hardly, though its title should pull thoughts. But so did James Duane 
dog lying stone cold in their vesti- _ in all manic muskie fishermen (and Doty in 1836 when he promoted 
bule. And all three couples are close, _ there’s scads of them out there) as Madison City (named after the re- 
longtime friends. Eventually mesh- _ well as many aficionados of murder _ cent lamented death of the presi- 
ing with these events are the brutal mysteries. But the story involves dent) as the capital of the newly es- 
murders and brutal mutilations of _ fishing only secondarily, and mur- _ tablished Wisconsin Territory of 
three other people amid, at least in der mystery or not, the story falters what is now Iowa, Wisconsin, Min- 
one instance, unmistakable signs of | for some very basic reasons. The nesota, and half of the Dakotas. 
a black mass. Properly termed a structure is marred by a return in Mollenhoff spends considerable 
novel of the occult (no Gothic piles __ the latter third of the story toevents time with the biographies of those 
or dungeons need apply), the story __ prior to or simultaneous with-ear- antique empire builders, Doty, Si- 
appears unusual in two respects: the _ lier events, stopping the suspense- | meon Mills, and Mrs. Peck, the first 
supernatural isa minorelementand ful rush toward the climax. The settler who stayed. However, the 
the main character is a detective. characters of Mary and Mike are claim to City Father has to go to 

Madison Police Lieutenant Stan- unconvincing, though lesser char- _ Leonard J. Farwell. In 1852 at the 
ley Klubertanz becomes involved acters are handled well. Finally age of 33 as governor of the Badg- 
first in the crib death, then in the some of the shifts of action and set- ers, Farwell worked hard to build a 
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city and state to be proud of. Mad- _ good or weak, long or foolish, about _ eastern and midland section of the 

ison became a boom town, and the __ the City of the Four Lakes. USS., with a good cross-section of 

city’s history began in earnest. I personally recommend Madi- those mushrooms found most fre- 

That Mollenhoffis notalicensed son as required reading for high quently, as well as some less com- 

historian is a moot point, I believe. school students, bus drivers, cor- mon but interesting species. 

What Mollenhoff has done is to __ porate vice presidents, visitors from The introduction covers several 

gather in a harvest of randomly — Beiping, Madison Muskies schol- _ important points of basic infor- 

seeded parcels of facts, figures, and —_ ars, and the rest of us mere Madi- _ mation for the mushroom hunter, 

facets of Madison’s first century of | son mortals. including such topics as what 

recorded history. Mollenhoffs style What I found particularly chal- | mushrooms do (recycle organic 

of acquisition is reflected in the cu- _lenging about the book is what the matter and form relationships with 

rious, uneven content of the book. author has done to fill the historic _ green plants) and where and when 

He is not a professional writer, hole that once was there. Now, no _ to look for them (generally spring 

but what he has to tell is more val- professional dealer in historical through autumn almost anywhere). 

uable than how he tells it, called in _ tracts can ever write the definitive Those planning to collect for the 
the electronic media a “content ov- history of Madison without being _ table will quickly discover that 

erride.” This is not to be seen asa _ deeply in debt to Mollenhoff for al- _ careful scrutiny of the ““Ten Com- 

fault of the author, either. The ma- —_ most every point. mandments for Collecting” could 

jority of published writers today Finally, Mr. Mollenhoff is to be — save them from a fate of illness. . . 

owe a farthing or two of their fame complimented for the extent and _ or worse, since there are many look- 

and glory to their publishers and _ the generosity of his gratitude to and alikes in safe and deadly species. 

editors. Successful, articulate, highly | memory of all who helped him in The general information in the sec- 

structured writers are not born, they — the data and story gathering. It is tion “How To Look at a Mush- 

are made by hand, theirs and those refreshing to observe a writer who —_— room,” including growth habit and 

nimble editorial fingers of a com- _ honestly says in his introduction, structural relationships as well as 

mercial house. However, David “In spite of all the outstanding as- flesh characteristics and spore color, 

Mollenhoff did not have that ad- _ sistance from those named... and dispels some of the mystery of 

vantage. in truth many more—I aloneam re- mushroom identification. The “Key 

His publisher, Kendall/Hunt is sponsible for all that follows.” Plus to Determining Genus,” which has 

not a “house,” but a “jobber,” a 4 few hundred thousand builders generally excellent line drawings, 

firm that specializes in textbooks of | and shapers, of course, and the gla- _ makes it relatively easy to spot the 

a restricted nature. They publish _cier, the Indians, and all. general characteristics of a partic- 

works that seem a worthwhile in- _ What we have works, justlikeour —_ ular genus. 

vestment, with a limited circula- city and its past. The mycophagist will be espe- 

tion pay-off. They know their busi- cially pleased to find that each spe- 

ness. The entire first printing of the Hayward Allen is a Madison editor cies is categorized as edible, not rec- 

hefty Madison was sold by New — qyq quthor. ommended, dangerous, poisonous, 

Year’s Day, an astounding 3000 }=9————_~_____ deadly, or edibility unknown. The 

copies at a relatively high cover authors have stressed the impor- 

price. And a second issue is in the tance of spore color determination 

works. A FIELD GUIDE TO MUSH- as a tool of identification by in- 
Regional houses turned Mollen- ROOMS AND THEIR RELA- cluding it not only in the genus key 

hoff down, understandably. They TIVES by Booth Courtenay and  butalso in the genus group descrip- 
have high editorial standards and Harold H. Burdsall, Jr. New York: _ tion. In genera with variable spore 
small editorial staffs, and Madison Wan Nostrand Reinhold, 1982.144 — color the species description gives 
would have required much labor. pp. $18.95. spore color for the individual spe- 

That the volume has sold so well ‘ cies. Three hundred and thirty four 

in rough cut form says a great deal By Veronica S. Pavlat species in sixty genera, all in color 

about what the readers are most in- and cross-indexed, are covered. 

terested in when it comes to their | Whether you are a mycophagist and Species descriptions are brief but 

hometown. gastronomy dictates your interest adequate. With a few exceptions the 

There is much of value to be inmushroomsoramycophile who color fidelity is excellent. Most spe- 

found in Madison; the myriad and _ finds them, to quote the authors, “a cies have been photographed in 

wonderful anecdotes, figures, pho- source of endless interest to the in- _ their natural habitat. Caution is \ 

tographs make it impossible to ig- quiring mind,” this recently pub- _ suggested in relying on identifica- 

nore. Madison was obviously mo- _ lished book dealing with mush- __ tion by picture alone. Verification 

tivated, first, by a sincere rooms as well as related fungi will by a knowledgeable person when in 

appreciation for the Capital City be a welcome field guide. Geo- doubt or until thoroughly familiar 

and, second, by the amazing his- graphical coverage is primarily, | with any species is advised if one 

torical void. There was no book, though not exclusively, the north- _ plans to eat any wild mushroom. 
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Those who find scientific names __ to life in Milwaukee on July 9, 1897.  preme irony in this complete re- 
burdensome will be pleased to find Milwaukee politics remained the _ versal of expectations. In 1940 Carl 
acommon epithet for all but about —_ focal point, although the socialists | Zeidler defeated Milwaukee’s so- 
twenty-five of the 334 species. Since achieved some electoral success _cialist mayor Daniel Hoan, ending common names differ among field outside Milwaukee County. Victor  Hoan’s twenty-four year tenure and guides and from one area to an- _ Berger and Daniel Hoan emerged _ highlighting the fall of the Socialist other, the scientific binomial ac- as driving forces in Milwaukee so- Party of Wisconsin from political 
companying each species descrip- _cialism. favor. 
tion will be the most reliable. The Beck explains that the national Throughout his narrative Beck 
most recent taxonomy has been / party leaders labeled the Milwau- provides strong doses of socialist 
used. For clarity the authors have kee members the Sewer Socialists rhetoric drawn from party debates, given some synonyms found inear- _ because they displayed more inter- committee reports, and Milwaukee lier books at the end of the species _ est in cleaning up city government _—__Leader articles and editorials. Thus 
description and in the index. The  andin providing an adequate sewer _ the reader becomes privy to the ide- attractive jacket with thirteen col- system than in discussing and pro- _ ological debates and ultimately sees 
ored pictures piques one’s curiosity moting socialist idelogy. In fact, the the stubbornness of the leadership, 
about mushrooms. The text and Milwaukee socialists rarely com- which would not deviate from its 
well-planned picture layout in A promised their ideology and were _ ideology even to avoid certain po- 
Field Guide to Mushrooms and quick to take up the banner of un- litical suicide. Beck also supplies Their Relatives confirm it asa use- _ popular causes. During World War numerous biographical sketches of 
ful guide for mushroom identifi- I, for example, they intensely crit- | Milwaukee party leaders and mem- cation in our area. Hardly anyone _icized the conflict as a “rich man’s bers. 
could complain about carrying a war and a poor man’s fight” and There are a few shortcomings in 
field guide that fits conveniently urged that the United States remain Beck’s work. He employs a jour- 
into a field bag and weighs little strictly neutral. nalistic style which requires some 
more than a pound. Hewing to this line even after the allowances on the reader’s part. 

Because of the sudden and un- U.S. entered the war in April, 1917, Numerous one-sentence para- 
timely death of Booth Courtenay the Sewer Socialists paid dearly. graphs caused my red pen to twitch, 
Just prior to its completion the book Their newspaper—the Milwaukee and many proper titles such as 
was finished by coauthor Harold H. | Leader—was banned from the mails President of the United States, 
Burdsall, Jr. under the Sedition Act of 1918,and House of Representatives, Wiscon- 

it nearly folded. Berger received a sin Supreme Court are not capital- 
Veronica S. Pavlat is an amateur sentence of twenty years for a__ ized. The most readable chapters, 
mycologist living in Madison. Leader editorial in which he criti- | which Beck originally wrote for his — ized U.S. participation in the war. _ master’s thesis in journalism, are 

Although Berger eventually ob- found in Volume II. No doubt these 
tained a pardon and regained his chapters received firmer editorial 

THE SEWER SOCIALISTS—A place in congress, the Wisconsin guidance than is evident in Volume HISTORY OF THE SOCIALIST Socialist Party membership de- I. Occasionally all commonly ac- 
PARTY OF WISCONSIN 1897- clined sharply. cepted notions of syntax and dic- 
1940 by Elmer Axel Beck. Fenni- tion are violated, as in “Neverthe- 
more, WI: Westburg Associates, Beck believes the socialists badly less, the referendum ratified the 1982. Volume I - 203 pp., Volume _ managed a fine opportunity for re- | convention vote for.” (II, 304) A 
II - 138 pp. Paper, $20. covery created by the Great Crash _ selected bibliography has been pre- 

of 1929. Ideological issues still pared by the publisher, but the ab- 
By Jerry L. Bower haunted and divided the move- _ sence ofan index causes frustration 

ment. For instance, after an ago- | whenever one wishes to relocate in- 
Elmer Axel Beck’s account of the _ nizing debate, the socialists tried to formation. 
Socialist Party of Wisconsin is the persuade union members to join or : 
most complete record published to _ their attack upon the discredited But ee Sty ee tile: 1 
date. Using Party records (which capitalistic economic system. But C°M¢ ah cu teas ait iE en 
have since been destroyed by fire), | FDR’s New Deal legislation, espe- eee to the ee ea cc Fine 
personal interviews and recollec- cially the Wagner Act, which re- Se cS placa ea eee the 
tions, several manuscript collec- quired employers to negotiate with  S°Wet fora Sts, h ot i Acoua 
tions, and secondary sources, Beck union representatives, co-opted a ae econ pe SUR Dy SL 
stitches together the story of so- much of the socialists’ platform. @V@llable elsewhere. 
cialism’s rise and fall as an influ- Thus, rather than gaining mem- TT 
ence in Wisconsin politics. bers, several socialists left the party Jerry L. Bower is an associate pro- 

Branch One of the Social De- and accepted leadership positions /e8sor of history at the UW Center- mocracy of America Party sprang in the unions. Beck detects a su- Richland. 
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THE THEATRE OF THE HOL- couraging further investigation into (and in spite of) the most extreme 

OCAUST, four plays edited with the historical, theological, and eth- _ physical degredation and spiritual 

an introduction by Robert Skloot. ical questions raised by the Holo- _ loss. In doing so, these plays have 

Madison: The University of Wis- _ caust. effectively addressed, in both artis- 

consin Press, 1982. 333 pp. $25.00 The book’s introduction is di- tic and moral terms, what may be 

cloth; $10.95 paper. vided into four sections: “The Hol- the central moral issue of the Hol- 

ocaust and History,” providing a  0caust. : 

By Sara Leuchter brief historical introduction to the The Theatre of the Holocaust is 
Holocaust period; “The Holocaust 4 powerful addition to the study of 

“Among the events of recent West- _in Literature,” examining reasons both the Holocaust and contem- 

ern history that today reside in our _for the proliferation of such works, porary drama. The plays are dis- 
consciousness,” writes Robert including the enlightenment of oth- _ turbing and often shocking, but they 

Skloot in his introduction to The _ ersand homage to the victims; “The succeed in forcing us to think about 
Theatre of the Holocaust, “none is Plays and Their Premises,” noting the continuing moral and ethical le- 

more disturbing than the Holo- _ the style and central issues of each _gacies of the Holocaust, lest we for- 
caust. More than any other event of the plays; and “The Future and 8et. 

of our time,” he continues, “the — Its Possibilities,” reminding the 

Holocaust has caused entire na- reader that the decision of the play- Sara Leuchter, a historian/archivist 

tions and peoples to revise under- wrights to refrain from silence, with the State Historical Society of 

standings of themselves by provok- choosing instead to focus their — Wisconsin, is editor of the Guide to 

ing disquieting and continuing works on the Holocaust, isalesson Wisconsin Survivors of the Holo- 

inquiries of the most moral kind.” for all of us. caust. 

Indeed, there has been a recent out- The four playscannotbeconsid- ~~ = = =  —— 

pouring of Holocaust-related nov- _ ered as traditional theatre which in- 

els, films, documentaries, memoirs, corporates a Holocaust theme, such 

and more, examining the issue of as The Diary of Anne Frank or The MARXISM, MAOISM AND 

morality on many fronts. Yet with | Man in the Glass Booth. Instead, UTOPIANISM by Maurice Meis- 

this abundance of creative and the authors utilize unusual ele- 2°!- Madison: University of 

stimulating works on the subject, ments of style and staging: surre- Wisconsin Press, 1982. 268 pp. 

Skloot, a professor of theatre and _alism, as in The Cannibals, where $16.95. 

drama at the UW-Madison, is the the actors assume the identities of 

first to identify the genre of the victims, captors, insects, and even _ By David D. Buck 

Theatre of the Holocaust, wherein God, and in Who Will Carry the 

the history of the period is related Word?, where the author specifies | Because Maoism is both Marxist 

to contemporary drama. in the introductory notes that “the | and Chinese, we see it as doubly 

Skloot’s work is both an anthol- _ faces do not count” and “the cos- _ foreign. We imagine that behind the 

ogy of four relatively unknown — tumes do not count”; symbolism, — mask of unfamiliar Marxist rheto- 

plays and a critical commentary on as in Resort 76, where the final ac- _ric lie some Chinese mysteries that 

the place of drama within the larger _ tion of the play is the release ofa | we cannot fathom. The best and 

body of Holocaust literature. While previously captured cat to the most helpful interpreters demystify 

the plays represent different at- “freedom” of the ghetto, to “tellthe | Maoism and show us that Mao, al- 

tempts to treat the Holocaust ex- other animals... what it means to _ though he may have had the per- 

perience, achieving their effects be a Jew”; and “Epic Theatre,” as _ sonal habits of a Chinese peasant, 

through diverse dramatic stylesand in Throne of Straw, where the au- _ had developed his ideas along lines 

artistic arrangements, all tackle the dience is emotionally alienated easily comprehensible to us. 

complex moral choices faced by the from the characters through the use America has produced insightful 

persecuted in extreme situations. of a narrative figure and satirical _ interpreters of Mao Zedong. The 

Although all four plays—Resort 76 — music. first of these was Edgar Snow, an 

by Shimon Wincelberg, Throne of Though differing in technique American journalist who while 

Straw by Harold and Edith Lieber- _ and style, the plays share a crucial working in China during the mid- 

man, The Cannibals by George Ta- _ theme: that regardless of the con- _—‘ 1930s, was drawn to the commu- 

bori, and Who Will Carry the — sequences, the characters refuse to nist base area at Yanan. His Red 

Word? by Charlotte Delbo—have commit acts of inhumanity which Star Over China (New York: Ran- 

been produced ona limited scale in _ will equate them with their oppres- | dom House, 1938) revealed for the 

both this country and Europe, — sors. As Skloot concludes, “Our first time to the English-speaking 

Skloot includes them in this vol- seeing them [the characters] in ac- world the nature of Chinese com- 

ume to heighten their individual tion allows their behavior to be- | munism and Mao’s leadership. 

reputations and to stimulate addi- come included in the schedule of Today, the most insightful writ- 

tional stage production, thereby en- options available to us ina time of ing about Maoism comes from an- 
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-ketters to the Edito-——_€ 
other American, Maurice Meisner, Maoism denies (implicitly in the- | Recently, I read in your June 1982 
a professor of history at the Uni- ory and most explicitly in prac- | issue an excellent piece by Lucy 
versity of Wisconsin. Snow’s en- tice) the Marxist belief that the | Baras entitled “A Glance Back in 
thusiasm for socialism is replaced industrial proletariat is the bearer | Time,” concerning her survival in 
by Meisner’s profound understand- of the socialist future. Third, | the Polish Ukraine during the Hol- 
ing of socialism and his mastery of Maoism replaces the Marxist be- | ocaust years. I would like to point 
its intellectual history. This new lief in objective laws of history | out that the extermination camp re- 
collection of Professor Meisner’s with a voluntaristic faith in the | ferred to by Mrs. Baras as “Belzets” 
essays brings together the strands of consciousness and the moral po- | is recognized universally by its Pol- 
his major interpretations of Mao tentialities of men as the decisive | ish spelling, “Belzec.” It is esti- 
Zedong and offers a profound and factor in sociohistorical devel- | mated that more than 600,000 Jew- 
important understanding of opment. (61) ish and non-Jewish prisoners 

Maoism. : perished at the hands of the Nazis 
Meisner’s work develops themes ie ie hes in Belzec between February 1942 

proposed by his teacher, Professor Maoism and Marxism becomes a_ | 224 early 1943. In light of the grow- 
Benjamin Schwartz of Harvard. : ort : ing number of so-called revisionist 
Schwartz, in his book, Chinese question of orthodoxy, and judg- historians who insist that the Hol- ? 2 ment can be passed on how Mao’s ees Communism and the Rise of Mao ideasyde vinte Gonlihocclocntant ocaust was a hoax, I feel it is im- 
(Cambridge: Harvard, oe Meisner, however, is not so pe eet portant to set the record straight. 

Eons could be tees, Sa. tah fOr Be goes on fo argue two. | Sara Leuchter proached through the study of telling points: 1) that “utopian | Editor, Guide to Wisconsin 
European (including Russian) so- socialist” ideas like Mao’s should | Survivors of the Holocaust 

cialism. Meisner starts with that We expected an countries such as P emis nena cere atne China where capitalism never fully I hope that just because your sur- 
ears proplenis aie ian developed and 2) that “utopian” | vey respondants indicated they 
ered meiieiror renal ation visions area necessary part of revo- mostly ignore the poetry you are not 
PRIMen tiie nOabe apparent lutions in lesser developed coun- | going to drop it from the Review. 
withinea) strictly Matxiseeniniay tries. Meisner argues that irrespec- | We should all be exposed to things 
Somer orien amen ore ence tal tive of whether European utopian | outside our main interest. You've 
therefore 16 no annie dit eae socialist thinkers influenced Mao, done a good job of balancing the 
of Porraal PaeSIO Ratan O Tene historians can understand Maoism sciences, arts, and letters in the Re- 
Macisinl nttcrin Won brcadcTinier best by reference to the general | view. I hope you continue to do SO. 
ferret miictoricnlmmerene ss development of socialist thought. | After all, the Academy is a trinity, 
fives (pp E38) Meisner believes in that stream of | not a unity. 

It is on precisely this tack that socialist intel ec Ua StODy san aS Carolyn Heidemann 
Meisner develops the issue sug- found the major yanants winch wall Lake Mills 
gested in the title of how utopian- appeat again ap ihe EEO ot ism relates to Maoism and Marx. S0Ct@lism. Thus “utopian social- |This letter is written to provide 
ism. Meisner shows how Marx and __8™"_was anathema to Marx and |additional information and one 
Engels fought against earlier forms Engels, but essential to Marxist [correction to “Wisconsin’s Little 
of socialism by labeling them “uto- ‘eVolution in China. Mags and Small Presses” (June pian” and charging that these nine- All the essays in this volume em- Review). Peninsula Review was 
teenth-century socialists rejected ploy this basic approach. Each of founded in 1980 by Stephen Grutz- 
capitalism and could not accept the the chapters offers important in- |macher, editor. The fifth isssue (Vol. 
working class as the leadership for sights; yet, Meisner’s most lasting |III, No. 1) is currently at the print- 
the new era of socialism. Meisner  P0nt is that Mao himself was an er. Published twice a year, the 
then conchudes: astounding figure who sustained contents are general/literary. 

In sum, on the basis of the three ‘@dicalism in China for much of ‘the |Contributors include Chad Walsh, 
broad questions that generally time from 1949 to 1976, and with- Bink Noll, Tom MacBride, Norbert 
distinguish Marxism from uto- 0ut his radical, utopian vision the Blei, and Frances May. The correc- 

pian socialism, Maoism is clearly  @¢Complishments of socialism in _ |tion: David Stocking, Chad Walsh, more akin to the latter than the  China—both spiritual and mate- |and Robert Glauber were the foun- 
former. First, Maoism rejects the rial—could not have occurred. ders of the Beloit Poetry Journal in 
Marxist premise that modern in- : : 2 1951. Marion Stocking was neither 
dustrial capitalism is a necessary David D. Buck, an associate profes- at Beloit College nor married to 
and progressive stage in histori- Sor of history at UW-Milwaukee, Dave. 
cal development and a prereq- ‘Writes about Chinese urban and so- | Yarold M. Grutzmacher 
uisite for socialism. Second, ial history. =| Ephraim, Wisconsin 
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Authors and Artist 

Harold H. Burdsall, Jr., received 
his Ph.D. in mycology from Cornell 
University. U.S.D.A. Forest Service 
botanist since 1967, he is now Jeanne Tabachnick, a free-lance 
located at the Forest Products photographer whose home base is rr 
Laboratory in Madison. He is also = Madison, has lived and photo- S 
adjunct associate professor in the graphed in Nigeria, Kenya, and a a 
Department of Plant Pathology at Sierra Leone as well as traveling and [2 = 
UW-Madison, teaching in the photographing in other parts of oe 
advanced mycology curriculum. Africa. She accompanied her ¥ a 

husband, Bob Tabachnick, who is F ae 
Dr. Ronelle Letven is a resident in a professor in curriculum and x Sail j 
the Department of Psychiatry, instruction at UW-Madison. It was | “4m 2 
University of Wisconsin School of from these experiences that she =~ 9A ew 
Medicine. She is active in PSR’s became fascinated with the Sahara Ne ap c. 

Speakers’ Bureau and is resident Desert which culminated in the trip eS. — 
representative for the organization. _ described in the article. She is plan- a 7 

ning to lead a tour group to the “3 

Michael V. Fox is associate profes- Tl dee in December/Janu- \ a 

sor and chairman of the Depart- ty : 
ment of Hebrew and Semitics at the Jeanne Tabachnick 
UW-Madison. He _ recently 
completed a book on the Song of The tree Diana Balio leaned 

Songs and the ancient Egyptian love —_ against last summer, while listening 

songs. to an orchestra rehearsal, is on the 

Diana Balio 8F0unds of Tanglewood where Herman Nibbelink lives with his 
; gjcnve-y, Lukas Foss, whom she writes about wife and two children in Manito- 

- ear a3 in this issue, had some of his early — woc, Wisconsin, where he teaches 

dw mets \ Gores = musical training. F English at the University of Wis- 
‘J we pad She welcomed the opportunity to consin Center-Manitowoc County. 

a, . Hy i a tes, ‘meet him in the process of writing His essays and poems have 
a we Ss) the article and hopes she hasn’t appeared in such journals as the 

' Cee = Sec made any mistakes. 2 Arizona Quarterly, Great River 
Ve re eR He told me that an interviewer — Reyjew, Illinois Quarterly, Mark 
A & fe. once quoted him as saying some- Jwain Journal, and Jump River 

ie a f=: thing about music ‘from Brooklyn —_—Reyjew. 
i SS ‘ Suey to Harlem.’ Foss had no recollec- 

cf == \\\ ” fe = tion of referring in any way to 

oo a \\2 << Brooklyn or Harem From Brook- — Car] Krog earned his B.A. and M.A. 
NG =. = fs lynto Harlem? After puzzling ae in history from the University of 
po — “) that for a few days he suddenly Chicago and Ph.D. from UW- 

r-F / temembered. His actual wordshad = Madison in 1971. He has published 
f= = =| been ‘from Bruckner to Mahler. seven articles on aspects of life in 
{SSS | Bee Diana was a manuscript editor Marinette. He is associate professor 
-*, =. ~ a for regional and scholarly publica- of history at the University of 

a 9 ee a tions until last year when she Wisconsin Center, Marinette. He is 
* 2 Es. became secretary to Shirley Abra- married and has three children. 

, = << su = hamson, Justice of the Wisconsin 
. SS. SA Supreme Court (and, like Foss, a 3 

ali > Y m= Fellow of the Wisconsin Academy Carrie Hagen, a fifteen-year resi- 

" , Be of Sciences, Arts and Letters). Her dent of Wisconsin, spends part of 

, , ; ae son, Andrew, isa freshman at New _ each summer in the Arizona moun- 

‘ rm England Conservatory of Music in _ tains with her family and is plan- 

Boston, and her daughter, Julia, is ning to move to Texas in the fall, 

: : js a freshman at West High Schoolin —_ where she will continue working as 

_ ‘ ‘ Madison. a child development specialist. 
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